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The spatial distribution of cortical interneurons: the role of clustered protocadherins 
Nicholas Edmund Gallerani 
 
The spatial patterning of neurons is a fundamental problem in neuroscience. The 
functions of the brain are rooted in the cellular architecture that underlies the structure of the 
brain. In the cerebral cortex, the functions of the cortex depend on the proper assembly of 
circuits made up of long-range excitatory neurons and locally-projecting inhibitory interneurons. 
Interneurons are incredibly diverse from a morphological and functional perspective and are 
found in every cortical area. Unlike excitatory cortical neurons, interneurons are born outside of 
the cortex and migrate long distances into the cortex and distribute across the cortex broadly. 
How do these diverse cells that essentially invade the cortex properly distribute? How do 
different developmental stages contribute to the final patterning of interneuron subtypes, and 
what are the molecules that influence this process? 
 In this dissertation, I will present my original research which has advanced our 
knowledge of the answers to these fundamental questions in the field of developmental 
neuroscience. I addressed these questions by applying a range of techniques including mouse 
genetics, immunohistochemistry, confocal microscopy, and point pattern analysis. My research 
has shown that cortical interneuron subtypes are spatially independent. Spatial patterns of 
cortical interneuron subtypes are non-random within subtypes, but are randomly positioned with 
respect to other subtypes. I also explored the effects of loss of diversity within the clustered 
protocadherin family of adhesion molecules. Though these molecules do not appear to play a 
role in subtype specific spatial independence, I found that loss of clustered protocadherin 
 
 
diversity alters the density and laminar distribution of cortical interneuron subtypes. I also 
contributed to the development of genetic tools which could help us further understand how 
developmental stages contribute to final interneuron distribution. My original research has 
collectively advanced our knowledge of how cortical interneurons achieve their final 
distributions during development and has opened up new avenues of scientific inquiry for future 
research in developmental neuroscience.
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The spatial patterning of neurons is a fundamental problem in neuroscience. The structure 
of the brain is important to its function. Different brain regions carry out different functions. 
When a specific structure in the brain is damaged or does not form properly during development, 
specific and critically important functions attributed to that structure can be disrupted. 
Underlying this structure are neurons, which are organized and connected in largely stereotyped 
spatial patterns. Neurons are incredibly diverse, and different neurons have different kinds of 
spatial patterning. Understanding how these cellular patterns arise during development is an 
important question and fundamental to the field.  
In this dissertation, I will describe my original research which has advanced our 
knowledge of a fundamental problem in the field: how subtypes of inhibitory neurons achieve 
their spatial distribution in the cerebral cortex. I explored the developmental and molecular 
processes that contribute to the distribution of inhibitory neurons of the cerebral cortex. I 
examined the role of the clustered protocadherin family of adhesion molecules in influencing the 
final position of cortical interneurons following development. In order to do this, I developed a 
system of image scoring which enabled me to efficiently transform immunofluorescent images of 
these distinct cell types into XY coordinate data. With this data, I applied methods from the field 
of point pattern analysis, which enabled me to discover new insights into how these important 
cell types are arranged spatially, and how this spatial arrangement can shift in the absence of 
clustered protocadherins. During the course of my work, I also contributed to the development of 
genetic tools which may help future research in this field. 
The dissertation is written to enable the reader to fully understand the problem and why it 
is an interesting and important one, as well as understand my contributions, their rationale, and 
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where they could lead. It is my goal to present this work in a clear way that is detailed enough 
for someone familiar with the field, while also trying to set the broader context to help a more 
general audience also understand this work and this field, and be interested in this work. 
The dissertation is divided into four main chapters. Chapter one will introduce the 
background necessary to understand the field and the specific questions I addressed, and covers 
three broad sections: The Study of Brain Structure and Function, The Development of the 
Cerebral Cortex, and The Spacing of Cortical Interneurons. Chapter two will cover the 
methodology used throughout, and is divided into three sections covering point pattern analysis, 
methods specific to the publication authored by Gallerani and Au in Cerebral Cortex 
Communications 2020, and other methods relevant to other sections of the paper. Chapter three 
will cover published results, mainly focusing on the aforementioned publication but also 
discussing photoactivatable Cre, its potential applications, and the related work I contributed to 
in Morikawa K et al Nature Communications 2020. Chapter four is reserved for discussion and 
future directions and contains a number of unpublished results which are relevant to these topics. 
Additionally, Appendix A contains code and code snippets which were written by me and may 




Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 The Study of Brain Structure and Organization 
1.1-1 Brain Structure: A Foundational Pillar of Neuroscience 
The organization and structure of the brain are critical to its functions. For all but the 
simplest animals which lack brains, the brain is an organ that is critical to life. The brain is 
constructed of cellular building blocks which must be organized in specific ways in order for it to 
operate properly. When this cellular structure and organization is disrupted, neurological disease 
or other disfunction can occur.  
The study of the structure of the brain is a foundational pillar of neuroscience. The 
earliest written records that suggest an understanding of how disruptions of the brain’s structure 
could have deleterious effects on functioning came from the ancient Egyptians, who noted a 
connection between head trauma and symptoms such as aphasia and seizures (Martín-Araguz A 
et al. 2002). However, the ancient Egyptians and other early civilizations did not fully 
comprehend its importance. The second century Roman physician Galen established that key 
functions such as muscle control, respiration, sensation, cognition, and consciousness were 
rooted in the brain (Freemon FR 1994). He showed that specific parts of the brain controlled 
specific functions through experiments on live animals in which he cut specific nerves, like the 
recurrent laryngeal nerve, which disrupted the animal’s ability to vocalize (Freemon FR 1994). 
Importantly, he also observed differences in the structure and organization of the different brain 
tissues and nerves themselves, and postulated that these differences in structure were related to 
the tissue’s ability to carry out its specific functions. 
The work of Santiago Ramon y Cajal in the late 19th century established the neuron 
doctrine, the idea that the brain is made up of discrete functional units, which were named 
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“neurons” by the 19th century anatomist Heinrich von Waldeyer-Hartz. Ramon y Cajal used 
Golgi staining, microscopy, and careful, detailed illustration (Fig1-1) to demonstrate that the 
brain contained a vast array of cell morphologies which were specific to specific brain regions. 
He postulated that these cells were interconnected and communicated with each other in such a 
way as to impart certain functions on the tissue. Though this theory was not fully proven until the 
invention of the electron microscope, the work of Ramon y Cajal laid the foundation for the 
modern field of cellular neuroscience. It stood to reason that if the structure of the brain was 
important for function, and the brain was composed of neurons, the organization and structure of 
the neurons themselves was also important for function.  
 
1.1-2 Structure and Functions of the Cerebral Cortex 
The cerebral cortex is the most complex part of the brain and is responsible for the 
integration of information from across brain regions, in order to carry out complex higher order 
functions, such as sensory processing and voluntary movement. The list of functions are diverse, 
extensive, and complex, but can be generalized as inference, exploration, and prediction (Heeger 
DJ 2017). These are behaviors that even the simplest animals require, even if these functions are 
not as explicitly important to life as the functions of the medulla, for example, which controls 
involuntary actions like breathing (Wyman RJ 1977).  
The cortex is particularly fascinating and important to study because of its expanded role 
in humans, imparting us with our unique level of intelligence, cognition, and communication, 
among other things. Stories such as that of Phineas Gage, the 18th century railroad worker whose 
personality completely changed after his left frontal lobe was damaged in a workplace accident 
(O'Driscoll K and JP Leach 1998), captivate people because they reveal deep insights about the 
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very nature of concepts such as personality or the self. These concepts are not rooted in the 
metaphysical and are impermanent. The functions that allow us to be ourselves have origins 
within defined, organized substructures of the cortex. When these regions are damaged or form 
improperly during development, we can lose fundamental elements of our humanity itself. 
 
1.1-3 Organization of the Human Cortex 
The human cortex has a distinctively folded appearance, with ridges and depressions 
throughout known as gyri and sulci. Though these can appear random, they are in fact 
stereotyped. These ridges grossly divide the cortex into four lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital, and 
temporal. Within these lobes are further subdivided into “areas” according to function. These 
areas are typically referred to by their function, as well as how their inputs are structured. For 
example, the primary visual cortex, or V1, is the first cortical area to receive sensory information 
from the eye in the form of axon terminals from the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus.  
The frontal lobe is the most rostral, or frontal, part of the human cortex and includes the 
prefrontal cortex, premotor cortex, and primary motor cortex (M1). Its functions include 
voluntary movement and associated tasks as well as complex tasks such as regulation of emotion 
and personality. The parietal lobe is just caudal of the frontal lobe on the dorsal, or top, side. It 
includes the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) and several association areas. Important 
functions include proprioception, or the sense of body positioning and movement, as well as the 
integration of sensory and visual information. The occipital lobe is the most caudal region of the 
cortex and contains the visual cortex, which is further subdivided into V1 and a number of visual 
association areas. The temporal lobe is ventral to the parietal lobe and between the frontal and 
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occipital lobes. It contains the primary auditory cortex (A1), as well as areas dedicated to the 
processing of speech and language. The majority of memory-related areas are also located here. 
 
1.1-4 Mouse Cortical Organization 
While many important early insights about the cortex came from animals such as cats and 
macaques, over the last two decades rodent models have become the primary animal model in 
neuroscience. Meta-analyses of neuroscience research has shown that about 50% of neuroscience 
papers in 2016 were based on mouse models (Ellenbroek B and J Youn 2016). Mice have 
obvious advantages for biological research, such as their small size, relatively short reproductive 
cycles, and the prevalence of tools for genetic manipulation. How valid are mouse models for 
neuroscience, particularly for the cerebral cortex, considering that humans in particular are 
defined by complex behaviors bestowed by their greatly expanded cortex? In order to understand 
both the value and limitations of mice to studying the cortex in particular, it is important to know 
the key differences and similarities between the two species. 
At the gross anatomical level, the two brains look fairly different (Fig 1-1A). The surface 
of the mouse cortex is smooth, so the use of the term “lobes” is not used in mice, since there are 
no obvious superficial divisions. The absolute size of the cortex is obviously smaller in the 
mouse, but the relative size is much smaller as well. The frontal cortical areas are small in 
mouse, and noticeably, the olfactory bulbs are prominent and constitute the most rostral part of 
the mouse brain. Olfaction not as important of a sense in humans, and thus these areas are 
completely covered by the cortex and are relatively small. 
On the other hand, many of the structural features of the human cortex are conserved in 
mice, including the locations of cortical areas (Fig 1-1B), their laminar organization, and most 
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cell types that are found within those areas and layers. The general map of where primary 
sensory areas are located appears to be fairly well conserved across evolution, with all mammals 
having similar relative locations and patterns of connectivity from thalamus and other cortical 
areas (Krubitzer LA and AM Seelke 2012). In fact, even extremely simple, evolutionarily 
divergent animals like the lamprey share structural features with humans such as having distinct 
visual and somatosensory areas with thalamocortical relay (Suryanarayana SM et al. 2020).  
The cells of the cortex in mice and other mammals are organized into distinct, 
stereotyped layers which contain specific types of cells and projections to and from cortical or 
non-cortical sources. Most cortical areas contain six layers, which can be further divided into 
sublamina. Layers can perhaps be most simply identified using nuclear stains such as 4’,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), which enables one to easily distinguish layers on the basis of 
nuclear size and density. The downside to this approach is that certain sublamina are not easily 
distinguishable, including layers 2 and 3. Cells are often classified according to their layers based 
on the position of their soma relative to these nuclear criteria, though it should be noted that the 
entire morphology of the cell often transcends single layers (Narayanan RT et al. 2017; Rockland 
KS and J DeFelipe 2018). Despite this caveat, this type of criteria is useful for studies of spatial 
distribution because of its simplicity, and has been used in countless studies of cells in the cortex 
(Xu Q et al. 2004; Gonchar Y et al. 2007; Lodato S et al. 2011; Miyoshi G and G Fishell 2011; 
Pfeffer CK et al. 2013; Pronneke A et al. 2015; Myers AK et al. 2020). Some of the relevant 




1.1-5 Mouse Visual Cortex 
Animals that heavily rely on vision as a sensory modality such as primates (Hubel DH 
and TN Wiesel 1968) and cats (Hubel DH and TN Wiesel 1962) have a high degree of visual 
cortex organization and suborganization. In these species, neurons that respond selectively to the 
same types of stimuli, such as orientation or stimulation frequency, are grouped into columns 
(Hubel DH and TN Wiesel 1962, 1968). Like these species, neurons in rodent V1 show selective 
responses to certain visual stimuli, such as orientation (Fig 1-1C) and spatial frequency (Girman 
SV et al. 1999; Niell CM and MP Stryker 2008). However, these cells are not arranged in 
columns but instead randomly dispersed in a “salt and pepper” fashion (Girman SV et al. 1999; 
Niell CM and MP Stryker 2008; Ibbotson M and YJ Jung 2020). But this is not to say that the 
mouse visual cortex itself is randomly arranged. The visual system must accurately recreate an 
animal’s environment in order for it to be useful for the animal, and thus even in mice the cells of 
the visual cortex are stereotypically organized, albeit with a lesser degree of suborganization. 
Projections from the retina are precisely relayed through the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of 
the thalamus to V1 in a way that accurately spatially represents the retinal stimulus, a concept 
known as a retinotopic map (Schuett S et al. 2002; Cang J et al. 2005).  
The general layout of the visual cortex is also fairly conserved (Fig 1-1B) and is located 
at the caudal pole of the cortex in most species. The mouse V1 is stereotyped in structure, with 
almost no variability in shape and location between individuals (Garrett ME et al. 2014; Waters J 
et al. 2019). The mouse visual cortex also has at least ten smaller visual association areas which 
are also stereotyped in terms of their relative positioning and shapes, though they were somewhat 
more variable than V1 (Garrett ME et al. 2014; Waters J et al. 2019). The size of the visual 
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cortex does vary between individuals, with the least amount of size variation in V1 (Waters J et 
al. 2019). This suggests that the shape and location are important to function, but also that the 
underlying cellular architecture is similar across visual cortex, enabling a certain degree of 
flexibility in size. Other studies have noted that within specific areas, the densities of different 
types of cortical interneurons are similar, while they tend to vary more across areas (Kim Y et al. 
2017), suggesting a common architecture within functional groups.  
Taken together, although the mouse may lack certain visual features associated with 
primates and other animals, it is still an extremely useful animal model for understanding basic 
cellular organizing principles that structure the visual cortex and other cortical areas. 
 
Figure 1-1 Comparison of human and mouse cortex 
A-Diagram of the gross anatomy of the human and mouse brains. Mice have a smooth cortex with no sulci or gyri. 
Image Source: Fig 1, (Miterko LN et al. 2018) 
B-Diagram of the functional areas of the human and mouse brains. Visual cortex (V1) is located towards the caudal 
pole of both human and mouse cortices. Image Source: Chapter 20-Nervous System, Comparative Anatomy and 
Histology First Edition (Treuting PM et al. 2012) (Modified to fit this space by Nicholas Gallerani) 
C-Features of vision such as degree of orientation selectivity tuning (top) and V1 receptive field structure (bottom) 







1.1-6 Types of Cortical Neurons 
 The neurons of the cortex can be broadly divided into two categories: excitatory 
projection neurons (PN) and inhibitory cortical interneurons (cIN). These cell types are 
organized into repetitive microcircuits, whose proper assembly is critical to cortical function 
(O'Leary DD and SE Koester 1993; Hensch TK 2005; Lodato S et al. 2015; Tremblay R et al. 
2016).  
The majority of cortical neurons are excitatory PNs (Fig 1-2, left). PNs use the 
neurotransmitter glutamate (Meldrum BS 2000), which depolarizes target neurons and can 
initiate an action potential in the target. PNs send their axons long distances to their targets, 
hence the name “projection neuron”. Most PNs extend their apical dendrites into layer 1, except 
for layer 6 PNs, whose apical dendrites terminate in layer 4 (Ledergerber D and ME Larkum 
2010). PNs are also called “pyramidal neurons” because of their characteristic triangular somal 
shape, but PNs encompass a diverse set of neurons which can be further subclassified by laminar 
position of their cell bodies, somal size and dendritic morphology, electrophysiological 
properties, and axonal connectivity (Lodato S et al. 2015). Within the excitatory class, the two 
major subgroups are intracortical neurons, which send axons to other cortical areas, and 
corticofugal neurons, which send axons to other regions such as thalamus, spinal cord, and 
brainstem (Lodato S et al. 2015). Within these groups are further subdivisions as well. 
cINs are the minority cell of the cortex, making up about 25% of all cortical neurons 
(Wonders CP and SA Anderson 2006). They use the neurotransmitter GABA, which generally 
hyperpolarizes target neurons, which are mainly PNs (Tremblay R et al. 2016). They carry out 
key processes, including controlling cortical rhythmicity (Sohal VS et al. 2009), boosting signal 
salience (Lee SH et al. 2012; Song YH et al. 2020), and regulating spike timing (Tiesinga P et al. 
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2008). cINs are locally projecting and have relatively small spheres of influence generally within 
200μm of the cell soma (Amitai Y et al. 2002). cINs extend complex, branched dendritic and 
axonal arbors that overlap considerably with neighboring cINs, enabling a single cIN to inhibit 
multiple PNs, and for a single PN to be innervated by multiple cINs (Fino E and R Yuste 2011; 
Packer AM et al. 2013). This enables this relatively small group of neurons to powerfully control 
the activity patterns of the PNs around them.  
  
Figure 1-2 Morphologies of Cell Types of the Cortex 
Representative morphologies of cell types in the cortex.  
Left-Projection neuron (PN) morphology, 40x confocal laser scanning microscope image of a layer 3 pyramidal cell 
from the frontal cortex of a wild-type mouse, scale bar=40m. Image Source: Fig 1 of (Luebke JI et al. 2010) 
Middle-Parvalbumin (PV) positive basket cell filled with biocytin to show morphology (green) from rat barrel 
cortex, red=PV immunostain, scale bar=250m. Image Source: Fig 1 of (Staiger JF et al. 2009) 
Right-Somatostatin (SST) positive Martinotti cell morphology in V1 of the SST-Cre mouse, labeled through cre-
dependent retrovirus. Image Source: Fig 3 of (Lim L et al. 2018) 
 
1.1-7 Cortical Interneuron Subtypes 
 cINs constitute an incredibly diverse class of neurons with respect to morphology, 
molecular markers expressed, connectivity, and electrophysiological properties. Single cell RNA 
deep sequencing of cortical tissue dissected from V1 and anterior lateral motor cortex (ALM) has 
identified 61 GABAergic subclasses in the adult cortex (Tasic B et al. 2018). Most of these 
subclasses are found in both areas (Tasic B et al. 2018). Although cINs types are incredibly 
diverse, canonically cINs tend to be classified into broad groups based on expression of certain 
PV cIN SST cINPN
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proteins, since these are easily accessible through immunohistochemistry. By this definition, 
three non-overlapping groups of cINs account for nearly all GABAergic cells: parvalbumin (PV) 
expressing interneurons, somatostatin (SST) expressing interneurons, and 5HT3aR expressing 
interneurons (Rudy B et al. 2011). 
 PV cINs (Fig 1-2, middle) are the most populous subgroup of cINs, constituting about 
40% of all cINs (Gonchar Y et al. 2007; Rudy B et al. 2011). The majority of these are fast 
spiking (FS) basket cells, as well as a rarer population of FS chandelier cells (Rudy B et al. 
2011). FS cells have short action potentials and can fire repeatedly without adaptation 
(Kawaguchi Y and Y Kubota 1997; Povysheva NV et al. 2013). FS basket cells make synaptic 
connections on the PN soma (Kawaguchi Y and Y Kubota 1997), while chandelier cells target 
the axon initial segment. The majority of PV cells are in deeper layers, though they are found 
throughout all layers except layer 1.  
 SST cINs (Fig 1-2, right) constitute about 20-30% of all cINs (Gonchar Y et al. 2007; 
Rudy B et al. 2011). Most SST cINs are Martinotti cells, which extend their axons into layer 1, 
where they make synapses with the apical dendrites of PNs. SST cINs can be found in every 
layer but are extremely rare in layer 1, and most prominent in deeper layers (Gonchar Y et al. 
2007). 
 The majority of the remaining cINs express the ionotropic serotonin receptor 5HT3aR 
(Rudy B et al. 2011). This group is relatively heterogeneous and can be found throughout 
cortical layers, but are more prominent in superficial layers (Lee S et al. 2010; Rudy B et al. 
2011). One of the more prominent subgroups within this group express vasoactive intestinal 
peptide (VIP). These interneurons are particularly interesting because they preferentially inhibit 




1.1-8 Cortical Interneurons and Human Disease 
 cINs play critical roles in modulating the firing of PNs. When their functions are 
disrupted, disease can result, including epilepsy (Cobos I et al. 2005; Rossignol E et al. 2013; Tai 
C et al. 2014; Jacob J 2016), autism (Tai C et al. 2014; Jacob J 2016; Hashemi E et al. 2017; 
Lunden JW et al. 2019), and schizophrenia (Steinecke A et al. 2012; Dienel SJ and DA Lewis 
2019; Shao Z et al. 2019).  
While many of these alterations seem to be associated with the frontal cortex, cIN 
subtypes play important roles throughout the cortex. Abnormalities in subtype ratios, laminar 
distribution, or spatial distribution could potentially result in subtle sub-disease threshold 
abnormalities in sensory processing. In V1, PV cINs in particular sharpen feature selectivity of 
PNs (Lee SH et al. 2012) while SST cINs contribute to PN surround suppression (Adesnik H et 
al. 2012). Furthermore, the ratios of PV to SST cINs seems to be a key distinguishing factor 
between sensory areas and non-sensory areas (Kim Y et al. 2017), suggesting that specific 
cellular architectures are required for optimal function. 
 
1.2 The Development of the Cerebral Cortex 
1.2-1 Developmental Origins of Cortical Neurons 
 The cerebral cortex, its structure and its functions, are the product of a complex series of 
developmental events that occur during embryogenesis and postnatal timepoints. The cerebral 
cortex arises from the embryonic telencephalon, which begins as a sheet of neuroepithelium cells 
that becomes patterned into distinct progenitor zones around embryonic day (E) 8.5 in the mouse 
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(Hebert JM and G Fishell 2008). Early patterning factors such as Shh and Gli3 divide the 
telencephalon into dorsal and ventral regions (Hebert JM and G Fishell 2008). 
 The dorsal telencephalon gives rise to the cerebral cortex as well as all of the PNs that 
populate it (Hebert JM and G Fishell 2008). Radial glial cells (RGC) in the dorsal ventricular 
zone serve as the progenitors to PNs (Fig 1-3) (Malatesta P et al. 2000; Noctor SC et al. 2002) as 
well as provide a radial scaffolding upon which PNs migrate (Rakic P 1971). Subsequent rounds 
of division by RGCs produce the different cortical layers. The cortex is formed in an inside-out 
fashion, in which the oldest PNs form the deepest layers, while newer PNs radially migrate (Fig 
1-3) past the older layer to form the next one (Rakic P 1974; Cooper JA 2008).  
cINs are generated from E11 to E18 (Miyoshi G et al. 2007), also from RGCs (Anthony 
TE et al. 2004), , but from a distinct set of RGCs in the ventricular zone of the ventral 
telencephalon (Fig 1-3) (Hebert JM and G Fishell 2008). PV and SST cINs in particular share a 
common origin in the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE), a region of the ventral telencephalon 
that expresses the transcription factor Nkx2.1 (Wonders CP and SA Anderson 2006; Marin O 
and U Muller 2014). Most other interneuron subtypes come from the caudal ganglionic eminence 
(CGE), and an even smaller proportion from the pre-optic area (POA) (Wonders CP and SA 
Anderson 2006; Marin O and U Muller 2014).  
 
1.2-2 Tangential Migration of Cortical Interneurons 
 Given that cINS are born ventrally, they must migrate in order to reach the cortex (Fig 1-
3). After cINs exit the cell cycle (Vidaki M et al. 2012), they detach from ventral RGC scaffolds 
and migrate towards the dorsal pallium in a glia-independent process known as tangential 
migration. Fate mapping studies using ultrasound guided transplantation of dissociated MGE or 
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LGE (lateral ganglionic eminence) cells revealed that MGE derived cells intrinsically migrate 
dorsolaterally towards the cortex, while LGE derived cells do not (Wichterle H et al. 2001). 
Later, genetic fate mapping experiments using the Nkx2.1-Cre mouse showed that the MGE 
produces PV and SST cells (Xu Q et al. 2008). 
 A number of different molecular factors have been implicated in guiding interneurons to 
their long-range cortical destinations. Nkx2.1 is required for the MGE to form properly (Sussel L 
et al. 1999) but its downregulation is required for cINs to enter the cortex via expression of 
Neuropilin 1 and 2 (Nrp1, Nrp2) (Nobrega-Pereira S et al. 2008). Nrp1/2 expressing interneurons 
are repulsed by ventral striatal expression of semaphorin 3a and 3f (Sema3a, Sema3f) (Marin O 
et al. 2001). Other chemorepulsive and motogenic factors such as Nrg1, Erbb4 (Flames N et al. 
2004), EphrinA5 (Zimmer G et al. 2008), BDNF (Polleux F et al. 2002), NT4 (Polleux F et al. 
2002), and HGF (Powell EM et al. 2001) have also been shown to be involved in tangential 
migration of cINs.  
Interneurons travel through two distinct tangential streams in the intermediate and 
marginal zones (IZ, MZ, respectively) (Antypa M et al. 2011; Guo J and ES Anton 2014). cINs 
traveling in different substreams in the MZ and IZ express different sets of signaling receptors, 
such as Cdh8, EphA3, and Robo2 (Antypa M et al. 2011). They also show different migratory 
behavior, with MZ interneurons migrating in a “random walk” fashion in which they change 
direction many times, while IZ interneurons seem to follow a steadier, directed migratory path 
(Tanaka DH et al. 2009). Indeed, recent studies have shown that the cells that migrate through 
these streams are distinct. For example, SST expressing Martinotti cells travel through the MZ 
stream (Lim L et al. 2018). 
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The degree to which tangential migration itself influences the final spatial distribution of 
cIN subtypes is not fully understood. cIN subtypes are distinguishable at early embryonic 
timepoints, even if canonical cIN subtype markers are not expressed until much later in 
development (Mi D et al. 2018). Specific subtypes are enriched in certain cortical areas, such as 
chandelier cells in medial frontal cortex (Taniguchi H et al. 2013). Distinct tangential migration 
streams have also been described for both the MGE and CGE. MGE cells have been described as 
migrating dorsolaterally (Corbin JG et al. 2001; Wichterle H et al. 2001). The transcription 
factor CoupTFII is required for caudal migration of CGE derived cells, and its ectopic expression 
in MGE can drive MGE cIN migration caudally (Kanatani S et al. 2008). At least two more 
caudo-rostral migratory streams for CGE cINs have been described (Touzot A et al. 2016). Other 
studies have described a tight spatial relationship between clonally related cINs (Brown KN et al. 
2011), although more recent studies have disputed this (Mayer C et al. 2016). Regardless of 
arguments over the spatial relationships of clonally related cINs, the overall evidence suggests a 




Figure 1-3 Migratory Paths of Cortical Cells During Development 
Left-Illustration of a coronal cross section of the developing mouse brain, showing migratory path of PNs. PNs 
originate from the dorsal ventricular zone and migrate radially towards the pial surface. 
Right-Illustration of a coronal cross section of the developing mouse brain, showing migratory path of cINs. PV and 
SST cells are produced in the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) from progenitors in the ventral ventricular zone, 
and migrate long distances around the ventricle towards the cortex 
 
1.2-3 Lamination of Cortical Interneurons 
 Once cINs reach the cortex, they change their migratory orientation from a tangential 
path to a radial path. This final radial migratory stage is critical in determining their final laminar 
position. Some mechanisms that cause a tangential to radial migratory switch have been 
described (Bortone D and F Polleux 2009). Contact mediated events may play a major role in 
triggering downstream molecular changes. Live imaging experiments have demonstrated that 
tangentially migrating cINs alter their migratory trajectory following contact with RGCs (Yokota 
Y et al. 2007). Furthermore, Cajal-Retzius (CR) cells, an early group of neurons which play 
critical roles in PN lamination by secreting the glycoprotein reelin (Ogawa M et al. 1995), 
repeatedly contact each other during their migration through the MZ at E12.5, resulting in 








repulsion, which is mediated through Eph/ephrin signaling (Villar-Cervino V et al. 2013). It is 
thought that this behavior helps distribute CR cells evenly, but it is not clear if other cIN 
subtypes also do this. Interestingly, the lamination of cINs does not seem to depend on reelin and 
may depend on positional cues from the cortical environment, such as PNs, itself (Pla R et al. 
2006; Lodato S et al. 2011). 
 Although the factors that contribute to the final position of cINs are not fully understood, 
the laminar distribution of cINs has been well described. Despite their origins outside the cortex, 
MGE-derived cINs intrinsically settle into specific laminar patterns that match the inside-out 
pattern of PNs (Valcanis H and SS Tan 2003; Miyoshi G and G Fishell 2011). Earlier born 
MGE-derived cINs have a greater tendency to settle into deeper layers (Miyoshi G and G Fishell 
2011). The majority of cINs cease migrating by postnatal day 1 (P1), and nearly all cINs cease 
migrating by P7 (Bortone D and F Polleux 2009), with MGE cINs reaching an adult-like laminar 
distribution by P5 (Miyoshi G and G Fishell 2011). 
 
1.2-4 Circuit Integration and Modulation of Interneuron Number 
 Many types of neurons of the CNS are overproduced and subsequently reduced in 
number during development, as they integrate themselves into circuits (Buss RR et al. 2006). All 
cortical neurons undergo cell death during early perinatal development (Verney C et al. 2000; 
Priya R et al. 2018; Mancia Leon WR et al. 2020). In addition to neurotrophic factors (Xenos D 
et al. 2018), cIN survival depends on intrinsic factors and activity (Southwell DG et al. 2012; 
Priya R et al. 2018). About 40% of cINs die through Bax-dependent apoptosis (Southwell DG et 
al. 2012). This period peaks around P7-P11 (Southwell DG et al. 2012). Interestingly, PN cell 
death precedes this period by several days (Verney C et al. 2000; Wong FK et al. 2018). More 
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recently, the activity of PNs has been directly implicated in the modulation of cIN cell number 
(Wong FK et al. 2018). However, the source of activity may be more generalized, as intrinsic 
activity also modulates cIN cell number (Priya R et al. 2018). 
 During and after this period, synaptogenesis is occurring in all cortical neurons. The 
precise timing of these events is not entirely clear, but in mice synaptogenesis in PV and SST 
cINs begins around P4-P5 and reaches a peak from P10-P15 (Favuzzi E et al. 2019). 
Glutamatergic synapses are said to peak at P12, but connectivity between PNs and cINs exists 
even earlier (Wong FK et al. 2018). Other studies in monkey have generally concluded that peak 
synaptogenesis occurs after birth, with synaptic pruning and circuit refinement continuing long 
after (Bourgeois JP 1997). Also important to consider in this early circuit formation period are 
thalamocortical inputs. The thalamus is generated synchronously with the cortex, and by P0 
thalamic projections have entered the cortex and are establishing connections with cortical 
neurons (Lopez-Bendito G and Z Molnar 2003).  
  
1.3 The Spacing of Cortical Interneurons 
1.3-1 Contributions of Different Phases of Cortical Development 
How cortical interneuron subclasses appropriately distribute and establish an inhibitory 
network poses a difficult logistical problem given the complexity of their developmental 
trajectories. Developmentally, cINs arise from distal progenitor domains and migrate long 
distances into the cortex (Wamsley B and G Fishell 2017), but it is unclear how these 
migrational phases might contribute to the final distribution of cINs in the adult cortex. The 
actual integration of cIN subtypes is also complicated, given that cINs extend complex, branched 
dendritic and axonal arbors that overlap considerably with neighboring cINs (Fino E and R Yuste 
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2011; Packer AM et al. 2013). How do these morphologies from different subtypes that occupy 
similar cortical spaces coexist? How are do all of these different stages of development 
contribute to the spatial distribution of cINs?  
 
1.3-2 Spacing in Neuronal Subtypes 
 The study of the spatial arrangement and patterning of neuronal subtypes has been best 
studied in the retina (Fig 1-4), where a number of groups have used spatial point pattern analysis 
to quantitatively describe the relationships between groups of retinal neurons. One study looked 
at six different cell types (rod bipolar cells, horizontal cells, starburst amacrine cells, displaced 
starburst amacrine cells, A2-expressing cells, and indolamine-expressing cells) and found that all 
six cell types showed spatial inhibition when compared to members of their own class, but were 
spatially random with respect to any other class (Rockhill RL et al. 2000). Similarly, bNOS- and 
dopaminergic amacrine subtypes show spatial inhibition between homotypic cells but are 
randomly placed relative to heterotypic cells (Fuerst PG et al. 2008). 
 While the spacing between and within subtypes has been studied extensively in the retina 
using quantitative means, comparable studies of cINs are few, though other aspects of spacing 
like morphology have been well characterized (Fig 1-4). Does homotypic recognition or spatial 
inhibition exist between cIN subtypes, or are they randomly dispersed? Random dispersion of 
interneurons could potentially lead to problems at the local circuit level, such as clumping of 
subtypes due to random chance, and studies of connectivity (Pfeffer CK et al. 2013) would 
suggest that some level of class recognition exists. Part of the reason this has not been directly 
addressed is because qualitatively, cINs do not demonstrate striking mosaics like one might see 
in the retina. At the same time, the degree of spatial inhibition between objects is extremely hard 
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to assess qualitatively unless the pattern is highly regular or irregular. Non-random microscale 
architecture of PV cells in L2/3 of mouse V1 has been recently described (D'Souza RD et al. 
2019). This type of architecture may require more precise quantitative spatial measurement to 
see. Interestingly, human studies of schizophrenia patients have also pointed out quantitative 
differences in the mean cell spacing and spacing of cortical minicolumns in prefrontal cortex 
(Casanova MF et al. 2005).  
 The spacing of neuronal processes has also been studied both quantitatively and 
qualitatively, extensively within single neuronal types (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012; Suo L et al. 
2012; Molumby MJ et al. 2016; Ing-Esteves S et al. 2018) and to a more limited extent (in 
mammalian neurons) between subtypes (Grueber WB et al. 2002; Matthews BJ et al. 2007; Soba 
P et al. 2007; Fuerst PG et al. 2008). The development of proper spacing of dendritic or axonal 
arbors is thought to be critical to function, and can also influence the positioning of the cell soma 





Figure 1-4 Aspects of neuronal spacing in the retina and cortex 
Proper spacing of processes and cell bodies is important for neuronal function. Neurons in both the retina (top) and 
cortex (bottom) must achieve appropriate spacing of neuronal projections (left) while also establishing spacing 
within and between cell types (middle) and laminar position within the tissue (right).  
Top: (L) mouse retinal ganglion cell. Image Source: (Bray ER et al. 2017); (M) horizontal cells and A2 amacrine 
cells in the retina. Image Source: (Rockhill RL et al. 2000); (R) cells of the retina arranged in layers,. Image Source: 
(Li W 2020) 
Bottom: (L)-PV basket cell filled with biocytin. Image Source: (Staiger JF et al. 2009); (M) PV (green) and SST 
(magenta) cells in V1. Image Source: Nicholas Gallerani; (R) PV and SST cells in V1, with cortical layers overlaid 
in yellow. Image Source: Nicholas Gallerani 
 
1.3-3 Contact Mediated Cues For Neuronal Spacing and Self-Recognition 
Neurons are morphologically complex cells that establish specific networks with other 
neurons. In order to properly establish these networks, axons and dendrites often must branch 
and pattern themselves in specific ways to optimize neuronal function. Branches of axonal or 
dendritic arbors from the same neuron often avoid overlapping with each other, which allows 
arbors to innervate more territory or avoid redundant inputs (Grueber WB and A Sagasti 2010). 
But in many cases, many of the same type of neuron can occupy the same tissue. In order to 
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innervate the same space, while maximizing coverage, neurons have mechanisms that enable 
them to uniquely recognize themselves. 
 The key mediator of neuronal self-recognition in Drosophila is Down syndrome cell 
adhesion molecule 1 (Dscam1) (Grueber WB and A Sagasti 2010). Through alternative splicing, 
Dscam1 can generate more than 38000 unique Dscam protein isoforms with 19008 different 
extracellular domains (Schmucker D et al. 2000; Wojtowicz WM et al. 2004). In vitro binding 
assays have shown that individual isoforms show a high degree of homophilic binding specificity 
(Wojtowicz WM et al. 2004). This binding specificity combined with the sheer number of 
isoform possibilities enables neighboring neurons to uniquely recognize themselves (Grueber 
WB and A Sagasti 2010). Loss of Dscam1 causes aberrant process fasciculation or process 
overlap, but loss of Dscam1 isoform diversity can actually cause neurons which normally 
overlap to aberrantly “tile”, or have perfectly non-overlapping arbors (Hughes ME et al. 2007; 
Matthews BJ et al. 2007; Grueber WB and A Sagasti 2010). 
 In vertebrates, Dscam1 are not highly spliced and thus cannot explain single-neuron 
identity in vertebrate neurons, although Dscam1 is an important mediator of cell soma and 
neurite spacing in the mammalian retina (Fuerst PG et al. 2008; Grueber WB and A Sagasti 
2010). Vertebrate single-neuron identity is thought to be generated by clustered protocadherins 
(Chen WV et al. 2012; Chen WV and T Maniatis 2013; Mountoufaris G et al. 2017), a diverse 
group of adhesion molecules that are part of the cadherin superfamily, which as a whole have 




1.3-4 The Cadherin Superfamily: Key Mediators of Spatial Development 
The cadherin superfamily is a family of cell-cell adhesion molecules comprising more 
than 350 members (Takeichi M 2007; Saito M et al. 2012). Cadherin superfamily members play 
a wide range of important roles in neural development (Takeichi M 2007; Saito M et al. 2012). 
All members are transmembrane proteins which contain a number of extracellular cadherin 
repeats (Boggon TJ et al. 2002; Shapiro L and WI Weis 2009), which are Ca2+ binding domains 
which are able to interact adhesively in a Ca2+ dependent manner (Hirano S et al. 1987). The 
interaction is homophilic and generally occurs in trans between neighboring cells, but cis 
interactions occur as well, and can affect trans interactions (Takeichi M 2007; Shapiro L and WI 
Weis 2009; Saito M et al. 2012).  
Superfamily members are grouped by sequence similarity and mostly fall into three main 
groups: classical, desmosomal, and protocadherins. Members can vary considerably in terms of 
the number of cadherin repeats, which specific repeat domain homophilically interacts, the 
number of transmembrane passes, intracellular regions, and intracellular binding partners 
(Takeichi M 2007; Shapiro L and WI Weis 2009; Saito M et al. 2012). As a result, the adhesive 
interaction between cadherin family members can trigger a variety of different cellular responses 
and functions depending on which type of cadherin superfamily members are interacting. While 
all members are adhesion molecules, for the most part only the classical cadherins and 
desmosomal cadherins play major cell-cell adhesive roles (Takeichi M 1991; Shapiro L and WI 
Weis 2009; Saito M et al. 2012). These proteins have intracellular regions which directly link the 
protein to the cytoskeleton. Classical cadherins contain a β-catenin binding site, which links 
classical cadherins to the actin cytoskeleton, while desmosomal cadherins are linked to 
intermediate filaments (Saito M et al. 2012). These proteins may be directly involved in the early 
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patterning of cortical areas and show graded areal expression independent of thalamocortical 
input (Nakagawa Y et al. 1999). 
Protocadherins are the largest subfamily of the cadherin superfamily. The majority are 
clustered into a single genomic locus (Kohmura N et al. 1998; Wu Q and T Maniatis 1999), and 
are collectively called the “clustered protocadherins”, while the others are scattered throughout 
the genome (Hayashi S and M Takeichi 2015). They are all single pass transmembrane proteins 
with 6-7 cadherin repeats and lack a β-catenin binding site (Hayashi S and M Takeichi 2015). 
While adhesive events between classical or desmosomal cadherins generally stabilize contacts 
between cells, adhesive events between protocadherins are generally destabilizing, and can lead 
to repulsion between cells or neurites, and aggregation of processes when protocadherins are lost 
(Hayashi S and M Takeichi 2015). All protocadherins largely function in the nervous system, 
and regulate important neurodevelopmental processes. Non-clustered protocadherin functions 
include neuronal migration (Ying G et al. 2009; Hayashi S et al. 2014; Libe-Philippot B et al. 
2017), neuronal outgrowth (Hayashi S et al. 2014), synapse formation (Tsai NP et al. 2012; 
Takeuchi C et al. 2020), and tissue patterning (Bradley RS et al. 1998; Kim SY et al. 2007). 
Non-clustered protocadherins like protocadherin 15 (Libe-Philippot B et al. 2017) and Celsr3 
(Ying G et al. 2009) have been implicated in tangential and radial migration of cINs.  
 
1.3-5 Clustered Protocadherins 
The clustered protocadherins (cPcdh) are organized into a single genomic locus and 
further organized into three clusters: alpha (α), beta (β), and gamma (γ) (Fig 1-5A) (Chen WV 
and T Maniatis 2013; Hayashi S and M Takeichi 2015). The exact number of cPcdhs varies by 
species, but the general genomic structure is fairly well conserved through evolution (Chen WV 
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and T Maniatis 2013). Generally most species have many cPcdh genes. Humans have 53, while 
mice and rats have 58 (Chen WV and T Maniatis 2013), but other species can have almost 
double or more (Yu WP et al. 2007; Etlioglu HE et al. 2016). Mice and humans have virtually 
identical α and γ cluster organization (Wu Q et al. 2001). The mouse β cluster is larger and has 
six additional β-cPcdh genes (Wu Q et al. 2001) but this difference is relatively minor. Other 
features like 5’ splice sites appear to be highly conserved (Wu Q et al. 2001). Therefore, mouse 
models of cPcdh mutations are highly relevant to humans as well as other animals. 
Similar to non-clustered protocadherins, cPcdhs have neurodevelopmental roles including 
neuronal outgrowth (Katori S et al. 2009; Meguro R et al. 2015; Chen WV et al. 2017), synapse 
formation (Weiner JA et al. 2005; Garrett AM and JA Weiner 2009; Tarusawa E et al. 2016), and 
neuronal migration (Fan L et al. 2018). cPcdhs have additional roles in cell survival (Wang X et 
al. 2002; Hasegawa S et al. 2016; Garrett AM et al. 2019; Carriere CH et al. 2020; Mancia Leon 
WR et al. 2020), and also appear to function analogously to Dscam1 in Drosophila in the 
establishment of neuronal process complexity and spacing (Fig 1-5C) (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012; 
Suo L et al. 2012; Molumby MJ et al. 2016; Chen WV et al. 2017; Mountoufaris G et al. 2017; 
Ing-Esteves S et al. 2018).  
Like all members of the cadherin superfamily, cPcdhs can function as adhesion 
molecules. In vitro binding assays using K562 cells transfected with single cPcdh isoform 
constructs show that nearly every isoform can homophilically bind and lead to cell aggregation, 
and also that combinations of isoforms homophilically bind with matched combinations (Thu CA 
et al. 2014). When two groups of cells were transfected with five matched isoforms, with one 
group having one mismatched isoform, cell aggregation did not occur, suggesting that cPcdhs 
can form highly specific adhesive multimers (Thu CA et al. 2014). Structural analysis has 
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suggested that cPcdhs can form cis- dimeric recognition structures with nearly any other isoform, 
which then assemble on the cell surface to form a highly specific trans- interaction interface, thus 
providing the cell with a “barcode” for its own identity (Fig 1-5B) (Rubinstein R et al. 2017). It 
is not clear how many cPcdh isoforms are expressed in a single cell, but the number in cerebellar 
Purkinje cells is estimated at 10-15 (Kaneko R et al. 2006; Rubinstein R et al. 2017). While it 
was assumed that all neurons express a similar number, this estimate may need to be revisited on 
a cell-type specific basis given the recent discovery that serotonergic neurons of the Raphe nuclei 
predominantly express a single isoform, Pcdh-αc2 (Chen WV et al. 2017). 
 
Figure 1-5 Clustered protocadherin genomic organization and functions 
A-Schematic of mouse clustered protocadherin genomic organization. In the mouse, the 58 clustered protocadherin 
(cPcdh) genes are arranged in three clusters: alpha (α), beta (β), and gamma (γ). Singles neurons are thought to 
largely stochastically express a number of cPcdhs. The α-cPcdhs consist of 14 variable exons and 3 constant exons, 
β-cPcdhs consist of 22 variable exons in the mouse, and γ-cPcdhs consist of 22 variable exons in the mouse and 3 
constant exons. α- and γ-cPcdhs are generated by alternative pre-mRNA splicing between one variable exon and all 
three constant exons, while no such splicing occurs for β-cPcdhs. Image Source: (Ing-Esteves S et al. 2018) 
B-Schematic of cPcdh proteins on the cell membranes of two neighboring neurites. cPcdhs are embedded in the cell 
membrane of neurons. cPcdhs form promiscuous cis dimers, meaning that nearly any two cPcdh monomers can 
form a dimer. This interaction occurs at the EC5 and EC6 domains. The trans interface is EC1-4, and is unique to 
each isoform. This interaction is highly specific and only occurs between matching isoforms. When two opposing 












assembly is thought to be important in triggering growth repulsion. When sets are unmatched, the size of this 
assembly is limited and repulsion does not occur. Image Source: (Rubinstein R et al. 2017) 
C-Morphological tracings of starburst amacrine cells labeled with contrasting fluorescent dye in wild type (top), γ 
loss of function (middle), and single γ expression (bottom) mice. Wild type starburst amacrine cells (SAC) have 
evenly spaced processes which overlap considerably with neighboring SAC. Conditional loss of γ-cPcdhs in SAC 
causes fasciculation of processes, while SAC which conditionally express a single γ-cPcdh have mostly normal 
processes, but interactions with neighboring SAC are disrupted. Image Source: (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012) 
 
1.3-6 Genomic Organization of Clustered Protocadherins 
Broadly, the cPcdhs share common features and functions with one another, and the 
majority of cPcdhs are highly homologous. However, the three clusters have some important 
distinctions. 
The α-cPcdhs consist of 14 variable exons and 3 “constant” exons. α-cPcdhs are 
generated by alternative pre-mRNA splicing between one variable exon and all three constant 
exons(Tasic B et al. 2002). Because constant exons are included in every α-cPcdh, the 3’ mRNA 
end is identical for every α-cPcdh mRNA. Therefore, the intracellular C-terminus is also 
identical for every α-cPcdh (Wu Q and T Maniatis 1999). This also raises the possibility that all 
α-cPcdhs signal through a common pathway (Wu Q and T Maniatis 1999; Wu Q et al. 2001), but 
unique roles for certain α-cPcdhs have been shown (Chen WV et al. 2017). Each variable 
domain has its own promoter region. The variable exon encodes the extracellular and 
transmembrane portions of the protein. 12 of the α-cPcdhs are highly homologous to each other, 
however two of the α-cPcdhs, the “c-type” α-cPcdh, are phylogenetically related to the “c-type” 
cPcdhs of the γ cluster (Wu Q et al. 2001). 
β-cPcdhs consist of 22 variable exons in the mouse. Like the α-cPcdhs, each variable 
exon is preceded by its own promoter region. Unlike the α-cPcdhs, each variable exon produces 
transcript capable of producing a full-length protein. β-cPcdhs do not seem to share a common 
C-terminus, although the ends of most β-cPcdh variable exons contain a conserved 5’ splice site 
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(Wu Q et al. 2001). Theoretically splicing to a common element could occur here, but it is not 
clear if this splicing event actually occurs or in what cell types it occurs in.  
γ-cPcdhs consist of 22 variable exons in the mouse and 3 constant exons. γ-cPcdhs are 
similar to α-cPcdhs in that they are generated through alternative pre-mRNA splicing between a 
variable exon and all constant exons. Phylogenetic analysis of the γ-cPcdhs reveals three distinct 
types of γ-cPcdhs: a-, b-, and c-type (Wu Q et al. 2001). Interestingly, the 3 γc-types and 2 αc-
types are more similar to each other than other cPcdhs (Wu Q et al. 2001; Chen WV et al. 2012).  
 
1.3-7 Clustered Protocadherin Expression Mechanisms  
The majority of cPcdhs are thought to be stochastically expressed at the single cell level, 
while the five c-type isoforms are non-stochastically expressed (Chen WV and T Maniatis 2013). 
Early evidence from split single cell RT-PCR of mouse Purkinje cells showed that c-type 
isoforms were biallelically expressed in every Purkinje cell at P21, but all other α- and γ-cPcdhs 
were monoallelically expressed in a pattern that suggested stochasticity (Esumi S et al. 2005; 
Kaneko R et al. 2006). The expression pattern of cPcdh also suggests stochasticity. Unlike 
classical protocadherins, cPcdhs largely do not show graded expression patterns, with most 
cPcdhs expressed in a “salt and pepper” pattern in most neurons (Kohmura N et al. 1998; Tasic 
B et al. 2002). 
Stochasticity or non-stochasticity is likely mediated by complex interactions between 
DNA methylation, CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF)/cohesin DNA looping, and enhancer sites. 
Unlike Dscam1 in Drosophila, where isoform diversity is generated by alternate splicing 
(Schmucker D et al. 2000; Wojtowicz WM et al. 2004), isoform diversity of cPcdhs is thought to 
mainly be generated by alternate promoter choice (Tasic B et al. 2002). Early studies revealed 
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that there was a conserved sequence element upstream of the transcriptional start site of most 
variable exons (Wu Q et al. 2001). A number of lines of evidence suggested that it was a 
promoter element, including the presence of CpG islands near the 5’ end of each variable exon, 
and the high degree of conservation of this conserved region and regions around it (Tasic B et al. 
2002). Promoter activity was confirmed by cloning a 2.1kb fragment preceding mouse Pcdh-γb7 
into the open reading frame of secreted alkaline phosphatase in a mammalian expression vector 
(Tasic B et al. 2002). When nucleotides within the conserved sequence element were mutated, 
promoter activity was eliminated (Tasic B et al. 2002). Differential promoter choice may be 
regulated through differential patterns of methylation through the methyltransferase Dnmt3b 
(Toyoda S et al. 2014). Demethylation of specific variable exon promoters correlates with 
expression of those specific variable exons (Kawaguchi M et al. 2008; Toyoda S et al. 2014). 
Two enhancer elements in the α-cluster were identified through a search for conserved 
DNAse I hypersensitive (HS) sites (Ribich S et al. 2006). HS5-1 and HS7 were found 
downstream of the last α constant exon and within an intron between the last two constant exons, 
respectively (Ribich S et al. 2006). When the HS5-1 site was mutated, expression of every α-
cPcdh except Pcdh-αc2 was reduced (Ribich S et al. 2006). Later studies concluded that HS5-1 
also functions as a silencer of cPcdh genes in non-neuronal cells, while HS7 acted as a general 
enhancer of α-cPcdh activity (Kehayova P et al. 2011). Similar enhancer elements, HS5-1aL, 
HS5-1bL, and HS7L, were discovered at similar locations in the γ-cluster (Guo Y et al. 2012). 
Five additional HS sites, HS16-20, were identified downstream of the γ-cluster, but were found 
to collectively act as an enhancer for the β-cluster (Yokota S et al. 2011). The idea that cPcdhs 
are generally silenced in non-neuronal cells but turned on in neurons may need revision, given 
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the discovery that certain neurons, such as the serotonergic neurons of the Raphe nuclei, only 
express Pcdh-αc2 (Chen WV et al. 2017). 
The CTCF/cohesin complex has been shown to be critical to the expression of stochastic 
cPcdhs. Conditional knockout of CTCF in cortical PNs led to dramatic decreases in expression 
levels of all cPcdhs except for Pcdh-αc2, -γc3, -γc4, and -γc5 (Hirayama T et al. 2012). The 
HS5-1 site was found to have binding sites for the CTCF/cohesin (Kehayova P et al. 2011; 
Monahan K et al. 2012). Meanwhile, the HS7 enhancer and the Pcdh-αc2 promoter only have 
cohesin binding sites (Guo Y et al. 2012). This provides a potential mechanism in the α-cluster 
for stochastic versus non-stochastic expression. CTCF/cohesin DNA looping may bring multiple 
α-cPcdh promoters into interaction range with their enhancers (Guo Y et al. 2012). Similar 
mechanisms have been described in the γ-cluster (Monahan K et al. 2012). 
Together, these findings generate a model in which epigenetic modification in early 
developmental stages determines which promoters could be active, and interactions between 
CTCF, cohesin, and hypomethylated promoters actually determine which isoforms get expressed 
in neurons. 
 
1.3-8 Clustered Protocadherins and Cortical Interneurons 
A number of studies have shown that cPcdhs are expressed in cortex (Hirano K et al. 
2012; Hirayama T et al. 2012), as well as specifically in cINs, in largely stochastic patterns 
similar to other neurons (Hirano K et al. 2012; Carriere CH et al. 2020; Mancia Leon WR et al. 
2020). γ-cPcdhs, particularly the c-type isoforms, have recently been shown to regulate cIN 
survival during the developmental cell death period (Carriere CH et al. 2020; Mancia Leon WR 
et al. 2020), similar to their role in spinal cord interneurons (Wang X et al. 2002). The role of α- 
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or β-cPcdh is not well understood in cINs, though Mancia Leon and colleagues did conclude that 
α-cPcdhs do not play a critical cell death role during this time period in MGE-lineage cINs 
(Mancia Leon WR et al. 2020). It is possible that their conclusion was too broad though, given 
that they only looked at MGE-lineage cINs, which encompass both PV and SST cINs. Other 
studies have reported morphologic defects in PV cells in prefrontal cortex in α-knockout mice, as 
well as dysregulation of α-cPcdhs in human schizophrenia patients (Shao Z et al. 2019). It isn’t 
clear if these defects are intrinsic defects, but deficits in inhibitory synapse density with normal 
excitatory synapse density were reported, suggesting some level of intrinsic change in prefrontal 
cortex PV cells (Shao Z et al. 2019). Analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) has 
correlated some α-cPcdh SNPs with autism (Anitha A et al. 2013), which is a disease that has 
been associated with cINs, though this study did not make any connections to any cellular 
phenotype, and follow-up studies have not occurred. 
The cellular and environmental context is important to the function of cPcdhs, and thus it 
is of great interest and importance to know how α- and β-cPcdhs function in cINs in vivo. For 
example, while in transfected K562 cells cPcdh homophilic adhesive interactions mediate cell 
aggregation (Thu CA et al. 2014), the adhesive interactions that occur in vivo during neuronal 
process outgrowth are weak and transient and lead to repulsion between sister neurites (Lefebvre 
JL et al. 2012). Reducing clustered protocadherin diversity in hippocampal neurons (Suo L et al. 
2012), Purkinje cells (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012; Ing-Esteves S et al. 2018), or starburst amacrine 
cells (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012; Ing-Esteves S et al. 2018) reduces dendrite complexity. While this 
has been shown to happen in L5 cortical PNs (Garrett AM et al. 2012), forced matching of γ-
cPcdhs in vivo in cortical PNs actually increased dendrite complexity (Molumby MJ et al. 2016). 
The levels of different isoform expression and number of isoforms per cell can vary and impact 
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the function of cPcdhs (Chen WV et al. 2017), further highlighting the importance of cellular 






Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 
2.1 Point Pattern Analysis 
Point pattern analysis is the study of the spatial arrangement of points within a space. 
This type of analysis allows for the quantitative description of the spatial patterning of objects 
residing within that space, such as cortical interneurons (cINs) in the cortex. These quantitative 
descriptions can provide insights into the processes that generated a given arrangement of points. 
 
2.1-1 Advantages and Limitations 
While it may seem easy to tell by eye the difference between a gridded pattern and a 
random pattern, observed data is rarely so clear. Spatial randomness is often thought of 
qualitatively, but in fact, spatial randomness is mathematically defined, and thus the presence of 
spatial randomness or deviations from it can be empirically measured. Deviations from 
randomness are not binary and can take on a continuum of values. For biological questions in 
particular, where variability in observations can be high, it is especially important to consider the 
entire continuum of these deviations, as they can be subtle and not immediately apparent to the 
human eye alone. 
Point pattern analysis is a powerful tool for exploring hypotheses about spatial patterns 
and the processes that create them. However, it is important to remember that while point pattern 
analysis can help inform us of how an underlying process leads to an observed pattern, it doesn’t 
necessarily tell us what that process is. It is important to follow up point pattern analysis with 
other types of analyses if the goal is to explain the process. It is also important to also apply any 
a priori knowledge to the analysis in order to make correct interpretations of the data. For 
example, if a pattern of points is known to be inhomogenously distributed, applying analyses 
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designed with the assumption of homogeneity can lead to “insights” which are not particularly 
insightful, such as the conclusion that a pattern is inhomogenous, which was already known. 
 
2.1-2 Defining Point Patterns 
We can mathematically define a point pattern X as the set of points p that reside within a 
region of interest W, or, X = p ∈ W. Point patterns are only defined within W, which can be 
minimally defined as the convex hull of the points in p, with each point defined by a set of n 
coordinates within n-dimensional Euclidean space. In practice, W is typically a set of points that 
define the edges of a region of interest, also known as an observation window. For example, in 
two-dimensional point pattern analysis, W might be the XY coordinates that make up the corners 
of a square. Points within p are defined by coordinates contained within the Euclidean 
dimensions defined by W. 
 
2.1-3 Point Processes 
The typical goal of point pattern analysis is to give insight into the underlying phenomena 
that created the point pattern. Point patterns can be thought of as realizations of a “point pattern 
process”. Each point pattern process has an intensity function, λ. The intensity function describes 
the expected number of points that fall at any given location within the study region. This 
concept is related to but mathematically distinct from “density” of objects. λ does not have 
inherent boundaries, but integrating the intensity function over a defined region gives the 
expected points within that region, which can be divided by the area of the region to get 
“density”. λ can be constant, for homogenous point processes, or can vary over a region, for 
inhomogenous point processes.  
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A point pattern is spatially random if the points within W show no spatial relationship. 
This type of point pattern is created by a Poisson point process, which is defined for both 
homogenous and inhomogenous cases. In a homogenous Poisson point pattern with intensity λ, 
the expected number of points within W is simply λ*area(W). For inhomogenous Poisson point 
patterns, the expected number of points is ∫W  λ(p) dp, where p ∈ W. These mathematically 
defined expectations allow us to test for deviations from spatial randomness for both 
homogenous and inhomogenous point patterns. 
 
2.1-4 Types of Spatial Measurements 
First Order Measures: First order measures are measurements that describe the way 
objects fill a particular space. When observing and characterizing a spatial point pattern, the first 
step is usually to measure the space itself (Fig 2-1A). Point patterns can only be described 
relative to the space that they exist in, thus it is important to measure and define the study area 
before attempting to describe the objects within it. After defining the study area, the second step 
is to count the objects that make up the point pattern being studied.  
The density of a point pattern is defined as the number of objects per unit area. Density 
can be measured globally over the whole study area, or locally within smaller units of the study 
area. Depending on study question, these local regions may be arbitrary or have functional 
significance. It may make sense for an ecologist to arbitrarily divide a large study area into 
smaller blocks and measure local density within those regions, to see how density varies in 
subregions of the study area. However, it may make sense for a neuroscientist to measure local 
density of neurons within specific regions based on a priori knowledge that these regions have 
functional or biological distinction from one another. 
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Second Order Measures: While the question of how objects fill a space is certainly 
important, it is often of interest to understand how objects within a space are related to each 
other. Second order measures are measurements that describe this relationship. One of the most 
frequent questions in point pattern analysis is whether or not objects are spatially clustered or 
distributed relative to each other. This can be determined by using second order measures which 
are based on inter-object distances rather than density.  
The nearest neighbor distance (NND) of an object is the shortest Euclidean distance 
between that object and another object (Fig 2-1B). The average NND is simply the mean NND 
of all measured objects and is a useful way of describing the general spacing between objects.  
However, it may be more informative to look at the standard deviation of the NND when 
considering the spatial regularity or randomness of a pattern. The standard deviation can differ 
for patterns with the same average nearest neighbor distance. In a perfect grid distribution of 
objects, the NND for each object will be equal to each other, so the variance will be zero. If those 
same objects were arranged randomly, some distances would be short while others long, so the 
variance will be high.  
The concept of standard deviation of the NND is an intuitive way of describing spatial 
regularity, but it can be hard to interpret if comparing the regularity of two populations that have 
different means. In these cases it may be more useful to look at the coefficient of variance (CV), 
or relative standard deviation, of the NND. This is simply the standard deviation divided by the 
mean NND. This results in a unitless ratio and allows for the comparison of groups of objects 
regardless of mean NND.  
The pair correlation function (PCF) g(r) is a second order measure which measures the 
dependence between points in a point process, and describes the degree of spatial inhibition, 
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clustering, or randomness between points (Fig 2-1C). The PCF can be calculated for both 
homogenous and inhomogenous distributions, and in my work, the PCF always refers to the 
inhomogenous PCF. This is because it is already known that PV and SST cINs have an 
inhomogenous density distribution across cortical layers (Miyoshi G and G Fishell 2011). The 
wrong conclusions can be reached if homogenous analysis methods are applied to data that is 
known to be inhomogenous. 
It is intuitive to think of the the PCF as a probability, although it is not the same as 
probability. The probability P(r) of finding two points at locations x and y separated by a 
distance r is equal to P(r) = λ(x)λ(y)g(r) dxdy. For any object represented by p ∈ W, g(r) can be 
calculated by measuring the number of cells observed at a distance r away from p, and dividing 
this number by the theoretical expected cells at a distance r if the distribution were random. 
Therefore, in a random distribution, the density of cells at any r will be equal to the density of 
the entire field, so g(r)=1. Values below 1 indicate spatial inhibition, while values above 1 
indicate spatial clustering at that particular distance r. ĝ(r) is an estimate of the population’s 
PCF, estimated using kernel smoothing of all individual g(r) values. In my data, I calculated ĝ(r) 
for each image, then averaged images to get a per mouse ĝ(r) value. I plotted ĝ(r) values for 
genotypes as the average of the per mouse ĝ(r) values. Graphs always refer to ĝ(r), even if they 
are written as ĝ(r). 
Cross Type Analyses: Second order measures can be performed within groups of objects, 
for example, the NND of PV cells to other PV cells. But all of these analyses can also be 
performed as “cross type analyses”. These types of analyses can provide insight into the 





Figure 2-1 Spatial Measurements 
A-Flowchart illustrating how the observation window (ROI) is measured. Following coordinate transformation of 
the image data (for how this is done, see Fig 2-2), calculations can be performed in Spatstat. PV cells are represented 
in green while SST is in magenta, and cortical layers are in black. Cortical thickness was calculated for each image 
by measuring lines spaced at 1µm intervals along the axis perpendicular to the bottom of layer 6 and calculating the 
median of the distribution of lines. Intervals of lines in the diagram are spaced wider, to illustrate the concept more 
clearly. 
B-Diagram of how nearest neighbor distance is calculated. The nearest neighbor distance is calculated for every cell 
in the field, between homotypic cells and heterotypic cells. The nearest homotypic neighbor of the green circle 
pictured in the inset is the green square. 
C-Diagram of how pair correlation function is calculated. Around any given cell, such as the green circle, the test 
statistic g(r) is calculated by counting the number of cells within a circle a distance r from the reference cell and 
normalizing the counts to the expected counts if the distribution were random. This is performed for successive 
circles. In a random distribution, the density of cells at any r will be equal to the density of the entire field, so 
g(r)=1. Values below 1 indicate spatial inhibition, while values above 1 indicate spatial clustering at that particular 
distance r. 
 
2.1-5 Tools for Point Pattern Analysis 
The ubiquity of point pattern analysis across different research fields has led to the 





comprehensive point pattern analysis toolbox written in the R programming language (Baddeley 
AT, R. 2005). While the user must still write their own original code to implement Spatstat tools 
into data analysis in a meaningful way, Spatstat provides a range of pre-written functions to 
calculate first and second order spatial measures, including more complicated analyses such as 
estimating λ of inhomogenous point processes, performing cross type analyses, or calculating 
inhomogenous PCF. Additionally, Spatstat provides functions for modeling and simulating point 
processes, such as inhomogenous Poisson processes. This allows the user to powerfully explore 
the processes that underly their empirically collected data. 
I used R and Spatstat to perform different type of spatial analyses on my data. Some 
examples and explanations of how I implemented Spatstat are provided in Appendix B. 
 
2.2 Materials and Methods for “Loss of clustered protocadherin diversity alters the 
spatial distribution of cortical interneurons in mice” 
2.2-1 Animals 
All animal experiments were performed in compliance with established protocols 
approved by IACUC. α-KO and β-KO mice were gifts from Dr. Tom Maniatis and are the same 
strains described previously (Mountoufaris G et al. 2017). These mice share the same mixed 129 
and C57BL/6J genetic background. We used mixed 129 and C57BL/6J mice as a WT control 
group for comparison to both α-KO and β-KO. The αc2-KO was also a gift from Dr. Tom 
Maniatis, and was generated according to methods described in a previous study (Chen WV et 
al. 2017), but only ablates the Pcdh-αc2 variable exon, rather than both Pcdh-αc1 and Pcdh-αc2. 
These mice are also mixed 129 and C57BL/6J, but here we used Pcdh-αc2WT littermates as 
controls. For perinatal experiments, α-KO mice were crossed with BAC-Nkx2.1-Cre (Jackson 
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008661 C57Bl/6J-Tg(Nkx2-1-cre)2Sand/J); Ai9 (Jackson 007909 B6.Cg-
Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J) mice. Mice heterozygous for these alleles were crossed to 
generate Nkx2.1-Cre; Ai9; α-KO/α-KO or α-WT/α-WT mice used in perinatal experiments. We 
analyzed the following number of mice: (WT for whole cluster: n=7, α-KO: n=10, β-KO: n=8, 
WT for αc2-KO: n=5, αc2-KO: n=5, P3 Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9;α-WT: n=4, P3 Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9; α-KO: 
n=5, P7 Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9;α-WT: n=6, P7 Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9; α-KO: n=6, P13 Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9; α-WT: 
n=5, Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9; α-KO: n=5).  
 
2.2-2 Histology 
Mice were anesthetized with ketamine (87.5 mg/kg) xylazine (12.5mg/kg) via 
intraperitoneal injection and transcardially perfused with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Brains were post-fixed in 4% PFA/PBS 
overnight at 4°C, embedded in low melt agarose and then parasagitally sectioned on a Leica 
VT1000S vibratome (50µm thickness). Sections were stored at -30°C in an antifreeze solution 
containing polyethylene glycol, glycerol, and PBS.  
We chose free floating sections because we were able to quickly establish protocols for 
reliable staining of interneuron markers. While cryosections would have enabled thinner tissue 
sections, we got around this issue by using confocal microscopy and optical sectioning. 
 
2.2-3 Immunohistochemistry 
Sections were transferred from antifreeze solution to PBS and washed 3x in PBS. Heat-
induced epitope retrieval was then performed by incubating sections in 10mM sodium citrate 
(pH 8.5) at 80°C for 30 minutes. Sections were then incubated at room temperature in a 
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blocking/permeabilization buffer consisting of 2% w/v nonfat-dried milk, 0.3% TritonX, and 
0.01% sodium azide in PBS. Sections were incubated in primary antibodies diluted in 2% normal 
donkey serum and 0.02% Tween20 in PBS for 24-72 hours at 4°C. Primary antibodies used in 
this study: guinea pig anti-parvalbumin (1:750, Immunostar 24428), rat anti-somatostatin (1:300, 
EMD Millipore MAB354), rabbit anti-active caspase 3 (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich C8487), rabbit 
anti-serotonin transporter (1:1000, Immunostar 24330). Sections were incubated in secondary 
antibodies diluted 1:1000 in PBS for 2 hours at room temperature. All secondary antibodies were 
Alexa Fluor conjugated affinity-purified IgG raised in donkey host (Jackson). Sections were 
incubated in 300nM 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) diluted in PBS for 15 minutes at 
room temperature. Sections were mounted on SuperFrost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific 22-037-
246) using Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech 0100-01) and #1.5 cover slips. 
 
2.2-4 Imaging 
Adult brain tissue was imaged on a CSU-W1 spinning disk confocal microscope 
(Yokogawa). For the initial WT, α-KO and β-KO imaging, 30µm Z-stacks were acquired at 2µm 
Z-intervals using the 20x objective. Subsequent images were 20µm Z-stacks acquired at 2µm Z-
intervals using the 10x objective. This was done to save on data storage and acquisition time, but 
did not affect the analysis (see Semi-Automated Cell Quantification). Image fields were tiled and 
stitched in NIS-Elements (Nikon). Perinatal brain tissue was imaged on a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 
epifluorescence microscope. In adult and perinatal cases, at least three images of comparable 




2.2-5 Semi-Automated Cell Quantification 
Raw images were processed for quantification using a series of custom ImageJ macro 
scripts (Appendix A). To blind the experimenter to the genotype of the mouse, images were 
assigned a random code at the time the image file was saved, using the “Filename Randomizer” 
macro freely available on the ImageJ.nih.gov website. The experimenter was unblinded after 
data analysis was complete. Median intensity projection images were generated from 4 
consecutive optical slices of each stack to generate an 8µm optical section that minimized 
unwanted signal from cells located deeper in the tissue outside of the focal plane. Tiled images 
of sagittal sections were assigned an “Allen Brain Atlas Number” from 1 to 21 based on the P56 
Sagittal Reference Atlas (©2004 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Mouse Brain Atlas. 
Available from https://mouse.brain-map.org/). Based on atlas number and stereotaxic coordinates 
(Franklin KBJ and G Paxinos 2013) images containing specific functional regions of interest 
(ROI) such as V1 and somatosensory cortex were identified for analysis. Multichannel images 
were split into single channels. DAPI was used to manually specify layers drawn onto the image 
using ImageJ selection tools, on an ROI roughly 1mm in width. L1 was not included in the 
analysis because PV and SST interneurons are absent in this layer. Cortical layers were visually 
distinguishable from each other based on differences in density of DAPI stained nuclei. Line 
selections were manually drawn onto the image to demarcate the boundaries between each layer. 
The XY coordinates of the area and line selections were stored. 
Single channel images containing cells were processed with a custom ImageJ pipeline 
incorporating standard image filtering and automatic thresholding tools built into ImageJ (Fig 2-
2). A difference of Gaussians (DoG) filter was applied to the image. This filter applies a 
Gaussian blur to the original image, with σ1 slightly smaller than the smallest cells in the image. 
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Then, a second Gaussian blur with σ2=2*σ1 was applied to the original image. The resulting 
blurred image is subtracted from the first less blurred image, and results in an image where 
desired large bright objects, such as cells, are enhanced, while undesired small bright objects, 
such as fine staining of PV positive neuronal projections, are suppressed. In order to correct 
brightness variability across the image, we applied contrast limited adaptive histogram 
equalization (CLAHE). Finally, we applied the default automatic thresholding algorithm built 
into ImageJ to obtain a binarized version of the original image. Then, we processed the binarized 
image with a watershed algorithm and selected particles based on size and circularity to obtain a 
final set of automated cell counts. A final manual quality control step was performed to ensure 






Figure 2-2 Semi-automated image quantification pipeline for spatial analysis of cINs 
A-Representative fluorescent image of WT V1 labeled with DAPI (blue), anti-PV (green), and anti-SST (magenta) ; 
scale bar=200m 
B-Workflow for DAPI-containing channel. L: Representative fluorescent image of DAPI. R: The density of DAPI 
stained nuclei is used to manually draw layers onto the image. The XY coordinates of these layers are saved. 
C-Workflow for PV-containing channel. LtR: Original image, image after difference of Gaussians, image after 
CLAHE, binarized image with outlines of size and circularity gated particles, final cell count after manual quality 
control overlaid on cell image 
D-Workflow for SST-containing channel. LtR: Original image, image after difference of Gaussians, image after 
CLAHE, binarized image with outlines of size and circularity gated particles, final cell count after manual quality 
control overlaid on cell image 















CLAHE Binarized Quality Control XY Coordinates
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2.2-6 Spatial Statistics 
Once all XY coordinates of regions, layers, and cells were obtained, spatial 
measurements such as cortical thickness, cell density, nearest neighbor distance (NND), variance 
of the NND, and paired correlation function were computed using Spatstat (Baddeley AT, R. 
2005), an open-source platform for analyzing spatial point patterns in R.   
Cortical Dimensions: Cortical thickness was calculated for each image by measuring 
lines spaced at 1µm intervals along the axis perpendicular to the bottom of layer 6 and 
calculating the median of the distribution of lines. We generated points at 1µm intervals along 
the bottom of layer 6 and then generated the same number of points spread equally along the top 
of layer 2/3, and calculated the pairwise distance between each pair of points. This same method 
was used to calculate the thickness of each layer. 
Cell Density: We calculated cell density by dividing the number of cells counted by the 
measured area. The fraction of cells in a given layer was determined by calculating the number 
of cells that were between the layer annotation lines and dividing by the total number of cells in 
the ROI. 
Nearest Neighbor Distance: The NND is the distance between a given cell and its closest 
cell. This calculation was performed between the same cell types as well as different cell types. 
NND was also used to determine double positive cells. Cells of different types that had NNDs 
smaller than the measured radius of the cell body were considered double positive. 
The variance of the NND can be used to measure the regularity of spacing between cells. 
Cells with lower variance are more regularly spaced, while a higher variance indicates that they 
are more randomly spaced. In order to account for differences in mean NND which may affect 
the variance, we divided the standard deviation of the NND by the mean NND to give a 
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dimensionless ratio known as the coefficient of variance (CV). This allowed us to directly 
compare the regularity in spacing between groups which had different mean NND. 
Paired Correlation Function: To measure the degree of spatial clustering or inhibition we 
used the pair correlation function (PCF) g(r), which is the ratio of observed cells at a given 
distance r from a reference cell to the expected cells at distance r if the distribution were random. 
In a completely random distribution, the density of cells at any r will be equal to the density of 
the entire field, so g(r)=1. Values below 1 indicate spatial inhibition, while values above 1 
indicate spatial clustering. g(r) for all cells in an ROI is calculated using kernel smoothing. g(r) 
for each mouse was calculated by averaging each ROI. g(r) values for genotypes were the 
average of the mice. cINs across ROIs have non-uniform densities, which were accounted for by 
using inhomogenous variants of PCF, which are available in Spatstat. 
 
2.2-7 Statistics 
Statistical tests were calculated in GraphPad Prism 8. We averaged the technical 
replicates per mouse. Tests and graphs represent these averaged per mouse values. QQ plots of 
residuals were used to check assumptions for normality and used non-parametric alternatives 
when necessary (Fig 2-3). We assumed unequal variances and used the Welch t-test and Brown-
Forsythe 1-way ANOVA for all unpaired t-tests and 1-way ANOVA tests. For repeated measure 
(RM) 2-way ANOVA, the Geisser-Greenhouse correction was always applied. Figures 2 and 3 
are graphically separated by genotype, but tests were performed on all three genotypes together 
as per the design of the experiment. Full list of statistical tests and p values are listed in figure 




Figure 2-3 QQ Plots of Data from Main Figures in Gallerani and Au Cerebral Cortex Communications 2020 
QQ plots of residuals are shown, with corresponding figure listed in title of each QQ plot. Figure titles refer to figure 
numbers used in manuscript and were changed for this dissertation in the following way: Figure 1 = Figure3-1, 





2.3 Other Materials and Methods 
2.3-1 Expression of Pcdh-αc2 in SST Cells 
In order to test for the expression of pcdh-αc2 in SST cells at perinatal timepoints, I 
crossed Sst-IRES-Cre (Jackson 013044 Ssttm2.1(cre)Zjh/J) with Ai9 (Jackson 007909 B6.Cg-
Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J) mice, to generate SST-Cre; Ai9 mice. I transcardially 
perfused SST-Cre; Ai9 mice at postnatal day 13. Mice were anesthetized with ketamine (87.5 
mg/kg) xylazine (12.5mg/kg) via intraperitoneal injection and transcardially perfused with 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Brains were 
removed and post-fixed in 4% PFA/PBS for 1 hour at 4°C and transferred to 30% sucrose/PBS 
in 2mL Eppendorf tubes, and incubated overnight at 4°C until the brains sank to the bottom of 
the tube. Tissue was transferred to a 1:1 ratio mixture of 30% sucrose/PBS : O.C.T. compound 
(Fisher HealthCare Tissue-Plus 23-730-571) for 1 hour, then transferred into O.C.T. in a 
disposable plastic embedding mold. Tissue was frozen in an ethanol/dry ice slurry and kept in -
80°C until use. Prior to sectioning, tissue was transferred into -20°C for at least 1 hour to 
equilibrate to cutting temperatures. Tissue was sectioned at 12µm thickness on a cryostat. 
I detected pcdh-αc2 mRNA using RNAScope, a variant of in situ hybridization developed 
by ACD Bio. ACD Bio designed a custom probe to target mouse pcdh-αc2 mRNA 
(NM_001003672.2). The probe was screened for specificity by ACD Bio. We used the 
RNAScope Multiplex Fluorescent V2 Assay kit, following manufacturer instructions. 
 We generated tiled images of visual cortex and hippocampus using the 40x objective of a 




2.3-2 Generation of Dlx6aPA-Cre Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells 
 PA-Cre plasmid was obtained from Dr. Masa Yazawa. Dlx6aCre plasmid was already in 
the Au Lab plasmid stocks. Both plasmids were digested with the restriction enzyme SacI. The 
vector was treated with calf alkaline phosphatase to prevent self-ligation. Vector and insert were 
isolated through gel purification and enzymatically ligated. Ligation product was transformed 
using NEB 5-alpha competent E. coli, according to manufacturer instructions. Bacteria were 
grown on Ampicillin-containing agar plates. Colonies were picked and grown in LB broth 
overnight at 37°. DNA was isolated using Qiagen MiniPrep kit according to manufacturer 
instructions. Insertion of PA-Cre was confirmed through restriction digest, followed by Sanger 
sequencing performed by Genewiz. 
This Dlx6aPA-Cre plasmid was stably introduced into a line of mouse embryonic stem cells 
(mESC) carrying a CAG driven flox-STOP-eGFP in the Rosa26 locus, which was already in the 
Au Lab mESC stocks. The Dlx6aPA-Cre plasmid was linearized and was mixed with a 
Hygromycin selection cassette in a 20:1 molar ratio. Nucleofection was used to introduce 
plasmids into mESCs, according to manufacturer instructions (Lonza AAB-1001). Nucleofected 
cells were immediately resuspended in standard ES cell growth media and plated on a gelatinized 
10cm plate. 48 hours after plating, media was changed to hygromycin containing media. Media 
was changed to fresh hygromycin containing media every two days. Hygromycin resistant 
colonies were picked after the second media change. Individual colonies were transferred to 
single wells of a 96 well plate, expanded, and genotyped for PA-Cre. DNA from PA-Cre positive 
mESC lines was sent for Sanger sequencing.  
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2.3-3 Differentiation of mESCs into cINs 
 Differentiation of mESCs into cINs is carried out by a standard protocol established by 
Dr. Edmund Au in the 2016 publication in Neuron “A modular gain-of function approach to 
generate cortical interneuron subtypes from ES cells” (Au E et al. 2013). These methods are 
copied verbatim from that publication below: 
“Briefly, ES cells were maintained for two passages on gelatin (Millipore) in the absence 
of feeder layer cells prior to differentiation. Cells were then passaged with 0.05% trypsin-EDTA 
(Invitrogen) and added to the center of the well (35 000 cells/well) of a non-TC-treated 24 well 
plate (BD Falcon) containing 800 μl of ‘SFEB medium’ (GMEM with Knockout Serum 
Replacement (both from Invitrogen) and Dkk-1 (R&D Systems; 25 ng/ml), designated day 0. 
Care was taken not to disturb the cells in the center of the well as they aggregated into embryoid 
bodies (EBs). On day 4, EBs and medium were transferred to 1.2 mL microtiter tubes (USA 
Scientific) and allowed to settle to the bottom. Old SFEB medium was removed and 800 μl of 
new SFEB containing Dkk-1 and SHH N-terminus (R&D Systems; 5mM) was added. EBs and 
new medium were then returned to the 24-well plate for further differentiation. On day 6, SFEB 
medium was changed again and Dkk-1 was no longer added to SFEB. Medium was changed 
similarly every 3 days until day 11, at which point embryoid bodies were dissociated for 
subsequent experiments.”-Dr. Edmund Au (Au E et al. 2013) 
 
2-3-4 Generation of Dlx6aPA-Cre Transgenic Mice 
 To generate Dlx6aPA-Cre transgenic mice, we submitted the PA-Cre insert to the Columbia 
University Medical Center Transgenic Mouse Core, prepared for pronuclear injection according 
to instructions given by Dr. Chyuan-Sheng Lin, manager of this service. We received a number 
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of “founder” lines, which I sequenced. I confirmed the expected sequence in 5 founders. Two of 
the founders never produced pups, so in total, we generated three Dlx6aPA-Cre transgenic mouse 
lines. 
 
2-3-5 Primary Neuronal Cultures 
 For mouse primary neuronal cultures, P2-P3 mice were sacrificed by decapitation, one at 
a time. Brains were dissected in cold Hibernate-A medium (ThermoFisher A1247501). Cortices 
were dissected and dissociated in a solution containing Papain. Dissociated neurons were 
counted via trypan blue exclusion assay on a Countess II Automated Cell Counter 
(ThermoFisher AMQAF1000). Dissociated neurons were pelleted at 200G for 5 minutes, and 
resuspended in neuron growth media consisting of Neurobasal-A (ThermoFisher 10888022), 
B27 (ThermoFisher 17504001), GlutaMax (ThermoFisher 35050061), Penicillin-Streptomycin 
(ThermoFisher 1514022), and fetal bovine serum (FBS). Dissociated neurons were plated on 24 
well glass bottom plates previously coated in laminin and poly-d lysine, at a density of 150K live 
cells per well. Media was changed every two days by removing half the volume of growth media 
and replacing it with fresh media, to avoid drying out neurons. 
 
2-3-6 Relative Radial Distribution 
 Relative radial distribution is a normalized measure of the distribution of “particles” 
(such as cells, segmented watershedded axons, etc.) along the radial axis of the cortex. The 
purpose of this is to be able to statistically and visually compare the relative distributions of 
particles along this axis. The advantage of this approach is that the data can be independent of 
any additional markers such as DAPI, which are normally used to quantify laminar distribution, 
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as long as a “top” and “bottom” surface of the cortex (or other laminar radially oriented 
structure). Additionally, it can compare the distributions of particles that have very different 
densities. Statistical testing is done through a non-parametric permutation based method, so it is 
robust to variation in the underlying data’s distribution. I used this approach to quantify SERT 
distributions which were segmented using my Particle Analysis Tool.  
 First, the XY coordinates of the particles and the boundaries of the ROI in which they 
were measured are obtained. The “top” and “bottom” boundaries should be lines. These can be 
annotated manually on images using my Manual Annotation Tool. These coordinates are loaded 
into R, and using Spatstat, are converted into spatial object class data (Appendix B). After this 
conversion, the thickness of the cortex is calculated. This is done by generating a variable 
number of points along the bottom cortex line at 1m intervals, and then generating an equal 
number of points evenly distributed along the top cortex line (Appendix B). Then, the distances 
between each pair of points is calculated. The median length of these lines was used to represent 
the thickness of the cortex. The angle of this line relative to the horizontal can be calculated, 
which allows for the calculation of a “correction angle”, which is used to reorient the spatial 
objects so that the bottom of the cortex is always at the bottom of the image itself (Appendix B). 
This is done because certain downstream steps require points to be in a ranked order along the X 
axis, which can fail if the image is curved or angled in certain ways. The spatial objects are 
reoriented with this correction. A line is drawn from each particle to the bottom cortex line. The 
distance is measured. Then, the line segment within the set of segments used to calculate cortical 
thickness that is nearest to the particle’s distance segment is determined, and the particle’s 
distance is normalized to the length of that nearest segment (Appendix B). 
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 Finally, with these normalized distances for every point, the data can be fed into the 
sm.density.compare() function, part of the sm R package. This function uses kernel smoothing to 
estimate relative densities within a distribution, in this case, across radial cortical space. 
Essentially the output is a smooth histogram, but since the Y axis is not frequency, but 
probability density, groups with very different numbers of counts can be compared. The function 
also can perform a permutation-based test that can be used for non-parametric statistical 
hypothesis testing.  
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Chapter 3: Results 
3.1 Loss of clustered protocadherin diversity alters the spatial distribution of cortical 
interneurons in mice 
 The results presented in this section were accepted for publication in the peer reviewed 
journal Cerebral Cortex Communications on November 19, 2020. The results are presented as 
written in the publication, with changes to the introduction to minimize repetition of background 
already presented, as well as changes to the figure numbers and text callouts to match the format 
of this dissertation. 
 
3.1-1 Introduction 
We sought to determine if - and -cPcdhs are important for establishing the proper 
spatial positioning of cIN subtypes. 
To test this, we developed a method of registering cIN cell body positions in XY 
coordinate space. This allowed us to analyze spatial distribution of the two main interneuron 
subclasses, parvalbumin+ (PV) and somatostatin+ (SST) cINs. Together, they account for ~70% 
of all cINs (Tremblay R et al. 2016) and share a developmental origin in the medial ganglionic 
eminence (MGE) (Wamsley B and G Fishell 2017). The density of cIN processes makes them 
difficult to directly assess at the population level in vivo, but we reasoned that since interneurons 
possess locally-projecting processes, their cell body placement was a reasonable and accessible 
proxy for the area of influence of the neuron. The position of the cell body has been similarly 
used to study neuron spacing in locally projecting inhibitory retinal amacrine cells (Fuerst PG et 
al. 2008).   
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Using this method, we compared cINs in wildtype (WT) mice, whole -cPcdh knock-out 
(-KO) and whole -cPcdh knock-out (-KO) mutant mice and found that loss of cPcdh 
diversity differentially affects PV and SST cINs. In the adult primary visual cortex (V1) of the -
KO, we found that PV cell density was reduced, while SST density was not. Additionally, we 
observed subclass-specific alterations in laminar distribution of PV and SST populations. Both 
- and -KOs exhibited laminar distribution changes relative to WT, but the phenotype was most 
pronounced in V1 of the -KO. Focusing on V1 in WT and -KO, we performed an analysis at 
perinatal timepoints and found that the mutant phenotype arises after migration and during the 
late phase of canonical cell death. To further understand how the -KO differentially affects cIN, 
we examined pcdh-c2 (c2), an -cPcdh isoform which is non-stochastically expressed (Chen 
WV and T Maniatis 2013). In the c2-specific mutant (c2-KO), the SST phenotype was similar 
to the -KO phenotype, but PV cells were unaffected. Taken together, our work suggests that 
cPcdhs play an important role in the spatial distribution of cINs during perinatal development. 
 
3.1-2 Parvalbumin (PV) and somatostatin (SST) expressing interneurons are spatially 
independent populations 
To characterize the spatial arrangement of cINs in normal and mutant animals, we first 
established a pipeline to convert raw image data into a form that could be readily analyzed using 
the spatial analysis software suite, Spatstat (Baddeley AT, R. 2005) (Fig3-1A-B, Fig2-1). This 
method allowed us to analyze a number of different spatial characteristics of cIN classes. For our 
analysis, we focused on two cortical regions in which cINs have been well-studied: primary 
visual (V1) and primary somatosensory (S1) cortices.  
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Consistent with existing literature (Rudy B et al. 2011), PV neurons were about 20% 
more dense than SST neurons in V1 (Fig3-1C). Both types of neuron were found in every layer 
besides L1, but the majority of both types are found in L5 (Fig3-1D). Both types of neurons have 
largely similar laminar distribution patterns but SST neurons are relatively more abundant in L6 
compared to L5 (Fig3-1D). S1 had no significant differences compared to V1 for all 
measurements other than cortical thickness, which was generally thicker in S1 (Fig3-2). 
PV and SST cells share a common developmental origin (Wamsley B and G Fishell 
2017), and largely occupy the same cortical space. We next examined how PV and SST cells are 
spaced within and between subclasses. The nearest neighbor distance (NND) between PV-PV 
pairs was not different than the NND between PV-SST pairs (Fig3-1F). SST-SST pairs were 
significantly more distant compared to SST-PV pairs, which is expected given the lower SST 
density. To compare the regularity in spacing within and between groups, we used the coefficient 
of variance (CV) of the NND, which is a normalized measure of variance. A lower CV suggests 
greater regularity of spacing. The CV was significantly lower in PV to PV pairs compared to PV 
to SST pairs, as well as for SST to SST pairs compared to SST to PV pairs (Fig3-1G). This 
suggests greater regularity of spacing within groups compared to across groups. To see if cells 
exhibited spatial inhibition or clustering, we used the pair correlation function (PCF), g(r) (see 
section 2-1, 2.2-6). We found that matching cell type pairs had significantly smaller g(r) values 
than expected at modest distances from their cell bodies, while unmatched pairs were not 
significantly different than random at any distance (Fig3-1H). These data suggest that PV cells 






Figure 3-1 Parvalbumin (PV) and somatostatin (SST) expressing cortical interneurons (cINs) are spatially 
independent populations 
A-Representative fluorescent image of P30 WT primary visual cortex (V1) labeled with DAPI (blue), anti-
PV(green), and anti-SST (magenta), with cortical layers obtained from DAPI image (yellow); scale bar=200m 
B-Raw images of PV (left top) and SST (left bottom) are processed to obtain XY coordinates of the cells (far right). 
See Supp 1 for more detail. 
C-Cell density (cells/mm2) of PV and SST neurons. PV neurons tend to be denser than SST neurons (p=0.0629, 
unpaired T-test) 
D-Relative proportion of PV and SST neurons in each cortical layer in V1, WT. PV and SST neurons are distributed 
similarly, but there are relatively more SST neurons in L6 (LtR: p=0.9965, p=0.3474, p=0.999, p=0.0095, 2-way 
RM-ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test (SMCT)) 
E-Representative image of DAPI (blue) stained tissue with layers of the cortex marked (yellow) 
F-Nearest neighbor distance (NND) between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, and SST-PV pairs in V1, WT. NND was 
not significantly different between PV-PV and PV-SST (p=0.2969, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) but SST-SST pairs 
are significantly more distant than SST-PV pairs (p=0.0424, paired t-test) 
G-Coefficient of variance (CV) of the NND for PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, and SST-PV pairs in V1, WT. CV was 
significantly lower between PV-PV pairs compared to PV-SST pairs (p=0.0013, paired t-test), and SST-SST pairs 
compared to SST-PV pairs (p=0.0002, paired t-test) 
H-Paired correlation function (PCF) of PV-PV pairs (green), SST-SST pairs (magenta), and PV-SST pairs (black). 
Distance between PV-SST pairs is random, but distance between like-cell types is statistically non-random at 
relatively small distances (PV-PV: p<0.05 up to 19m from edge of cell body, SST-SST: p<0.05 up to 19m; 2-way 




Figure 3-2 Measurements from S1 are not significantly different from V1 except for cortical thickness 
A-PV and SST cell density, WT V1 vs. S1. cIN density does not significantly differ between V1 (yellow) and S1 
(orange) cortex (PV: p=0.2605, SST: p =0.8004, unpaired T-tests) 
B-Relative proportion of PV cells in each layer, WT V1 vs. S1. The laminar distribution of PV cells was not 
different between V1 and S1 (LtR: p=0.7889, >0.999, >0.999, 0.7327, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
C-Relative proportion of SST cells in each layer, WT V1 vs. S1. The laminar distribution of SST cells was not 
different between V1 and S1 (LtR: p=0.9939, p=0.2343, p=0.9416, p=0.3985, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
D-CV between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, SST-PV pairs, WT V1 vs. S1. The CV was not different between V1 
and S1 (LtR: p=0.2394, p=0.8499, p=0.9993, p=0.2153, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
E-Density of PV cells in each layer, WT V1 vs. S1. PV density was not different in any layer between V1 and S1 
(LtR: p=0.6495, p=0.9957, p=0.3367, p=0.4709, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
F-Density of SST cells in each layer, WT V1 vs. S1. SST density was not different in any layer between V1 and S1 
(LtR: p=0.9689, p=0.1389, p=0.9998, p=0.9991, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
G-Cortical thickness, WT V1 vs. S1. Each cortical layer was significantly thicker in S1 compared to V1 (LtR: 
p=0.0002, p=0.0104, p=0.0019, p=0.0045, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
H-Relative cortical thickness, WT V1 vs. S1. Proportionally, cortical layers were similar in V1 and S1 (LtR: 
p=0.2508, p=0.9760, p=0.9989, p=0.0978, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
I-Fraction of all cells that were PV or SST, WT V1 vs. S1. The fraction of all cells that were PV or SST was not 




3.1-3 Loss of α-protocadherins reduces the density of PV neurons and alters the laminar 
distribution of both PV and SST neurons  
To study how cPcdhs affect the spatial arrangement of cINs we performed the same 
measurements in the context of cPcdh mutants. We studied mice in which either all variable 
exons of the α cluster are deleted (α-KO) or all exons of the β cluster are deleted (β-KO). We did 
not examine γ-cluster mutants (γ-KO) because they are perinatal lethal (Hasegawa S et al. 2016; 
Garrett AM et al. 2019; Mancia Leon WR et al. 2020), before mature cIN spatial distribution is 
established. Since loss of a cPcdh cluster would reduce the potential pool of cPcdhs any given 
cell could draw from for self- and cell-cell recognition, we hypothesized that it would result in 
disruptions to PV and SST cell distribution. 
In V1 of the α-KO we found that the density of PV cells was significantly lower 
compared to WT (Fig3-3B). In every layer except L6, PV density was significantly reduced 
(Fig3-3F) while the density of SST was unaffected (Fig3-3B, G). The NND between PV pairs 
was also significantly increased in the α-KO (Fig3-3C), consistent with a reduction in cell 
density. Indeed, we found that the NND was significantly correlated with cell density for all cell 
types and genotypes analyzed (Fig3-4). We also noted a change in the relative distribution of PV 
cells, with relatively fewer PV cells in L5 and more PV cells in L6. (Fig3-3D). With SST cells 
(Fig3-3B, G), we noted changes in their relative laminar distribution: more of the SST cells were 
found in L2/3, and fewer in L5 (Fig3-3E). In S1, we also found an increase in the relative 
amount of L6 PV cells, but other measures were unaffected (Fig3-6). However, we did note 
trends that resembled the effects seen in L2/3 and L5 of V1 for SST cells, which were just 
outside the significance threshold (Fig3-6E). Altered laminar distribution in both PV and SST 
were not accompanied by changes in CV or PCF (Fig3-7). 
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 Differences in relative layer thickness between WT and α-KO were a potential confound. 
To assess this, we quantified cortical thickness, as well as the thickness of its layers. The cortex 
of the α-KO was significantly thicker overall and in L2/3 and L6 (Fig3-8A, B). However, layers 
were proportionally similar to WT (Fig3-8C), indicating that changes associated with L5 or L6 
were not the result of the layers themselves being altered. We did find that L2/3 was modestly, 
but significantly greater (2%) as a relative portion of the α-KO cortex (Fig3-8C). In contrast, the 
difference in relative proportion of SST cells in L2/3 (19% in WT vs. 27% of SST in α-KO) was 
robust, suggesting that the change in relative cortical thickness in -KO would be at most, a 
minor contributing factor. As ABAN values get larger and the tissue sections are more medial, 
cortical thickness decreases (Fig3-14B). However, this was not a confound in our dataset 







Figure 3-3 Loss of -protocadherins reduces the density of PV neurons and alters the laminar distribution of 
both PV and SST neurons 
A-Representative images of WT (left) and -KO (right) V1, PV (green) and SST (magenta) cIN; scale bar=200m 
B-PV and SST cell density in cells/mm2 for WT and -KO V1 cortex. PV density is reduced while SST density is 
unchanged (PV: p=0.0033, SST: p=0.7022, 1-way ANOVA with DMCT) 
C-Nearest neighbor distance (NND) between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, and SST-PV pairs in WT and -KO V1. 
NND between PV-PV pairs is increased. The distance between SST-PV pairs is also increased (Left to Right (LtR): 
p=0.0067, p=0.9250, p=0.7146, p=0.0072, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT). 
D-Relative proportions of PV cells occupying each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The relative amount of PV 
cells is reduced in L5 and increased in L6 (LtR: p=0.9723, p=0.7860, p=0.0168, p=0.0015, 2-way RM-ANOVA 
with SMCT) 
E- Relative proportions of SST cells occupying each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The relative amount of SST 
cells is increased in L2/3 (LtR: p=0.0062, p=0.9865, p=0.0749, p=0.3361, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
F-Density of PV cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The density of PV cells is reduced in all layers 
except L6 compared to WT (LtR: p=0.0309, p=0.0218, p=0.0027, p=0.2478, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
G-Density of SST cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The laminar density of SST cells is unchanged 





Figure 3-4 Nearest neighbor distance is significantly negatively correlated with cell density 
A-Correlation between WT PV-PV NND and PV density, V1. WT PV NND and PV density are significantly 
negatively correlated (r=-0.8533, p=0.0146, simple linear regression) 
B-Correlation between WT SST-SST NND and SST density, V1. WT SST NND and SST density are significantly 
negatively correlated (r=-0.9870, p<0.0001, simple linear regression) 
C-Correlation between - PV-PV NND and PV density, V1. - PV NND and PV density are significantly 
negatively correlated (r=-0.8690, p=0.0011, simple linear regression) 
D-Correlation between - SST-SST NND and SST density, V1. - SST NND and SST density are 
significantly negatively correlated (r=-0.9534, p<0.0001, simple linear regression) 
E-Correlation between - PV-PV NND and PV density, V1. - PV NND and PV density are significantly 
negatively correlated (r=-0.9504, p=0.0003, simple linear regression) 
F-Correlation between - SST-SST NND and SST density, V1. - SST NND and SST density are 
significantly negatively correlated (r=-0.9393, p=0.0005, simple linear regression) 
  






























































































































3.1-4 Loss of β-protocadherins alters the laminar distribution of PV interneurons 
Like the α-KO, we observed a significant reduction in the relative amount of PV cells in 
L5 (Fig3-5D), and also an upward trend in L6 (p=0.1312). PV laminar density was mostly 
unchanged (Fig3-5B, F). The mean density of SST cells was unchanged overall or in any layer 
compared to WT (Fig3-5B, G). We observed an upward trend in the relative amount of SST cells 
in L2/3 (p=0.0779, Fig3-5E). Together, our analysis of the β-KO revealed a similar, but milder, 





Figure 3-5 Loss of -protocadherins alters the laminar distribution of PV cIN 
A-Representative images of WT (left) and -KO (right) V1 PV (green) and SST (magenta) cIN; scale bar=200m 
B- PV and SST cell density in cells/mm2 for WT and -KO V1 cortex. PV and SST density is not different between 
WT and -KO (PV: p=0.7932, SST: p=0.9882, 1-way ANOVA with DMCT) 
C- NND between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, and SST-PV pairs in WT and -KO V1. NND was not altered for any 
group (LtR: p=0.4678, p=0.9958, p=0.9952, p=0.6274, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
D- Relative proportions of PV cells occupying each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The relative amount of L5 PV 
cells was reduced (LtR: p=0.9925, p=0.6148, p=0.0386, p=0.1312, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
E- Relative proportions of SST cells occupying each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The relative amount of SST 
cells was unchanged (LtR: p=0.0779, p=0.9993, p=0.4479, p=0.7460, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
F- Density of PV cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The laminar density of PV cells was not changed 
compared to WT, but trended similar to the -KO in L5 (LtR: p=0.7352, p=0.9811, p=0.3494, p=0.6500, 2-way 
RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
G- Density of SST cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT v -KO. The laminar density of SST cells was not changed 






Figure 3-6 Loss of cPcdh diversity alters laminar distribution in S1 
A-Density of PV and SST cells in S1, WT vs. -KO v -KO. Cell density is not significantly different between 
genotypes in S1 (PV: WT v -KO p=0.5756, WT v -KO p=0.9529; SST: WT v -KO p=0.8033, WT v -KO 
p=0.8775, 1-way ANOVAs with DMCT) 
B-NND between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, SST-PV pairs in S1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. Nearest neighbor 
distance is not significantly different between genotypes in S1 (PV-PV: WT v -KO p=0.4432, WT v -KO 
p=0.7229; PV-SST: WT v -KO p=0.4325, WT v -KO p =0.6701; SST-SST: WT v -KO p=0.5401, WT v -KO 
p=0.6184; SST-PV: WT v -KO p=0.5659, WT v -KO p=0.9355, 2-way RM-ANOVA w SMCT) 
C-CV between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, SST-PV pairs in S1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. CV is not significantly 
different between genotypes in S1 (PV-PV: WT v -KO p=0.8089, WT v -KO p=0.8547; PV-SST: WT v -KO 
p=0.6229, WT v -KO p =0.2419; SST-SST: WT v -KO p=0.9458, WT v -KO p=0.5447; SST-PV: WT v -KO 
p=0.6620, WT v -KO p=0.2522, 2-way RM-ANOVA w SMCT) 
D-Relative proportion of PV cells in each cortical layer in S1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. The relative amount of PV 
cells was increased in L6 in the -KO. (L2/3: WT v -KO p=0.7939, WT v -KO p=0.9751; L4: WT v -KO 
p=0.9996, WT v -KO p =0.9767; L5: WT v -KO p=0.6133, WT v -KO p=0.2923; L6: WT v -KO p=0.0394, 
WT v -KO p=0.3091, 2-way RM-ANOVA w SMCT) 
E- Relative proportion of SST cells in each cortical layer in S1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. The relative amount of SST 
cells was decreased in L5 of the -KO. SST trended up in L2/3 in -KO and -KO, but these p values were barely 
above the statistical significance threshold. Similarly, L5 of -KO trended lower. (L2/3: WT v -KO p=0.1129, WT 
v -KO p=0.0739; L4: WT v -KO p=0.9290, WT v -KO p=0.7582; L5: WT v -KO p=0.1013, WT v -KO 
p=0.0435; L6: WT v -KO p=0.3883, WT v -KO p=0.2658, 2-way RM-ANOVA w SMCT) 
F-Density of PV cells in each cortical layer in S1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. PV density was not different across 
genotypes (L2/3: WT v -KO p=0.3278, WT v -KO p=0.9807; L4: WT v -KO p=0.7350, WT v -KO p=0.9973; 
L5: WT v -KO p=0.2343, WT v -KO p=0.7368; L6: WT v -KO p=0.9949, WT v -KO p=0.9930, 2-way RM-
ANOVA w SMCT) 
G-Density of SST cells in each cortical layer in S1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. SST density was not different across 
genotypes (L2/3: WT v -KO p=0.8482, WT v -KO p=0.733; L4: WT v -KO p=0.8541, WT v -KO p=0.7157; 
L5: WT v -KO p=0.3649, WT v -KO p=0.5513; L6: WT v -KO p=0.9982, WT v -KO p=0.6889, 2-way RM-




Figure 3-7 Regularity of spacing is not altered by loss of cPcdh diversity 
A-CV between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, SST-PV pairs in V1, WT vs. -KO. CV is not significantly different 
between WT and -KO (LtR: p=0.3317, p=0.1717, p=0.4059, p>0.9999, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
B-CV between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, SST-PV pairs in V1, WT vs. -KO. CV is not significantly different 
between WT and -KO (LtR: p=0.8832, p=0.2590, p=0.9781, 0.5915, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
C-PCF of PV-PV pairs in V1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO (No p<0.05 for any distance, 2-way RM-ANOVA with 
SMCT) 









































































































Figure 3-8 The -KO is thicker in both V1 and S1 compared to WT 
A-Thickness of V1, WT v -KO vs. -KO. The -KO cortex is thicker than WT cortex in V1 (WT v -KO 
p=0.0066, WT v -KO p=0.1711, 1-way ANOVA with DMCT) 
B-Laminar thickness of V1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO.In V1, L2/3 and L6 of the -KO cortex is thicker than WT 
(L2/3: WT v -KO p=0.0001, WT v -KO p=0.0662; L4: WT v -KO p=0.2799, WT v -KO p=0.7861; L5: WT v 
-KO p=0.0835, WT v -KO p=0.5253; L6: WT v -KO p=0.0358, WT v -KO p=0.7198, 2-way RM-ANOVA w 
SMCT) 
C-Relative laminar thickness of V1, WT v -KO v -KO. L2/3 in the -KO is increased relative to other layers but 
other layers are proportionally unaltered (L2/3: WT v -KO p=0.0176, WT v -KO p=0.3797; L4: WT v -KO 
p>0.9999, WT v -KO p=0.9985; L5: WT v -KO p=0.3097, WT v -KO p=0.8554; L6: WT v -KO p=0.8392, 
WT v -KO p=0.7870, 2-way RM-ANOVA w SMCT) 
D-Thickness of S1, WT v -KO vs. -KO. The -KO cortex is thicker than WT cortex in S1 (WT v -KO 
p=0.0163, WT v -KO p=0.2243, 1-way ANOVA with DMCT) 
E-Laminar thickness of S1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. In S1, L2/3 is thicker in both the -KO and -KO. L5 of the -
KO was thicker than -KO but not statistically significant compared to WT. (L2/3: WT v -KO p=0.0086, WT v -
KO p=0.0194; L4: WT v -KO p=0.062, WT v -KO p=0.1816; L5: WT v -KO p=0.2246, WT v -KO p=0.9741; 
L6: WT v -KO p=0.098, WT v -KO p=0.3574, 2-way RM-ANOVA w SMCT) 
F-Relative laminar thickness of V1, WT vs. -KO vs. -KO. Proportionally, most layers are unchanged compared to 
WT, except L5 in the -KO which is reduced (L2/3: WT v -KO p>0.9999, WT v -KO p=0.5854; L4: WT v -KO 
p=0.6454, WT v -KO p>0.9999; L5: WT v -KO p=0.9136, WT v -KO p=0.0423; L6: WT v -KO p=0.494, WT 




3.1-5 The observed adult α-KO phenotype is unlikely to be due to increased repulsion 
during cIN radial migration or early perinatal cell death 
A series of 3 stages of cIN development occur during perinatal time points that could 
potentially influence cIN spatial distribution: 1) radial migration, which occurs from P2-P5; 2) 
programmed cell death, which occurs from P4-P12 and peaks at P7 (Southwell DG et al. 2012); 
3) synaptogenesis, which occurs between P8-P16 (Favuzzi E et al. 2019). Given that the spatial 
distribution phenotypes observed in α-KO and β-KO were similar but milder in β-KO, we 
focused on the α-KO for our analysis during perinatal time points: P3, P7 and P13.  
Interneuron migration in the context of PV and SST cells is difficult to directly study, due 
to the relatively late expression of PV (Vogt Weisenhorn DM et al. 1998). Thus, to visualize 
cells early on, we made use of Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9 mice, which labels all MGE derived cINs with 
tdTomato (Fig3-9A). This strategy allowed us to study the spatial characteristics of a combined 
population of PV and SST cells in the context of cPcdh mutations and to infer the timing for 
when the adult mutant phenotype emerges perinatally.  
Consistent with prior reports (Southwell DG et al. 2012), the density of tdTomato+ cells 
decreases between P3 and P13 (Fig3-9B), with no differences between WT and -KO (Fig3-10). 
This coincides with an expansion in cortical thickness during the same time frame (Fig3-10A). 
At P3 and P7, we observe no changes in the relative laminar distribution of tdTomato+ cells 
(Fig3-10C, D). However, at P13, there is a significant increase in the fraction of tdTomato+ cells 
in upper layers (Fig3-9C, D) and a trend towards reduced L5 (p=0.0779). In the perinatal 
datasets, it was difficult to distinguish L4 from L2/3 using DAPI, but the border between L4 and 
L5 was always clear. To compare our results to the adult α-KO results, we pooled PV and SST, 
as they encompass the entire Nkx2.1 lineage in the cortex (Rudy B et al. 2011). We also pooled 
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L2/3 and L4 since the distinction between these layers is not clear at early perinatal time points. 
With the caveat that IHC labeling is not exactly the same as genetic fate mapping, we found that 
the laminar distribution in the adult α-KO was similar to that of the P13 Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9;α-KO 
(Fig3-9E).  
 
Figure 3-9 cIN laminar distribution similar to the adult -KO V1 emerges at postnatal day 13 
A-Representative images of tdTomato+ (red) neurons counterstained with DAPI (blue) from Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9 V1 at 
(LtR:) P3, P7, P13; scale bar=200m 
B-Density of tdTomato+ cells in V1 at P3, P7, and P13, Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; cPcdhWT vs. -KO. The density of 
tdTomato+ cells decreases over time, but does not differ between WT and -KO (WT v -KO: P3 p=0.7789, P7 
p=0.725, P13 p=0.4758, unpaired t-tests; p<0.0001 for comparisons between timepoints, 2-way ANOVA with 
SMCT) 
C-Representative images of tdTomato+ (red) neurons counterstained with DAPI (blue), from P13 
Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9;cPcdhWT (left) or Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9;-KO (right) V1; scale bar=200m 
D-Relative proportion of tdTomato+ cells in each cortical layer in V1 at P13, Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; cPcdhWT vs. -KO. 
The proportion of superficial tdTomato+ cells is increased in the -KO at P13 (L2-4: p=0.0245, L5: p=0.0779, L6: 
p=0.2353, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
E-Relative proportion of pooled PV and SST cells in each cortical layer from V1 P30 -KO. Proportion in 
superficial layers is increased, while L5 is decreased, similar to the P13 Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9;-KO (L2-4: p=0.0282, L5: 




Figure 3-10 Laminar distribution is not altered at P3 or P7, mutant phenotype emerges at P13 
A-Thickness of V1 at P3, P7, and P13, Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; cPcdhWT vs. -KO. Cortical thickness increases over time 
but is not different between WT and -KO (WT v -KO: P3 p=0.7857, P7 p=0.9623, P13 p=0.9341; WT P3 v P7: 
p<0.0001 WT P7 v P13: p=0.0101, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
B- CV between tdTomato+ cells in V1 at P3, P7, and P13, Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; cPcdhWT vs. -KO. CV is not different 
between WT and -KO at any timepoint (LtR: p=0.9962, p=0.8579, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
C-Relative proportion of tdTomato+ cells in each layer of V1 at P3, Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; cPcdhWT vs. -KO. The relative 
distribution of tdTomato+ cells is not different at P3 (LtR: p=0.2558, p=0.1327, p=0.7794, 2-way RM-ANOVA with 
SMCT) 
D-Relative proportion of tdTomato+ cells in each layer of V1 at P7, Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; cPcdhWT vs. -KO. The relative 
distribution of tdTomato+ cells is not different at P7 (LtR: p=0.9754, p=0.8558, p=0.9885, 2-way RM-ANOVA with 
SMCT) 
E-Relative proportion of tdTomato+ cells in each layer of Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; cPcdhWT V1 at P3, P7, P13. In the WT, 
the relative amount of tdTomato+ cells in L2/3 decreases over time (L2-4: P3 v P13 p=0.0276, P3 v P7 p=0.8806, 
P7 v P13 p =0.0528; L5: P3 v P13 p=0.2079, P3 v P7 p=0.8423, P7 v P13 p=0.3415; L6: P3 v P13 p=0.1594, P3 v 
P7 p>0.9999, P7 v P13 p=0.1084, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT)  
F- Relative proportion of tdTomato+ cells in each layer of Nkx2.1Cre; Ai9; -KO V1 at P3, P7, P13. In the -KO, 
the relative amount of tdTomato+ cells in L5 decreases over time (L2-4: P3 v P13 p=0.1399, P3 v P7 p=0.5859, P7 
v P13 p =0.2741; L5: P3 v P13 p=0.0250, P3 v P7 p=0.4807, P7 v P13 p=0.2879; L6: P3 v P13 p=0.9781, P3 v P7 
p=0.9714, P7 v P13 p=0.9298, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT)  
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3.1-6 Loss of a single protocadherin, pcdh-αc2, alters the laminar distribution of SST cells 
but does not change cell density 
Our data indicate that the loss of cPcdhs differentially affects PV and SST neurons, yet 
the majority of cPcdh isoforms are expressed stochastically in most if not all cortical neurons 
(Chen WV and T Maniatis 2013). The exceptions are pcdh-αc1, αc2, γc3, γc4, and γc5, which 
are transcriptionally-regulated (Kawaguchi M et al. 2008; Chen WV and T Maniatis 2013). 
Although these regulated isoforms are broadly expressed, single cell RNA sequencing data from 
the Allen Brain Institute (Tasic B et al. 2018), downloaded through the Allen Cell Types 
Database (©2015 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Cell Types Database. Available from: 
https://celltypes.brain-map.org/) and analyzed by Nicholas Gallerani, suggests that certain 
classes of cells have enriched expression. Pcdh-αc2 is highly expressed in PV cells, and to a 
lesser extent SST, in adult V1 (Fig3-12). Based on this data, we explored the contribution of 
pcdh-αc2 to the α-KO phenotype using a pcdh-αc2 specific knockout mouse (αc2-KO). 
While pcdh-αc2 is enriched in adult PV cells, we did not observe significant changes to 
PV density or NND in αc2-KO mice (Fig3-11A, B). Laminar distribution was also unchanged 
for PV cells (Fig3-11C). With SST cells, however, we found that the αc2-KO recapitulated some 
aspects of the α-KO phenotype: a significant increase in the relative amount of SST cells in L2/3 
(Fig3-11D) without a change in SST density or NND (Fig3-11A,B). Unlike the α-KO we did not 
see a significant reduction in L5 (Fig3-11D). We also did not observe a change in cortical 
thickness (Fig3-13A-C) or CV (Fig3-13D) in the αc2-KO. Together this data suggests that pcdh-





Figure 3-11 Loss of a single protocadherin, pcdh-c2, alters the laminar distribution of SST cells but does not 
change cell density 
A-Density of PV and SST cells in V1, WT vs. c2-KO. Cell density is not changed in the c2-KO (PV: p=0.2313; 
SST: p>0.9999, unpaired t-tests) 
B-NND between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, and SST-PV pairs. NND is not changed in the c2-KO between any 
group compared (LtR: p>0.9999, p=0.9079, p=0.8493, p=0.6085, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
C-Relative proportion of PV cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT vs. c2-KO. The relative proportion of PV cells 
was not changed (LtR: p=0.8338, p=0.8728, p=0.5121, p=0.9374, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
D-Relative proportion of SST cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT vs. c2-KO. There are relatively more SST 
cells in L2/3 in the c2-KO compared to WT but other layers are not altered (LtR: p=0.0044, p=0.5831, p=0.9981, 
p=0.8895, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
E-Density of PV cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT vs. c2-KO. PV density is not significantly changed in any 
layer in the c2-KO, though L5 does trend lower (LtR: p=0.4938, 0.8987, 0.4221, 0.8515, 2-way RM-ANOVA with 
SMCT)  
F- Density of SST cells in each cortical layer in V1, WT vs. c2-KO. SST density is not significantly changed in 
any layer in the c2-KO, though it does trend up in L2/3 (LtR: p=0.1815, p=0.4139, p=0.9420, p=0.5415, 2-way 





Figure 3-12 Pcdh-c2 is expressed at relatively high levels in PV and SST subtypes 
A-cPcdh RNA expression in PV cells dissected from adult V1 
B-cPcdh RNA expression in SST cells dissected from adult V1 
C-Pcdh-c2 expression in PV subtypes defined by Tasic 2018 
D-Pcdh-c2 expression in SST subtypes defined by Tasic 2018 
Data was downloaded through the Allen Cell Types Database (©2015 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Cell 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3-13 Cortical thickness and CV are unaltered in the c2-KO 
A-Thickness of P30 V1, WT vs. c2-KO. Cortical thickness is not significantly altered in the c2-KO  (p=0.5832, 
unpaired T-test) 
B-Laminar thickness of P30 V1, WT vs. c2-KO. Laminar thickness is not significantly altered in the c2-KO 
(LtR: p=0.8684, 0.9958, 0.9811, 0.9711, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
C-Relative laminar thickness of P30 V1, WT vs. c2-KO. Proportionally, layers are not significantly altered in the 
c2-KO (LtR: p=0.8948, p=0.9997, p=0.9598, p=0.9463, 2-way RM-ANOVA with SMCT) 
D-CV between PV-PV, PV-SST, SST-SST, SST-PV pairs in P30 V1, WT vs. c2-KO. CV is not different for any 
























































































































Figure 3-14 Comparison of Allen Brain Atlas Numbers of images within dataset 
A-Comparison of images making up the WT, -KO, and -KO datasets. These did not significantly differ in their 
representation of certain Allen Brain Atlas numbers (ABAN) (LtR: p=0.3927, p=0.6765, p=0.9636, 1-way ANOVA 
with SMCT) 
B-Correlation between WT cortical thickness and ABAN. Cortical thickness negatively correlates with ABAN (r=-
0.7403, p<0.001, simple linear regression) 
C-Correlation between WT PV and SST densities and ABAN. PV density is not significantly correlated with 
ABAN, while SST density is modestly positively correlated with ABAN (PV: r=-0.3863, p=0.0623; SST: r=0.4252, 
p=0.0383, simple linear regression) 
  














































































3.2 Photoactivatable Cre: A Genetic Tool For Studying Development 
Some of the results presented in this section were included in the 2020 publication in 
Nature Communications “Photoactivatable Cre recombinase 3.0 for in vivo mouse applications” 
(Morikawa K et al. 2020). 
 
3.2-1 Introduction 
 cINs must distribute themselves throughout different cortical areas during tangential 
migration. The densities of different types of cINs varies throughout the cortex (Kim Y et al. 
2017), and certain subtypes of cINs are enriched in specific areas (Taniguchi H et al. 2013). cINs 
are known to migrate in specific streams, such as MGE dorsolateral streams (Corbin JG et al. 
2001; Wichterle H et al. 2001) and CGE caudo-rostral streams (Kanatani S et al. 2008; Touzot A 
et al. 2016). It isn’t entirely clear how cIN subtypes utilize these streams to arealize the cortex in 
stereotyped ways. I explored the possibility of spatiotemporally fate mapping migrating cINs by 
using a genetic tool known as photoactivatable Cre (PA-Cre) developed in the lab of Dr. Masa 
Yazawa at Columbia University. 
 PA-Cre consists of a split Cre recombinase in which each half is tethered to separate 
proteins, nMag and pMag. When nMag and pMag are illuminated with blue light, they 
photodimerize and bring the Cre fragments together to form a functional Cre recombinase which 
can mediate recombination (Kawano F et al. 2016).  
 
3.2-2 Generation of Interneuron Specific PA-Cre Expressing mESCs and Transgenic Mice 
I used restriction cloning to insert the PA-Cre gene into a plasmid which contained the 5’ 
UTR of the Dlx6 gene, and I56i/I56ii enhancer elements (Fig3-15A) which can be used to drive 
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cIN specific expression of proteins (Monory K et al. 2006; Ghanem N et al. 2008). This plasmid 
was stably introduced into a line of mouse embryonic stem cells (mESC) carrying a CAG driven 
flox-STOP-eGFP in the Rosa26 locus. I also generated transgenic Dlx6a-PACre mice through 
pronuclear injection of a Dlx6aPA-Cre plasmid. These mice were crossed with Ai9 reporter mice 
(Fig3-15C). 
For mESCs, I differentiated mESCs into cINs following a standard lab protocol. 
Following differentiation, I exposed cINs to 405nm light for 5s, and was qualitatively able to 
achieve robust photoactivation 48 hours later, as evidenced by expression of the GFP reporter 
(Fig3-15B). This established a baseline for photoactivation parameters, at least in vitro, and 
confirmed that photoactivation would enable long-term labeling of cINs. 
For mice, I began with by testing in vivo photoactivation, on P0 PA-Cre;Ai9 mice. At this 
age, the skull is fairly translucent and cINs should be close to the pial surface, so we reasoned 
that photoactivation of PA-Cre in those cINs should be possible. cINs do not migrate across the 
midline, so if only one cerebral hemisphere was photoactivated, the other could serve as a 
control. A small incision through the skin was made roughly in the S1 area along the rostro-
caudal axis. The laser was held in place for ~5-10s and moved along the length of the incision 
such that the entire incision would receive at least the minimum photoactivation time established 
in vitro. This was to make it likely that during sectioning, no matter which coronal section of S1 
was analyzed, it would have received “photoactivation”. Although we observed tdTomato+ cINs 
in these brains, the counted cells were low and did not differ between “photoactivated” and “not 
photoactivated” sides (Fig3-15D), suggesting that we were not actually observing tdTomato 
expression due to photoactivation. At this point it became apparent that the in vivo strategy may 
not have been ideal for testing purposes, so I switched to a primary culture approach. I isolated 
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and cultured neurons from P1-2 Dlx6aPA-Cre;Ai9 mice. They were kept completely in the dark 
for 1 week after initial plating. Then, I drew a small circle underneath each well, and shined the 
405nm laser at that circle only. However, after looking at the plate it was apparent that there 
were many tdTomato+ neurons outside the circle (Fig3-16A). Although this could have 
potentially been due to inaccurate stimulation, since the laser was handheld, there were also 
tdTomato+ neurons in wells that were not photoactivated at all (Fig3-16B), suggesting that Cre 
recombination was occurring independently of photoactivation. 
 
 
Figure 3-15 In vitro and in vivo PA-Cre in cortical interneurons 
A-Schematic of PA-Cre mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC) line 
B-Left: GFP+ mESC derived cINs 48h after 5s 405nm laser activation; Right: Top-Bright field image of Dlx6aPA-
Cre-CAG-Lox-STOP-Lox-GFP embryoid body (EB), Bottom-GFP+ mESC derived cINs 48h after 5s 405nm laser 
activation migrating out of EB 
C-Schematic of Dlx6aPA-Cre mice crossed with Ai9 mice 
D-Left: tdTomato+ cINs from P4 Dlx6aPA-Cre;Ai9 mice photoactivated in vivo at P0; Right: quantifications of 
tdTomato+ cells from P0 mice from two Dlx6aPA-Cre founder lines “F2339” and “F2340”, from photoactivated 














Figure 3-16 Leakiness of PA-Cre in primary cultures 
A-Representative image of Dlx6aPA-Cre;Ai9 primary neuronal culture. Yellow shading shows boundaries of hand-
drawn “photostimulation zone”. Orange arrow points to tdTomato+ cIN within photostimulation zone, yellow 
arrows point to tdTomato+ cINs outside of stimulation zone 
B- Representative image of Dlx6aPA-Cre;Ai9 primary neuronal culture from non-photoactivated control well. Yellow 




3.2-3 Codon Optimized Photoactivatable Cre 
 The leakiness of PA-Cre was problematic for our intended use. The Yazawa group 
created a new version of PA-Cre (PA-Cre 3.0) that improved upon this issue of background 
recombination, as well as improving PA-Cre induction, through codon optimization (Morikawa 
K et al. 2020). In order to facilitate in vivo studies, they generated a new mouse line by inserting 
PA-Cre 3.0 into the Rosa26 locus which self-cleaves PA-Cre 3.0 after activation and drives 
expression of an mKate2 red fluorescent reporter (Rosa26-CAG-Frt-STOP-Frt-LoxP-PA-Cre 
3.0-LoxP-mKate2) (Fig3-17Left). This strategy enables any existing Flippase expressing mouse 




 We obtained the new “PA-Cre 3.0 All-in-One” mouse and crossed it with the Dlx5/6-
Flpe mouse (Jackson 010815 Tg(mI56i-flpe)39Fsh/J, obtained as a gift from Dr. Gordon 
Fishell), which expresses FLPe recombinase in cINs (Taniguchi H et al. 2011). I made primary 
cultures of Dlx5/6-Flpe;PA-Cre3.0 mice and attempted photoactivations over a range of stimulus 
times (1s-5min). While I did not observe background recombination, I also was unable to 
achieve photostimulation. I then worked directly with lead author Dr. Kumi Morikawa, using 
their stimulation chambers and protocols. However, we were unable to achieve any 
photoactivation, as measured through mKate2 expression. 
 To test if the issue was PA-Cre3.0 or the Dlx5/6-Flpe, we infected FLPe negative, PA-
Cre3.0 positive cultures with a CAG-Flpe lentivirus on two sequential serial days (Fig3-
17Right). Then, on day 3, we assessed for mKate2 expression. Unlike the previous result, CAG-
Flpe infected PACre3.0 positive cultures showed qualitatively robust mKate2 expression (Fig3-
17Right). This result suggested that the main issue was the Dlx5/6-Flpe and expression of FLPe 
in that mouse. Efficient PACre3.0 expression may require much higher levels of FLPe. 
 
3.2-4 Discussion and Future Directions   
 Although PA-Cre was unsuccessful for our intended in vivo study of cIN arealization and 
tangential migration, due to background recombination in the transgenic Dlx6aPA-Cre mice and 
low FLPe expression in the Dlx5/6-Flpe mice, PA-Cre could still be a valuable tool for cIN 
studies in which spatiotemporal precision is required. A range of cIN-specific Flp recombinase 
mouse lines are commercially available, including Nkx2.1-Flp (Jackson 028577 Nkx2-
1tm2.1(flpo)Zjh/J), 5HT3aR-Flp (Jackson 030755 Htr3atm1.1(flpo)Rudy/J), and VIP-Flp 
(Jackson 028578 Viptm2.1(flpo)Zjh/J). It isn’t clear if Flp expression in these lines would 
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overcome the limitations of the Dlx5/6-Flpe, but it should be noted that these lines all use the 
codon-optimized Flp recombinase “Flpo”, which is about 10-fold more efficient than Flpe (Wu 
Y et al. 2009).  
 
 
Figure 3-17 Adaptation of Morikawa K et al Nat Commun 2020, Figure 6: Generation and validation of all-
in-one version of PA-Cre 3.0 mouse line 
Left (a)-Schematic of “PA-Cre 3.0 All-in-One” mice targeting strategy. CAG promoter and PA-Cre 3.0 knocked-in 
to Gt(ROSA)26Sor (Rosa26) locus was conducted together with stop cassette inserted between FRT cassettes and 
nuclear-localizing signal (NLS)-fused mKate2 red fluorescent protein. The PA-Cre 3.0 is located between loxP pair. 
Flp-mediated excision of the FRT-flanked stop cassette results in the expression of PA-Cre 3.0. After the blue-light 
stimulation and PA-Cre activation, the PA-Cre is self-cleaved. PA-Cre-mediated excision of the PA-Cre 3.0 cassette 
including WPRE element induces NLS-mKate2 expression. The mKate2 red fluorescence signals located in nuclei 
can be used as a Cre-loxP recombination reporter 
Right-Top (d): Schematic representation of experimental time course for cortical neurons derived from Rosa26PACre 
A20/WT mouse brains with illumination. The CAG-Flpe lentivirus was infected at serial 2 days. At the following day 
(day 3), the cells were illuminated for 24 h (470 ± 20 nm, 1 W/m2, 24 h continuous). 
Bottom (e): Representative mKate2 fluorescence images of PA-Cre 3.0 A20 neurons (Left images, the bright field 








Chapter 4: Discussion and Future Directions 
4.1 Spatial Independence of Cortical Interneuron Subtypes 
4.1-1 Review of Key Results  
We found that PV and SST expressing subtypes of cINs show spatial inhibition with 
respect to homotypic cells (for example, PV to PV), while the positioning of heterotypic cells 
(for example, PV to SST) is spatially random. We first looked at each population separately, 
calculating the NND between all PV-PV pairs or SST-SST pairs. Then, we calculated the 
variance of the NND for these cell pairs. To compare populations with different mean NND, the 
standard deviation of the NND was divided by the mean NND to get a unitless ratio known as 
the coefficient of variance (CV), which allows for the direct comparison of relative variance in 
NND. The CV of PV-PV pairs and SST-SST pairs is not different from each other. Then, we 
calculated the NND between each PV cell and the nearest SST cell, and vice versa. The CV 
between heterotypic pairs was significantly higher than between homotypic pairs, suggesting that 
there is greater spatial regularity between homotypic cells than between heterotypic cells. We 
also looked at the pair correlation function and found that PV and SST cells at the population 
level maintain a modest inhibitory distance between members of their own class. At distances 
below ~19μm from the edge of the cell body, the probability of finding another homotypic cell is 
lower than expected if the cells were spatially random, while heterotypic cells were spatially 




Figure 4-1 Summary schematic of spatial independence of cortical interneuron subtypes 
A-PV cells are non-randomly arranged with respect to other PV cells. At distances below ~19μm from the edge of 
the cell body, the probability of finding another homotypic cell is lower than expected if the cells were spatially 
random. 
B-SST cells are non-randomly arranged with respect to other SST cells. At distances below ~19μm from the edge of 
the cell body, the probability of finding another homotypic cell is lower than expected if the cells were spatially 
random. 
C-PV and SST cells are randomly arranged with respect to each other. PV cells are found within the “exclusion 
zone” of SST cells, and vice versa. The probability of finding heterotypic cell pairs in the observed data was equal to 
the probability of finding heterotypic cell pairs in a theoretical random point pattern.  
 
4.1-2 Spatial Independence Between Subtypes of Cortical Interneurons 
Spatial independence between subtypes is the idea that neurons of the same subtype are 
non-randomly positioned with respect to members of their own class but are spatially random 
with respect to other cell types. Spatial randomness of a point pattern is mathematically defined, 
therefore spatial randomness or deviations from spatial randomness, such as spatial clustering or 
spatial inhibition, can be empirically measured. 
Spatial independence between neuronal subtypes in the retina have been well 
characterized quantitatively and qualitatively (Rockhill RL et al. 2000; Fuerst PG et al. 2008). 
Within subtypes, many retinal neurons show spatial inhibition and relatively evenly spaced 
mosaic-like patterns. However, prior to our work, it was not clear what kind of spatial 
relationship cIN subtypes demonstrate. cINs originate from distal progenitor zones and distribute 
throughout the cortex during development through extensive migration and cell death (Tremblay 
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R et al. 2016; Wamsley B and G Fishell 2017). We considered three hypotheses for cIN spatial 
distribution. First, we hypothesized that cIN subclasses self-recognize during development, 
potentially during migration considering that in the retina short-range interactions between 
migrating Islet-1 expressing amacrine cells is thought to establish cell mosaicism (Galli-Resta L 
et al. 1997), to ensure that subclass-specific circuits are evenly distributed. Second, we also 
considered the possibility that this recognition extended beyond subtype specificity, as a way of 
generically distributing cINs, although this seemed less likely given the existing literature from 
the retina and cINs. Third, we also considered the possibility of complete spatial randomness 
both within and between subtypes. 
The orderly arrangement of subtypes is critical to the retina’s function. Subtypes connect 
in stereotyped ways with each other and thus it might be expected that synaptically connected 
subtypes might be arranged together in an orderly manner (Rockhill RL et al. 2000). However, 
this does not seem to be the case. For example, A2 amacrine cells receive their major synaptic 
input from rod bipolar cells (Strettoi E et al. 1992; Rockhill RL et al. 2000), and both types are 
mosaically arranged (Rockhill RL et al. 2000), but are randomly arranged with respect to each 
other. 
The connectivity of cIN subtypes has been well defined in V1. While PV and SST cells 
distinctively target different compartments of PNs (Favuzzi E et al. 2019), they also show 
distinct patterns of inhibition with respect to other interneurons. PV cells inhibit other PV cells 
but mostly do not inhibit other cIN subtypes (Pfeffer CK et al. 2013). On the other hand, SST 
cells broadly inhibit other types but not other SST cells (Pfeffer CK et al. 2013). Our data 
appears to be consistent with these patterns of connectivity and consistent with ideas about 
cellular mosaicism established in the retina. cIN subtypes may need to have an awareness of 
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where other subtypes are relative to themselves in order to establish these types of stereotyped 
connections, or in the case of SST cells, non-connections. Subtype level recognition allows cells 
to distribute their functions evenly throughout the cortex without creating areas that are either 
overpopulated or devoid of certain subtypes. 
Our results indicate that cINs show spatial independence for PV and SST subtypes in 
which these types are non-randomly positioned, and that there does not appear to be a generic 
spatial distribution for GABAergic cells. We cannot conclusively say that all subtypes show this 
type of spatial independence. We did not look at the distribution of VIP expressing cINs. In V1, 
VIP cINs preferentially inhibit SST cINs (Pfeffer CK et al. 2013). It is not clear if this highly 
specific connectivity pattern is at all reflected in the spatial relationship between these cell types 
and should be explored further in future study. It is possible that for SST cells, their positioning 
relative to other cells is unimportant because they generically connect with heterotypic cells, 
whereas for VIP cells, their position is correlated with the position of their SST connective 
partners. One could perform the same pair correlation function analysis to determine if VIP cells 
show spatial clustering with SST cells, or vice versa. 
 
4.1-3 Role of Clustered Protocadherins in Spatial Independence 
 While we found that PV and SST interneurons are spatially independent of one another 
but show spatial inhibition with respect to their own type, it remains unclear how these neurons 
actually achieve this pattern. Although loss of cPcdh diversity altered a number of spatial 
characteristics of these cell types, it did not alter this fundamental relationship between PV and 
SST cINs or within their own class.  
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Because our data was limited to the position of the cell body, we cannot necessarily rule 
out that loss of cPcdh diversity increases aberrant recognition between cIN subtypes, or even 
between cINs and non-interneuron cell types. While we had originally postulated that aberrant 
recognition between cINs might shift the position of the cell body itself, in some manner similar 
to the way short range interactions in amacrine cells are thought to shift their cell bodies laterally 
to form mosaics (Galli-Resta L et al. 1997), it isn’t clear that this would happen in cINs. Loss of 
γ-cPcdh diversity did not alter the cell body position of starburst amacrine cells, but did reduce 
the overlap between neighboring neuronal arbors (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012). However, it should 
be pointed out that this result was from in vitro primary culture, at a timepoint after cell body 
mosaicism is already established. In order to explore this question further in cINs it may be 
necessary to generate and examine mutant mice which have even greater loss of cPcdh diversity 
in order to create scenarios where aberrant matching has a high probability of occurring in order 
to observe this in vivo.  
 
4.1-4 Random Processes Do Not Explain Spatial Independence 
 The PCF and CV data showed that PV and SST cINs are spatially independent 
populations that maintain a degree of spatial inhibition between members of their own class, 
although it did not appear that cPcdhs were involved in establishing these non-random spatial 
patterns. While our data suggested non-random and independent spatial distributions for PV and 
SST cINs, the actual inhibition distance determined by PCF was relatively small (~19μm) for 
both PV and SST, and the CV of each homotypic cell pair, while significantly lower than 
heterotypic pairs, seemed relatively high. Does this distance actually represent subtype-specific 
exclusion, or could it be an artifact of random chance? 
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In order to be sure that these observations represented true spatial non-randomness and 
independence between subtypes, I created simulated datasets in which cINs had no inhibitory 
distance outside of a minimal distance to account for the size of the soma. For each image in the 
first WT V1 dataset, a simulated image was constructed, which had the same XY dimensions as 
the original image. While the exact XY location of each cIN is random, points are generated so 
that their spatial distribution is roughly equivalent to the observed spatial distribution, but 
without any cell-cell inhibition (Fig 4-2A-C). 
These simulations confirmed what the original observed data told us: that PV and SST 
cells are spatially independent populations with non-random distribution relative to their own 
types. In the observed dataset, PV or SST cells within 19μm of a homotypic cell were rare (PV: 
~6% of total population, SST: ~4%). These percentages were significantly lower than the 
percentages that would be expected if PV and SST cells were randomly distributed and had no 
exclusion zone. Conversely, observed heterotypic cells were found within 19μm of a PV or SST 
cell about 15% of the time. This was not statistically different from homotypic or heterotypic 
comparisons in the simulated dataset (Fig 4-2E-F). Although it is still unclear how this pattern 




Figure 4-2 Random processes do not explain spatial independence of cortical interneurons 
A-Representative image of P30 WT V1 labeled with DAPI (blue), anti-PV(green), and anti-SST (magenta); scale 
bar=200m 
B-XY coordinate transformation of image in A 
C-Simulated image of observed image in A. Simulated cINs are semi-randomly positioned according to kernel 
smoothed intensity function of original image, with only minimal inhibition representing cell soma size  
D-Paired correlation function (PCF) of PV-PV pairs (green), SST-SST pairs (magenta), and PV-SST pairs (black). 
Distance between PV-SST pairs is random, but distance between like-cell types is statistically non-random at 
relatively small distances (PV-PV: p<0.05 up to 19m from edge of cell body, SST-SST: p<0.05 up to 19m; 2-way 
RM-ANOVA with SMCT). 
E-The percent of cell pairs that were within 19m of a reference PV cell. Observed PV-PV pairs were significantly 
less common than random simulated PV-PV pairs, observed PV-SST pairs, or random simulated PV-SST pairs. 
Random simulated PV-PV pairs, observed PV-SST pairs, and random simulated PV-SST pairs were not 
significantly different. (1-way ANOVA with DMCT, PV-PV Obs vs PV-PV Rand p=0.0039, PV-PV Obs vs PV-
SST Obs p=0.0048, PV-PV Obs vs PV-SST Rand p=0.0008) 
F-The perecent of cell pairs that were within 19m of a reference SST cell. Observed SST-SST pairs were 
significantly less common than random simulated SST-SST pairs, observed SST-PV pairs, or random simulated 
SST-PV pairs. Random simulated SST-SST pairs, observed SST-PV pairs, and random simulated SST-PV pairs 
were not significantly different. (1-way ANOVA with DMCT, SST-SST Obs vs SST-SST Rand p=0.0005, SST-SST 




During early post-natal development, about 40% of cINs undergo apoptosis (Southwell 
DG et al. 2012). The data in which we observed subtype specific independence was from the 
adult cortex, well after these events already occurred. I considered the possibility that simply 
removing 40% of cINs could generate a spatial pattern that falsely suggests non-random subtype 
specific spatial inhibition. Although the observed data and previous simulations were strong 
evidence of non-randomness, I wanted to refine these findings by simulating cell death itself, 
rather than simply generating a new random pattern.  
For each image in the observed WT V1 dataset, I used the actual observed pattern and 
then superimposed new cINs which had no exclusion zone besides the minimal extent of the cell 
body. The number of new cINs was based on the estimate that about 40% of cINs die. Therefore, 
the number of cINs to be added could be calculated as: (observed cell count / 0.6 – observed cell 
count). cINs were semi-randomly placed within the observed ROI according to spatial density 
probabilities calculated from the observed data, to account for laminar differences in cell density 
which are already established by the cell death period (Miyoshi G and G Fishell 2011). I called 
this dataset the “before cell death” (BCD) group. Then, I randomly removed 40% of those cells 
to create the “after cell death” (ACD) group. As expected, ACD cINs had the same density as 
observed cINs (Fig 4-3A, E). However, observed cINs had significantly lower CV of NND than 
BCD or ACD, while simulated cell death did not change the CV significantly (Fig4-3B, F). 
Interestingly, random cell death can sometimes reduce the percent of cINs within 19μm of 
homotypic reference cells, as evidenced by the fact that ACD PV cells within 19μm are 
significantly less frequent after cell death occurs (Fig 4-3C). Additionally, although ACD SST 
cells within 19μm were not significantly less frequent than BCD, there were still some 
individuals that had very low frequencies (<10%) of these events simply due to random chance 
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(Fig 4-3G). But for both PV and SST, observed frequencies were significantly lower than ACD 
or BCD groups (Fig 4-3C,G). Furthermore, while cell death shifts the PCF graph rightwards 
slightly, it does not shift it significantly. On the other hand, observed PV and SST PCFs were 
significantly right shifted compared to ACD and BCD (Fig 4-3D, H). While these differences 
were fairly small (PV obs vs ACD: 11μm; SST obs vs ACD: 13μm), they support the overall 






Figure 4-3 Random cell death cannot explain the observed PV and SST spatial distributions 
A-PV density in simulated “before cell death” (BCD), simulated “after cell death” (ACD) and observed data, in V1. 
(1-way ANOVA with DMCT, BCD vs ACD p=0.018, BCD vs Obs p=0.018, ACD vs Obs p=0.9983) 
B-CV of NND in BCD, ACD, and observed PV cells in V1 (1-way ANOVA with DMCT, BCD vs ACD p=0.8524, 
BCD vs Obs p<0.0001, ACD vs Obs p<0.0001) 
C-Percent of PV-PV pairs found within 19m of a reference PV cell in BCD, ACD, and observed PV cells in V1 (1-
way ANOVA with DMCT, BCD vs ACD p=0.006, BCD vs Obs p=0.0002, ACD vs Obs p=0.0094) 
D-PCF of PV-PV pairs in BCD (dark grey), ACD (light grey), and observed data from V1 (2-way RM-ANOVA, 
BCD vs ACD-no p<0.05 at any distances; BCD vs Obs-p<0.05 up to 15μm; ACD vs Obs-p<0.05 up to 11μm) 
E-SST density in simulated “before cell death” (BCD), simulated “after cell death” (ACD) and observed data, in V1. 
(1-way ANOVA with DMCT, BCD vs ACD p=0.071, BCD vs Obs p=0.0069, ACD vs Obs p>0.9999) 
F-CV of NND in BCD, ACD, and observed SST cells in V1 (1-way ANOVA with DMCT, BCD vs ACD p=0.9688, 
BCD vs Obs p=0.0042, ACD vs Obs p=0.0179) 
G-Percent of SST-SST pairs found within 19m of a reference SST cell in BCD, ACD, and observed SST cells in 
V1 (1-way ANOVA with DMCT, BCD vs ACD p=0.0881, BCD vs Obs p=0.0023, ACD vs Obs p=0.0118) 
H-PCF of SST-SST pairs in BCD (dark grey), ACD (light grey), and observed data from V1 (2-way RM-ANOVA, 





4-1-5 The Importance of Cortical Interneuron Subtype Specific Spatial Independence 
 I have shown that the two largest broad cardinal classes of cINs, PV and SST, have 
subtype specific spatial independence, but the questions of “why” and “how” remain.  
As to the question of “why”, it likely is because inhibitory functions in the form of 
discrete inhibitory units need to be evenly distributed for optimal cortical function. Even when 
functional units are highly redundant and overlapping (Fino E and R Yuste 2011), the fact there 
is any level of non-random subtype recognition speaks to this need. The word “redundant” may 
be a bit misleading, because the data would indicate that there is actually an optimal arrangement 
of redundancy that the system tries to achieve. But as long as each function type is distributed 
evenly, the spatial relationship between functional types doesn’t matter.  
PV and SST are considered “cardinal classes” of cINs (Mayer C et al. 2018), but within 
these groups, and other “cardinal classes” of cINs, there is substantial heterogeneity. Recent 
transcriptomic analysis using single cell RNA sequencing has revealed 61 potential distinct 
subtypes of cINs (Tasic B et al. 2018). Interestingly, although we only looked at broad cardinal 
classes, we saw class specific spatial independence. Specification of broad cIN subtypes occurs 
shortly after cINs become postmitotic (Mi D et al. 2018), with maturation and specification into 
further subtypes occurring progressively over time (Wamsley B and G Fishell 2017). This 
potentially suggests that spatial independence may be part of an earlier developmental program 
prior to the emergence of adult diversity.  
It is also possible that spatial independence occurs to an even greater degree at more 
specific subtype levels, but we cannot observe this in our dataset. If spatial independence is 
required to evenly distribute functional types, it stands to reason that functional types that are 
most similar to each other would be more evenly distributed. The majority of PV cells are fast-
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spiking basket cells, while a sizeable but smaller number of SST cells are Martinotti cells 
(Gonchar Y et al. 2007; Rudy B et al. 2011) Because the majority of these cells are similar and 
we are looking at population wide values, it is possible we see a small degree of spatial 
independence driven by these groups, and we would see an even greater degree if we observed 
the groups on their own.  
Traditionally, looking at finer subgroups was not possible since molecular markers 
defining subgroups are not known. However, markers such as Vipr2 have recently been used to 
create chandelier cell specific Cre driver mice (Tasic B et al. 2018). We could potentially use an 
intersectional fate mapping strategy combining this mouse with the PV-FlpO mouse (Jackson 
022730 B6.Cg-Pvalb<tm4.1(flpo)Hze>/J), and separate Cre and Flp dependent fluorescent 
reporters. To look at chandelier cell spacing, we would simply perform spatial statistics analysis 
on the Cre labeled cells, while to look at basket cell spacing, we would only look at the Flp 
labeled cells which were Cre-mediated reporter negative. In the whole PV population, we would 
expect to see a small degree of non-random spacing like we observed in our original datasets, but 
an even greater degree of spatial inhibition as we look at more homogenous subgroups of PV 
cells. 
As to the question of “how”, the process is clearly non-random. Given the very short 
distance at which spatial inhibition occurs, it likely involves some type of short range 
interactions, though it is not clear that cPcdhs are responsible for this aspect of spacing, or even 
the best candidate for such a job. While some non-stochastic cPcdhs could potentially serve as 
subtype specific class recognition molecules, the stochastic cPcdhs seem poorly suited for this 
job given that any stochastic mismatches would likely negate this function. At the same time, the 
pioneering in vitro studies of how cPcdh recognition and binding specificity fundamentally work 
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(Thu CA et al. 2014) did not explore what happens when certain isoforms are expressed at levels 
much higher than others. How much does a small stochastic mismatch matter in vivo if the cell 
expresses low levels of stochastic isoforms and very high levels of specific non-stochastic 
isoforms like pcdh-αc2, like in Raphe nuclei (Chen WV et al. 2017)? The answer to this question 
is not clear and warrants further study. The mechanism does not necessarily have to be subtype 
specific either, given that generation of different cIN subtypes is temporally regulated (Taniguchi 
H et al. 2013). cINs generated at similar times are more likely to be similar to each other so a 
mechanism like random collisions during tangential migration (Tanaka DH et al. 2009) could 
help distribute cINs evenly without necessarily being subtype specific.  
 Given the fact that cINs must migrate long distances into the cortex, a purely 
deterministic approach to spacing would be a poor strategy. Given the sheer number of 
biological variables and “moving parts” that are occurring throughout development, a more 
robust strategy would involve a combination of determinism, in the form of intrinsic early 
subtype specific programs (Mi D et al. 2018) that may generally inform cINs of their spatial 
distribution pattern, such as MGE-derived cIN inside-out lamination (Miyoshi G and G Fishell 
2011), intrinsic system “jitter” like random collisions in the MZ (Tanaka DH et al. 2009), and 
adaptation, such as some kind of environmental sensing mechanism coupled with selective cell 
death. 
 
4.2 The Role of Stochastic Clustered Protocadherins in Cortical Interneurons 
4.2-1 Review of Key Results 
Our examination of cPcdh mutants revealed cIN subclass specific alterations in spatial 
distribution, cell density and laminar distribution that varied across different types of cPcdh 
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mutants and across different cortical areas, though in all cases there were similarities in data 
trends. In the α-KO, we observed that PV density was significantly reduced overall and as well 
as in L2/3, L4, and L5, while SST density was not statistically different than WT controls 
generally or in any layer. PV density reduction was accompanied by a significant increase in PV 
cell NND, although we found that cell density was strongly inversely correlated with NND. The 
CV of NND and PCF were not different in the α-KO, suggesting that the loss of α-cPcdhs did not 
affect the regularity of cIN spacing or the spatial independence of cIN subtypes. We also 
observed subtype specific changes in the relative laminar distribution of cINs. PV cells were 
relatively reduced in L5 and increased in L6, while SST cells were relatively increased in L2/3. 
In our study we observed a significant decrease in the relative laminar distribution of PV 
cINs in V1 L5 when β-cPcdhs were lost. Although we did not see statistically significant effects 
elsewhere, we did note that the β-KO data looked fairly similar to the α-KO data in terms of 
directional trends that did not meet statistical significance. For example, the relative laminar 
distribution of SST cells in L2/3 trended upwards but had a p-value of 0.0779. The median 
density of PV cells was also lower overall and in L2/3, L4, and L5, though these were not 
statistically significant, whereas all of these differerences were significant in the α-KO.  




Figure 4-4 Summary schematic of cortical interneuron phenotypes in the α-KO and β-KO 
A-In WT mice, PV and SST neurons have similar laminar distributions and densities, with most PV and SST 
neurons found in deep layers of the cortex.  
B-In α-KO V1, PV density is significantly reduced overall and across L2-5, which shifts the relative laminar 
distribution of PV cells towards relatively more L6 PV relative to WT.  
C-In α-KO V1, SST density is not significantly different, but the relative laminar distribution is shifted so that there 
are more SST cells in L2/3 compared to WT. 
In α-KO S1 and β-KO V1 and S1, we mostly observed milder permutations of the phenotype observed in α-KO V1 
for both PV and SST. 
 
4.2-2 Cell Death in Cortical Interneuron Subtypes 
While we found that the density of PV cINs was significantly reduced, a recent study 
reported that the -cluster, but not - or -clusters, is important for cIN survival (Mancia Leon 
WR et al. 2020). However, it is important to note that in this study, the authors quantified 
Nkx2.1Cre fate mapped neurons without distinguishing between PV and SST in their analysis of 
α-KO and β-KO mice. Thus, the decrease in PV density we observed may have been masked by 
quantifying the entire Nkx2.1 (MGE) lineage as whole. Interestingly, however, Mancia and 
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S1, β-KO V1 and S1)
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In the spinal cord -cPcdhs are thought to be the main mediators of spinal interneuron 
survival (Wang X et al. 2002), but FoxP2+ subtypes of spinal cord interneurons are reduced in 
both α- and -cluster mutants (Hasegawa S et al. 2016), suggesting that α- and -cPcdhs play a 
role in survival but not in all cell types . Non-stochastic -cPcdhs appear to be the main mediator 
of cell death in cINs (Carriere CH et al. 2020; Mancia Leon WR et al. 2020) but our data 
supports a role in cell death for α- and potentially -cPcdhs as well. Although we only saw a 
significant effect in α-KO PV density, the densities of PV and SST cells in both α- and -KO 
were somewhat reduced, suggesting that diversity of cPcdhs itself is somewhat important to 
general cell survivability.  
The possibility that loss of α- or -cPcdhs increases apoptotic cell death can be tested. 
One way this could be tested is by visualizing apoptotic cells across relevant developmental 
timepoints. We did not find a difference in cleaved caspase3 positive cells at P7, the peak of 
apoptosis in cINs (Southwell DG et al. 2012), between WT and α-KO. However, we also saw 
very few caspase3 positive cells overall, and caspase3 immunostaining may not be the best way 
of looking at apoptosis, since its expression is transient and may have roles outside of apoptosis 
(Suresh K et al. 2019; Avrutsky MI et al. 2020). TUNEL staining over developmental timepoints 
would be a better alternative, but we would have to sample many more timepoints to make sure 
that we were catching the right one. It would be more direct to test the role of apoptosis in 
shaping our phenotype by looking at cPcdh mutant mice in the genetic context of the Bax KO 
(Jackson 002994 B6.129X1-Baxtm15jk/J), which has been previously used to look at apoptosis in 
cINs (Southwell DG et al. 2012). We could examine the cell densities and relative laminar 
distributions of PV and SST in mice homozygous for the Bax KO and α- or -KO. If the 
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observed cell density and relative laminar distribution phenotype is the result of apoptosis, the 
cPcdh and Bax double mutant should not display any phenotype. 
Although loss of cPcdhs has been linked to increased apoptotic cell death (Mancia Leon 
WR et al. 2020), it is possible that the effects seen in α-KO PV cells are not due to cell death, but 
instead due to a failure to mature. The maturation of PV cells, including the expression of PV 
itself, has been linked to activity (Wamsley B and G Fishell 2017; van Lier B et al. 2018). This 
possibility can be tested by performing a double immunostain for PV and vicia villosa 
agglutinin, a lectin specifically present in the extracellular matrix of PV neurons (Bausch SB and 
C Chavkin 1996). Other studies have used this approach to show that in certain autism models 
with reduced PV numbers, the reduction was actually due to a failure to mature and express PV 
(Filice F et al. 2016). 
 
4.2-3 Subtype Specific Laminar Distribution Changes 
 Notably, we observed that the laminar distribution of PV and SST cells was altered in 
subtype specific ways. This indicates that cPcdhs alter the laminar distribution of cINs in 
different ways. The PV phenotype seems to be largely driven by the widespread reduction in PV 
numbers. PV density is reduced in all layers except L6, but is most affected in L5, where we 
observed the highest density of PV cells. Because L6 is not affected, the relative laminar 
distribution shifts so that there are relatively more L6 cells and relatively fewer L5 cells. 
 On the other hand, we did not see significant differences in SST density, suggesting an 
alternative mechanism for the change in relative laminar distribution. We initially hypothesized 
that alterations in short range interactions during radial migration due to loss of cPcdh diversity 
might explain our results, considering that radial migration is when cINs settle into layers. We 
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had observed that SST cells in particular seemed to be more evenly distributed across the extent 
of cortical layers, which potentially represented increased repulsion between migrating SST 
cells, causing them to settle further away denser deep cortical layers. However, our perinatal 
Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9; α-KO data suggests otherwise. At P3 and P7, we see no change in the laminar 
distribution. At P13, we see a shift towards superficial layers. The perinatal data was limited in 
that we could not distinguish between PV and SST, but it does suggest that this original 
hypothesis involving increased repulsion during migration is unlikely.  
 Although increased repulsion during migration seems unlikely, changes during the 
migratory period could still be important for shaping the phenotype. Activity from a variety of 
sources during the early postnatal period both prior to and after synaptogenesis are important in 
shaping the mature state of the cortex and its cINs (Wamsley B and G Fishell 2017). The 
lamination of cINs in particular is influenced by cortical activity, and the loss of deep layer PNs 
can superficially shift the lamination of PV and SST (Lodato S et al. 2011).  
 The activity state of the developing cortex and of specific cell populations in cPcdh 
mutants can be directly observed using calcium imaging and existing Cre drivers, once crossed 
with cPcdh mutants. The activity of specific cIN populations can be simultaneously observed in 
cortical slice cultures by infecting the mouse prior to dissection with a Cre dependent GcAMP 
AAV, which allows for the direct observation of calcium transients in actively firing neurons.  
The activity of PNs should also be analyzed similarly, as these changes could directly 
affect cIN survival through synaptic activity but also through secretion of activity dependent 
factors such as BDNF (Kuczewski N et al. 2009). BDNF overexpression in V1 accelerates the 
maturation of cINs (Huang ZJ et al. 1999), and conditional loss of the BDNF receptor TrkB in 
PV neurons leads to reduced PV number in the cortex (Xenos D et al. 2018). It is therefore 
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possible that our phenotype is the downstream consequence of altered presynaptic activity and 
environmental factors. Given that the serotonergic system is strikingly altered in the α-KO 
(Katori S et al. 2009) and αc2-KO (Chen WV et al. 2017), as well as altered retinogeniculate 
terminals (Meguro R et al. 2015), it is reasonable to expect that activity in V1 is altered too. 
Therefore, the Ca2+ imaging data will be important in determining the mechanism of the 
observed cIN phenotype. Insights from these experiments could include the cellular source of 
altered activity and the timing of its initiation. Further discussion of how altered activity could 
lead to the cell type specific laminar distribution phenotypes observed is in section 4.3-6 and 4.3-
7. 
 
4.2-4 Genetic and Regional Differences in Phenotypic Strength 
We observed the strongest phenotypes in V1 of the α-KO. While the majority of our 
observations in S1 and in the β-KO were not significant, we noted that many aspects of the data 
trended in the same direction as α-KO V1. What could account for these genetic and regional 
differences in phenotypic strength? 
One of the major differences between β-cPcdhs compared to - or -cPcdhs is that every 
β-cPcdh is stochastically expressed. It is possible that individual stochastic cPcdhs have similar 
redundant functions, and these functions could be replaced by stochastically expressed - or -
cPcdhs. Additionally, two α-cPcdhs, pcdh-αc1 and -αc2, are non-stochastically expressed and 
thought to be expressed in all neurons (Chen WV and T Maniatis 2013). Loss of the -cluster 
may have a relatively greater effect on overall cPcdh diversity in single cells because single cells 
theoretically always express αc1 and -αc2 plus additional stochastic isoforms. Loss of non-
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stochastic isoforms may also have additional effects that could potentially affect the overall 
activity state of the cortex (Chen WV et al. 2017), which could affect the results we see in cINs.  
 This is consistent with what is known about β-cPcdhs, in the sense that stochastically 
expressed cPcdhs seem to play similar roles. β-cPcdhs are all stochastically expressed (Hirano K 
et al. 2012), similar to most α-cPcdhs (Esumi S et al. 2005; Kaneko R et al. 2006). β-KO mice 
are grossly normal phenotypically, but some cellular and connective abnormalities have been 
reported in olfactory bulb and spinal cord (Hasegawa S et al. 2016). A similar phenotype was 
reported for α-KO mice (Hasegawa S et al. 2016). 
 Our data also suggests that there may be some regional differences in how stochastically 
expressed cPcdhs are used, with S1 having only mild effects but similar directional trends as V1. 
There was nothing obviously different about S1 compared to V1, most of the measurements we 
took were not statistically different between WT S1 and V1. S1 is thicker than V1 in absolute 
terms and relative terms. The fact that S1 is larger could be a factor, if aberrant recognition 
underlies our observations. The somewhat reduced density of cells may reduce the chances of 
cells with matching cPcdh sets to encounter each other.  
 There may also be differences in how cINs in S1 use cPcdhs. We observed similar trends 
in the SST relative laminar distribution in the α-KO in S1 compared to V1, but none of these 
were statistically significant. On the other hand, β-KO SST cells were relatively reduced in L5, 
and trended upwards in L2/3. Cellular differences between S1 and V1 have been reported, for 
example SST cells in L4 of V1 are mostly Martinotti cells while SST cells in L4 of S1 are mostly 
non-Martinotti cells (Scala F et al. 2019). It is not immediately clear how stochastic cPcdhs 
could work differently at a subtype level though. The first step in exploring this further might be 
to explore if different cell types favor different sets of cPcdhs. One could dissect and dissociate 
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tissue from either V1 or S1 of SSTCre;Ai9 mice, and perform RT-qPCR of stochastic cPcdhs to 
see if there are any measureable differences in β-cPcdh expression that might explain these 
regional variations. 
The study of the role of stochastic cPcdhs at the cell type level has been difficult to 
achieve. Study of the β-cPcdhs has been somewhat limited compared to α-cPcdhs or γ-cPcdhs, in 
part because full β-cluster knockouts only display mild phenotypes (Hasegawa S et al. 2016; Ing-
Esteves S et al. 2018). In fact some species like the fugu and zebrafish entirely lack β-cPcdhs 
(Yu WP et al. 2007). But more importantly, while Cre-Lox systems have enabled the generation 
of conditional knockout mutants for both α- and γ-cPcdhs, this is difficult for the β-cluster 
because it lacks common constant exons. Deletion of constant exons renders all α- and γ-cPcdhs 
nonfunctional. These regions are relatively small, so the probability of Cre-mediated 
recombination at constant exon flanking LoxP sites is high. LoxP sites that flank the β-cluster are 
too far apart for efficient Cre-mediated recombination (Zheng B et al. 2000; Coppoolse ER et al. 
2005). Similarly, it might be difficult to remove only stochastic α- or γ-cPcdhs from specific cell 
types, as the conditional mutant strategies rely on constant exon removal. 
 
4.2-5 Reduced Clustered Protocadherin Diversity-Increased Cell-Cell Recognition? 
 We saw fairly similar phenotypic variants across different cPcdh mutants, which suggests 
a common mechanism for these phenotypes. We considered that increased cell-cell recognition 
could explain the phenotype (Fig 4-5). In other neuronal types, loss of cPcdh diversity causes 
neurons whose processes normally overlap to not overlap, in neurons who express the same set 
of cPcdhs (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012). Does the same morphological phenotype occur in vivo in 
cINs? Do cIN processes become tiled? This can be directly observed in vivo by utilizing a similar 
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genetic strategy as Lefebvre and colleagues used to generate conditional single-cPcdh isoform 
expressing mice. They generated conditional knockin mice in which a conditional CAG driven 
Pcdhγa1- (or γc3) mCherry fusion protein was knocked into the Rosa26 locus. This mouse can 
be bred with existing conditional deletion lines to generate mice in which all γ-cPcdhs are 
conditionally deleted while a single isoform is conditionally activated. This could be repeated by 
generating conditional single α-isoform mice and utilizing existing conditional α-cPcdh mutants 
and cIN specific Cre driver lines such as SST-Cre. Following the creation of an SST-Cre; Pcdh 
αcKO/cKO; cα-(single isoform)-mCherry mouse, morphology could be analyzed by injecting 
closely spaced mCherry+ cINs with different fluorescent dyes followed by confocal microscopy 
and standard neuron morphology quantifications. This experiment would enable the in vivo 
observation of aberrant matching events between neighboring neurons. This could be occurring 
in the mutants we studied, but it is nearly impossible to observe in vivo since it occurs randomly.  
How likely would aberrant matching between neighboring cells be given that cPcdh 
recognition is combinatorial and highly specific? It is difficult to ascertain this without knowing 
how many isoforms any single cIN expresses. While Purkinje cells are estimated to express 10-
15 (Kaneko R et al. 2006; Rubinstein R et al. 2017) that number may be different and much 
lower for other cell types (Chen WV et al. 2017). Unfortunately there is not a lot of available 
single cell expression data for cINs. While there are high quality scRNA seq datasets from the 
Allen Brain Atlas (Tasic B et al. 2018), interpretations about single cell expression are generally 
not possible from scRNAseq data. Single cell RT-qPCR is laborious but would enable the 
exploration of single cell level isoform expression in cINs.  
 Aberrant matching could potentially also occur between cINs and PNs. One of the 
limitations of our study was that we did not directly look at PNs. But PNs, as well as other cIN 
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subtypes express cPcdhs (Fig 4-6). It isn’t clear how aberrant matching between cINs and PNs 
might affect connectivity between these cell types, but it could similarly affect cINs. It will be 
informative to study conditional cPcdh mutants to determine if other cell types may be 
contributing to the cIN phenotypes observed. 
What would the consequences of aberrant matching be? Could aberrant matching lead to 
cell death? In other neurons such as starburst amacrine cells loss of cPcdh diversity disrupts 
heteroneuronal interactions (Lefebvre JL et al. 2012), but it is unclear from their study if this also 
affects cell survival. But for PV cells in particular, who densely connect with other PV cells 
(Pfeffer CK et al. 2013) and form electrically coupled networks with other PV cells (Galarreta M 
and S Hestrin 1999), disruptions to heteroneuronal interactions could potentially have major 
consequences for the neurons and animal. Synchronous network activity is important to 
cognition, and alteration of this activity has been linked to schizophrenia and epilepsy (Schwaller 
B et al. 2004; Gonzalez-Burgos G et al. 2015). PV cells are thought to play a critical role in 
initiating and maintaining this activity, and have been shown to be reduced in number in patients 
and mouse models of schizophrenia (Lodge DJ et al. 2009; Gonzalez-Burgos G et al. 2015). 
Aberrantly “tiled” PV cells whose heteroneuronal interactions have been disrupted may not be 
able to connect and participate in synchronous network activity and subsequently die or fail to 
mature. However it is not clear if disrupting these interactions would prevent synaptic 
connections from forming. Layer 5 PV cells have been described as forming functional autapses 
(Bacci A et al. 2003), so they may be able to form synapses with neighbors that they mistakenly 
consider “self” regardless.  
One way this idea could be tested is using an in vitro primary culture system which 
would utilize the conditional single isoform mice discussed earlier in this section, cIN specific 
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Cre drivers, and the Ai34 reporter mouse (Jackson 012570 B6;129S-
Gt(ROSA)26Sortm34.1(CAG-Syp/tdTomato)Hze/J), which conditionally labels synaptophysin, a 
presynaptic vesicle protein, with tdTomato. Through genetic crosses, we would obtain a mouse 
with all these alleles, in which we could directly visualize the processes of cINs as they grow. An 
in vitro primary culture can be imaged sequentially over the course of multiple weeks. This 
would allow us to correlate survival probability with aberrant process recognition.  
 
Figure 4-5 Aberrant self-recognition and altered morphology models of PV loss in α-KO 
In the aberrant self-recognition model (left), when the full repertoire of cPcdh is expressed cINs, such as PV cells, 
are able to densely populate cortical space and fully elaborate their processes, because they have unique cPcdh 
combinations, represented by different colors. When the cPcdh repertoire is reduced, the probability that two cINs 
randomly express the same combination of cPcdhs is higher, so some cINs aberrantly recognize other cINs as “self”. 
This could impair their ability to integrate into circuits during development, causing these cINs to die or fail to 
mature and not express markers like PV.  
In the altered morphology model (right), loss of cPcdh causes intrinsic morphological defects like those observed by 
Shao and colleagues (Shao Z et al. 2019), which similar impairs their ability to integrate into circuits during 
development. In this model, all PV cells have impaired morphology, whereas in the self-recognition model, 




































Figure 4-6 Expression of α-cPcdhs in broad cortical neuron classes from scRNA seq data from Tasic et al 
Nature 2018 
A-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in PV cINs 
B-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in SST cINs 
C-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in VIP cINs 
D-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in Lamp5 cINs 
E-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in L2/3 PNs 
F-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in L4 PNs 
G-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in L5 PNs 
H-Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for α-cPcdhs in L6 PNs  
Data was downloaded through the Allen Cell Types Database (©2015 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Cell 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3 Pcdh-αc2 and the Laminar Distribution of SST Interneurons 
4.3-1 Review of Key Results  
In the α-KO and αc2-KO, we saw an increase in the relative proportion of L2/3 SST cells. 
The result was somewhat surprising given that in the α-KO, we also saw a reduction in PV 
density and changes to the relative laminar distribution of PV cells. After the initial 
characterization of the spatial distribution of cINs in the α-KO, it was not immediately clear how 
stochastic cPcdhs could mediate cell type specific effects. I searched the Allen Brain Institute’s 
publicly available single cell RNA sequencing data from mouse V1, and was immediately struck 
by the high levels of pcdh-αc2 in PV cells compared to other cell types. Given this data, I 
hypothesized that the αc2-KO might replicate the PV phenotype of the α-KO, and was somewhat 
surprised when it only replicated the SST phenotype. In adult V1, pcdh-αc2 is also highly 
expressed in certain subtypes of SST cells, but to a lesser extent than PV (Tasic B et al. 2018). 
These findings are summarized in Figure 4-7. 
 
Figure 4-7 Summary schematic of SST phenotype in αc2-KO 
A-In WT mice, PV and SST neurons have similar laminar distributions and densities in V1, with most PV and SST 
neurons found in deep layers of the cortex.  
B-In αc2-KO V1, PV cell density and laminar distribution was not significantly altered. 
C-In αc2-KO V1, SST cell density is not significantly altered, but there are relatively more SST cells in L2/3, 

















4.3-2 Temporal and Cell Type Specific Dynamics of Clustered Protocadherin Expression 
A number of studies have looked at expression of cPcdhs during earlier developmental 
timepoints. In whole mouse brain RNA samples, pcdh-αc1 and αc2 expression peaks at P10, 
while other α isoforms peak at P0 and remain stable afterwards (Takei Y et al. 2001). In the 
context of cINs, Mancia Leon and colleagues found that nearly all γ-cPcdhs are expressed at P7, 
but they did not look at early expression of α or β. They also looked at a smaller subset of γ-
cPcdhs (γc3, γc4, γc5, γa1, γa2, γa3, γb6, γb7) and found that they were detected as early as P2, 
and some isoforms increased in expression dramatically between P8 and P12 (Mancia Leon WR 
et al. 2020). While these results were largely in agreement with previous studies, there seem to 
be notable differences in temporal expression of γ-cPcdh isoforms in whole brain RNA and cIN 
specific RNA. Frank and colleagues found that γc5 was not detected until P6 in whole brain 
(Frank M et al. 2005), but Mancia and colleagues detected γc5 as early as P2 in purified cIN 
samples (Mancia Leon WR et al. 2020). This suggests that the temporal expression dynamics of 
cPcdh expression may vary in certain subtypes. 
The temporal expression dynamics of α- and β-cPcdhs in cINs is not currently known and 
should be addressed in future work. We had initially collaborated with Chris Mayer, research 
group leader at the Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology, who had previously described the 
transcriptional dynamics and developmental diversification of cINs over developmental 
timepoints (Mayer C et al. 2018). We had hoped that some of his existing scRNAseq datasets or 
newly obtained datasets at other relevant perinatal timepoints might provide insight into this 
question without requiring generation of new data, but unfortunately this not turn out to be the 
case. cPcdhs were generally poorly detected in these datasets, likely due to the choice of method 
used to generate the datasets. Mayer and colleagues have used 3’-end library preparation 
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methods, which could be problematic for cPcdhs because all α-cPcdh mRNAs share an identical 
~2700bp long 3’ end. Similarly, all γ-cPcdh mRNAs share ~2000bp at the 3’ end. Many of the 
reads are likely to be ambiguous due to these shared 3’ regions. For study of cPcdhs in particular, 
it may be necessary to use other cDNA library preparation methods that capture full length 
transcripts, such as SmartSeq, which has been utilized in various publications from the Allen 
Brain Institute, including the publication referenced throughout this dissertation (Tasic B et al. 
2018). 
 
4.3-3 Origins of the SST Laminar Distribution Phenotype  
 One of the questions that needs is whether or not the SST laminar distribution phenotype 
is cell autonomous or not. This is being addressed currently through the use of conditional α-
cPcdh mutant mice. While conditional cPcdh mutants had been described and used in various 
studies since at least 2007 (Wu S et al. 2007; Prasad T et al. 2008; Lefebvre JL et al. 2012; Chen 
WV et al. 2017), it did not make sense to begin this study using these mice, because we were not 
sure if there was a cIN phenotype. By 2019, it was clear that there was a phenotype in the α-KO, 
so we obtained α-cluster conditional knockout (α-cKO) mice from the Maniatis Lab and I began 
breeding them with interneuron specific Cre driver lines, including SSTCre. I have generated 
SSTCre; Ai9; α-cKO mice, which will give direct insight into the autonomy or non-autonomy of 
the SST laminar distribution phenotype. 
 
4.3-4 Potential Cell-Autonomous Mechanisms 
While it is not clear why SST cells are specifically affected even though several cortical 
neuron populations express pcdh-αc2 at relatively high levels (Fig 4-8) , it is possible that pcdh-
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c2 expression is enriched early in SST cells, whereas enriched expression in other types occurs 
after the mutant phenotype emerges (P13). Early expression in SST cells could potentially 
indicate a cell-autonomous mechanism for the SST laminar distribution phenotype. 
 
Figure 4-8 Expression of pcdh-αc2 in broad cortical neuron classes from scRNA seq data from Tasic et al 
Nature 2018 
Mean + SEM Log10CPM values for pcdhαc2 different broad classes of cortical neurons 
Data was downloaded through the Allen Cell Types Database (©2015 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Cell 
Types Database. Available from: https://celltypes.brain-map.org/) and analyzed by Nicholas Gallerani 
 
Previous studies have found that -KO PV cells possess morphological defects and 
reduced inhibitory synapse density, while excitatory synapse density was not changed (Shao Z et 
al. 2019), suggesting defects in intrinsic connectivity. But it isn’t clear if this α-KO PV 
phenotype is replicated in the αc2-KO. The fact that the c2-KO did not have a significant PV 
phenotype suggests that the PV phenotype can be largely attributed to stochastic cPcdh loss 
instead. Furthermore, there isn’t any existing data to suggest that SST cells do or do not have any 
intrinsic morphological deficits in these mutations. 
It would be informative to perform a similar analysis in SST cells as the one presented by 















































using a low titer infection of an AAV or lentivirus with UbiC-GFP to fill the cell’s morphology 
completely, so that individual neuron morphology could clearly be observed and quantified. The 
number of synapses could be quantified using VGAT/Gephryin immunostaining for inhibitory 
and VGlut/PSD95 for excitatory, along with the GFP signal from the cell. The synapses in the α-
KO contex would be compared to the α-cKO, to both describe the potential synaptic phenotype 
in SST cells and investigate the cell autonomy of the phenotype in both SST and PV. This could 
also be extended to pcdh-αc2, if a conditional mutant were created. 
It would also be useful to explore this phenotype and its potential cell-autonomy in vitro, 
using the Ai34 reporter mouse. An in vitro primary culture can be imaged sequentially over the 
course of multiple weeks. The number of tdTomato positive puncta can be quantified over time. 
Both approaches would enable for the comparison of synapse number across WT and cPcdh 
mutant groups, but the in vitro approach adds extra information about how synaptogenesis could 
relate to survival. This in vitro approach could allow us to track synaptogenesis, but also 
correlate synaptogenesis with survival probability.  
 
4.3-5 Directly Assessing Early Pcdh-αc2 Expression in SST Cells 
Given the observed phenotype, I wanted to see if this phenotype could be explained by 
pcdh-αc2 expression in SST cells during development. Most broad classes of cells in the cortex 
seem to express pcdh-αc2, but it is possible that SST cells express it earlier than others. Given 
that existing scRNAseq datasets did not provide this information, I planned to directly address 
this by performing RNAScope for pcdh-αc2 mRNA on SSTCre;Ai9 mice between P7 and P13. 
Due to a number of factors, including the COVID-19 global pandemic, I was only partially able 
to address this question. I performed RNAScope in P13 SSTCre;Ai9 mice and found that the 
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expression pattern was similar to the publicly available in situ hybridization data from the Allen 
Brain Institute (Fig4-9A). Pcdh-αc2 is highly expressed in the pyramidal layer of CA3 of the 
hippocampus (HPC), as well as the pyramidal layer of CA1 (Fig 4-9A-1,A-2). It also is 
expressed broadly throughout cortical neurons in a “salt and pepper” type pattern, with no clear 
laminar-specific expression pattern (Fig4-9A-3).  
Our limited data at P13 seems to replicate this pattern (Fig 4-9B,C), indicating that by the 
time the phenotype appears, αc2 has likely reached an adult-like expression pattern, which is 
consistent with the idea that non-stochastic α-cPcdh expression peaks around P10 in whole brain 
(Takei Y et al. 2001). Pcdh-αc2 expression was highest in the pyramidal layer of CA3 (Fig 4-9B-
1) , and highly detected in CA1 (Fig 4-9B-2). It was also detected in V1 in a “salt and pepper” 
pattern (Fig 4-9C-1). Unfortunately it is unclear if any of these cells that express αc2 are 
particular subtypes such as SST cells, because certain steps of the RNAScope protocol quenched 
the fluorescent SST signal, which was clearly visible under an epifluorescence microscope 





Figure 4-9 Pcdh-ac2 RNAScope in P13 hippocampus (HPC) and V1, versus Pcdh-αc2 in situ hybridization in 
adult HPC and V1 from Allen Brain Atlas 
A-Adult mouse in situ hybridization image showing pcdh-αc2 expression; scale bar=420m, insets=150m x 
150m 
A-1-Expression in CA3; A-2-Expression in CA1; A-3-Expression in cortex 
Images from the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas. ©2004 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Mouse Brain Atlas. 
Available from https://mouse.brain-map.org/. Primary publication citation: (Lein ES et al. 2007) 
B-P13 RNAScope confocal image showing pcdh-αc2 expression (green) in HPC, counterstained with DAPI (blue); 
scale bar=200m, insets=150m x 150m 
B-1-Expression in CA3; B-2-Expression in CA1  
C-P13 RNAScope confocal image showing pcdh-αc2 expression (green) in V1, counterstained with DAPI (blue); 
scale bar=200m, inset=150m x 150m 
C-1-Expression in V1 















This experiment bears repeating, and our custom pcdh-αc2 probe seems to target 
correctly, but it clearly requires more optimization. As an alternate approach to understanding 
the temporal dynamics of pcdh-αc2 in SST cells, I would use fluorescence activated cell sorting 
(FACS) on dissociated SSTCre;Ai9 visual cortex over developmental timepoints followed by 
RT-qPCR. Cells can be sorted immediately into Trizol for total RNA generation, followed by 
cDNA library prep and RT-PCR for specific cPcdh expression. This method would allow for the 
study of temporal dynamics of every α- or β-cPcdh at a cheaper cost. If pcdh-αc2 or other cPcdhs 
show interesting temporal patterns then RNAScope can be used as a follow-up, on tissue from 
that specific interesting timepoint. 
 
4.3-6 Potential Non-Cell-Autonomous Mechanisms 
 It is likely that the SST laminar distribution phenotype is driven in part or entirely by 
non-cell autonomous mechanisms. Activity from a wide range of sources is known to regulate 
the number of cINs during early postnatal development (Wamsley B and G Fishell 2017; Priya R 
et al. 2018; Wong FK et al. 2018), and the laminar distribution of PV and SST cells can be 
altered by changes in PN populations (Lodato S et al. 2011). In fact, Lodato and colleagues 
found that PV and SST cells were specifically superficially shifted. But why are SST cells 
specifically affected in the αc2-KO? 
Although there were only significant changes in the relative laminar distribution of SST 
cells and not the density of cells itself, there were non-significant trends in cell density within 
layers that underlie those relative laminar distribution changes. In the adult αc2-KO and P13 
Nkx2.1Cre;Ai9; α-KO, superficial layers had higher SST or tdTomato+ densities, respectively, 
compared to WT, which raises the possibility that these superficial SST cells are actually more 
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resistant to cell death, potentially through increased activity specific to L2/3 SST cells, with the 
caveat that cell death itself must be explored further, as outlined in section 4.2-2. However, in the 
α-KO, the median density in L2/3 for SST cells was almost exactly the same as WT, which 
potentially invalidates this theory. At the same time, it is possible that loss of α-cPcdhs does 
actually slightly increase cell death in SST cells, but this is counteracted by increased activity in 
L2/3. In the α-KO, L4 and L5 trend towards lower density, and the overall SST density is also 
lower but not statistically significant. 
 But is there a reasonable explanation for why there would be increased activity in L2/3 
SST cells? SST cells in L2/3 V1 have been well characterized electrophysiologically. SST cells 
show high rates of basal spontaneous activity in resting states that is markedly increased in active 
states (Urban-Ciecko J and AL Barth 2016). SST cell activity can be dramatically increased by 
acetylcholine or norepinephrine (Urban-Ciecko J and AL Barth 2016), but there is no evidence to 
suggest that these systems are altered in α-cPcdh mutants. Similarly, the primary excitatory 
inputs to L2/3 V1 SST cells are from L2/3 PNs (Adesnik H et al. 2012), and while γ-cPcdh 
mutations could potentially affect PN activity (Garrett AM et al. 2012; Molumby MJ et al. 
2016), it is not known if α-cPcdhs might affect PNs similarly.  
 
4.3-7 Potential Disruption to Serotonergic Signaling in αc2-KO 
 On the other hand, α-cPcdhs, specifically pcdh-αc2, are known to dramatically affect 
serotonergic signaling brain-wide (Katori S et al. 2009; Chen WV et al. 2017). Serotonergic 
axons from the Raphe nuclei become clustered and unevenly distributed in the cortex, largely 
aggregating in deep cortical layers as well as in L1 (Katori S et al. 2009; Chen WV et al. 2017). 
Analysis of developmental timepoints in V1 or cortex overall have not been examined, but in 
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other areas, it appears that these axons grossly reach their proper target regions by P0 but never 
properly distribute within these areas (Katori S et al. 2009).  
Thus, while SST cells themselves might not be directly affected by changes to 
serotonergic innervation since they generally do not express serotonin receptors, disrupted 
serotonergic signaling could affect the activity of VIP expressing cINs, which express the 
ionotropic serotonin receptor 5HT3aR (Lee S et al. 2010). VIP cINs tend to be located in 
superficial cortical layers (Lee S et al. 2010) and in V1 preferentially inhibit superficial SST 
cells and not PNs or other cIN subtypes (Pfeffer CK et al. 2013). Serotonin depolarizes VIP cINs 
(Ferezou I et al. 2002; Lee S et al. 2010) and are innervated by serotonergic projections from 
Raphe nuclei (Ferezou I et al. 2002). Disruption in serotonergic projections such as those 
observed in the α-KO and αc2-KO could reduce the activity of VIP cINs, thus disinhibiting L2/3 
SST cINs, increasing their activity and increasing the number of SST cINs that survive through 
developmental cell death. Lee and colleagues created a computational model of laminar spanning 
microcircuits in V1, based on results from previous V1 electrophysiological studies (Pfeffer CK 
et al. 2013), and predicted that increasing L2/3 SST activity can reduce activity of other cell 
types throughout all layers (Lee JH et al. 2017). If this simulated model and my model of non-
cell-autonomous L2/3 SST relative laminar distribution changes are correct, one might expect 
that other cIN subtypes would be reduced in number, given lower global activity levels. While it 
is true that we did not observe statistically significant changes in cell density in any layer for any 
cell type in the αc2-KO, it is interesting that the median density values in every layer for every 
cell type except L2/3 SST cINs was lower relative to the WT control values.  
I examined whether serotonergic projections were disrupted at early postnatal stages and 
adult stages in V1 in α-cPcdh mutants. At P3 in the α-KO V1, serotonin transporter (SERT) 
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positive axons appear to be qualitatively similar to WT (Fig 4-10A). I did not quantify this result 
because I was only able to stain a few sections, but this appears to be consistent with the idea that 
Raphe axons grossly reach their targets properly by P0 (Katori S et al. 2009). In P3 V1, SERT+ 
axons appear to be more dense in deeper layers, which is also consistent with P4 in situ 
hybridization data from the Allen Brain Institute (Fig 4-10C). Consistent with previous findings, 
V1 SERT distribution is strikingly altered in the αc2-KO. SERT+ axons appear to be clustered in 
deep layers and largely absent from L2/3, L4, and upper L5 (Fig4-10B, right). This is in contrast 
to the WT, where SERT is distributed relatively evenly across cortical layers (Fig 4-10B, left). I 
quantified this difference by segmenting SERT fibers into discrete particles, and normalizing the 
XY position of each particle to the local thickness of the cortex along the radial axis, to get a 
relative radial distance. The distributions of SERT were statistically compared using a 
nonparametric permutation based analysis, and were statistically different, as the graph clearly 
shows (Fig 4-10D). These results are consistent with previous findings (Katori S et al. 2009; 
Chen WV et al. 2017). 
This experiment should be repeated in perinatal αc2-KO tissue. It should also be repeated 
at different developmental timepoints to understand when the SERT phenotype emerges. I would 
expect this phenotype to emerge between P10-P15 based on previous studies of αc2 expression 
peaks (Takei Y et al. 2001) and recently described roles of αc2 in serotonergic tiling (Chen WV 
et al. 2017). The use of the α-KO for this pilot experiment was justified because the serotonergic 
phenotype between the α-KO and αc2-KO is indistinguishable (Katori S et al. 2009; Chen WV et 





Figure 4-10 Expression of serotonin transporter (SERT) in P3 α-KO and P30 αc2-KO 
A-Representative images of SERT immunofluorescent staining (yellow) in V1 at P3, in WT (left) and α-KO (right), 
counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar=200m 
B-Representative images of SERT immunofluorescent staining (yellow) in V1 at P30, in WT (left) and αc2-KO 
(right), counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar=200m  
C-SERT expression in P4 cortex, in situ hybridization from Allen Brain Institute. Scale bar=396m ©2008 Allen 
Institute for Brain Science. Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas. Available from https://developingmouse.brain-
map.org/ 
D-Quantification of relative SERT distribution across cortical layers in P30 V1 from WT (gray) and αc2-KO (dark 
red) mice. Left origin on the X axis represents the bottom of the cortex, 1.0 on X axis is the top of L2/3. Y axis is the 
relative density of SERT. Cyan band is the 95% confidence interval calculated through permutation testing. 
(p<0.0001, permutation test)  
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It will be important to determine if mutant cPcdh brains have altered levels of activity. As 
stated in section 4-2.3, calcium imaging of slice cultures could be used to determine if activity is 
altered. In this case, L2/3 SST cell activity in the WT and αc2-KO would be compared, to see if 
L2/3 SST cells are more active and thus more likely to survive. This would also be done in L2/3 
VIP cells using a VIP specific Cre driver like the VIP-IRES-Cre (Jackson 031628 B6J.Cg-
Viptm1(cre)Zjh/AreckJ) to see if their activity is decreased. One could also modulate the activity of 
VIP cells to see how VIP activity could shape SST lamination. This could be done through 
injection of a Cre-dependent Kir2.1 AAV at early postnatal stages in αc2-KO mice that have 
been crossed with a genetic reporter line such as the Ai9, and the VIP-IRES-Cre, similar to the 
approach used by Priya and colleagues (Priya R et al. 2018). This would cause VIP cells to be 
less active, so the expectation would be that there would be more SST cells in L2/3. 
 
Figure 4-11 Potential Non-Cell Autonomous Model For SST Laminar Phenotype 
In this model non-cell autonomous activity changes lead to increased SST survival in L2/3. On the left, normal 
levels of 5HT, represented by thicker red arrow, are received by VIP cells (blue), which inhibit SST cells to normal 
levels. Some SST cells are pruned during development. On the right, in the case of the α-KO or αc2-KO, less 5HT is 
received by VIP cells, which in turn inhibit SST cells less, thus indirectly increasing SST cell activity and increasing 





















4.4 Consequences of Clustered Protocadherin-Cortical Interneuron Phenotypes 
In our data from a number of different cPcdh mutant mouse lines, we found changes to 
the laminar distribution of PV and SST cells, but it was not clear how these changes contribute to 
behavioral or functional changes in the mice themselves. Grossly, homozygous α- and β-KO 
mice show only mild phenotypes, unlike homozygous γ-KO mice which die before or shortly 
after birth (Hasegawa S et al. 2016). Homozygous α-KO mice show behavioral abnormalities 
associated with depression, which is thought to be a result of altered serotonergic signaling 
(Chen WV et al. 2017). α-KO mice also have been reported to have visual acuity deficits 
(Meguro R et al. 2015). In other models that reduced α-cPcdh diversity by deleting all variable 
exons except α1 and α12, impairments to short term visual memory were reported (Yamagishi T 
et al. 2018). How do the changes in cIN laminar distribution, and in the case of the α-KO PV 
density, contribute to these known phenotypes?  
Previous studies have suggested that alterations in PV to SST ratios could affect the 
functioning of cortical areas. Sensory areas tend to have higher PV:SST ratios compared to 
medial prefrontal cortex or association areas (Kim Y et al. 2017). Kim and colleagues presented 
their data as “densityPV/(densityPV+densitySST). I calculated the PV to SST ratios in the same 
way, and found that in the α-KO, PV to SST ratios were significantly reduced, as is expected 
considering that PV cells are significantly reduced in density while SST cells are not (Fig 4-
12A). No significant differences were observed between WT and β-KO (Fig 4-12A), or WT and 
αc2-KO (Fig 4-12B), though the WT to αc2-KO difference had a low p-value (0.08). The values 
I calculated in V1 seem comparable but are slightly higher than those found by Kim and 
colleagues, which could reflect their use of genetic labeling versus my use of immunolabeling. 
Based on their data, one could imagine that the difference between WT and α-KO is roughly 
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similar to the difference between V1 and visual association areas (Fig 4-12C), but it is 
impossible to directly make this comparison given the methodological differences. But 
interestingly, visual processing deficits have been reported in α-KO (Meguro R et al. 2015) and 
α-cPcdh “diversity reducing” mutants (Yamagishi T et al. 2018).  
How much of these visual processing deficits are due to cINs specific defects versus 
other alterations in the visual pathway such as aggregated retinogeniculate terminals (Meguro R 
et al. 2015)? The contributions of cINs to the phenotype can be distinguished by using α-cKO 
mice. As stated previously, it is not currently known if the α-cKO shares any cIN phenotype with 
the α-KO. The simplest scenario would be that the α-cKO phenocopies the α-KO. In this case, 
the same visual behaviorial task used by Meguro and colleagues could be performed. Here, if the 
α-cKO also phenocopies the visual acuity deficits, it suggests that cINs themselves are the main 
source of the visual acuity phenotype. Alternatively, the α-cKO might not phenocopy the α-KO. 
In this case, it would be unlikely that cINs drive the visual phenotype. 
It isn’t clear what role cINs have in these phenotypes, but suboptimal PV to SST ratios 
for V1 could be contributing factors. Although our data does not establish if these changes are 
due to cell-autonomous or non-autonomous factors, given the role of activity in shaping cIN 
numbers (Priya R et al. 2018; Wong FK et al. 2018), this could potentially be explored by in 
cPcdh mutants by altering activity in specific populations to alter PV to SST ratios. One way that 
this could be done is through photoactivatable Cre and Cre dependent AAV activity modulation 
such as utilized by Priya and colleagues. The “all-in-one” PA-Cre mouse described in section 
3.2-3 could be crossed with a cIN specific Flp driver, such as SST-Flp (Jackson 028579 SST-
ires-Flp). A Cre dependent AAV construct carrying NaChBac-GFP would be delivered in utero. 
At birth, when the skull is relatively translucent, the animal can be photoactivated. If the laser 
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stimulation could be tuned to only stimulate the superficial cells, this approach could be used to 
increase activity specifically in superficial SST cells, theoretically increasing the survival 
probability of these cells and altering the laminar distribution towards more superficial SST and 
lower PV to SST ratio. This would require extensive validation, considering our in vivo 
photoactivation attempts did not yield success. Another approach for altering PV and SST ratios 
would be to use conditional Bax knockout mice. By removing Bax in either PV or SST cells, the 
ratio of PV to SST will become highly skewed towards whichever population Bax was removed 
from. If this approach were combined with PA-Cre, one could specifically modulate the numbers 
of PV to SST in V1 specifically and see how altered ratios affect the visual behavior task 
designed by Meguro and colleagues. 
While visual phenotypes have not been reported in αc2-KO, and the PV to SST ratio was 
not significantly reduced, depression-like phenotypes have been reported (Chen WV et al. 2017) 
and we did see a significant relative increase in upper layer SST cells. This could potentially be 
interesting from an “activity modulation” standpoint, if the laminar phenotype is due to extrinsic 
factors such as serotonin depletion. One could imagine that administering 5HT3aR-specific 
agonists (Thompson AJ and SC Lummis 2006) during critical developmental windows could 
potentially “rescue” the SST phenotype through increased VIP cell activity. Of course, more 
cortical cells, primarily other CGE-derived cINs express 5HT3aR, so it is not clear if small 
molecule activity modulation would have the intended effect. It is also not clear if other cortical 
areas that are more likely to play roles in depression than V1 have a similar SST phenotype. But 
this is a potential alternate strategy to Cre-dependent AAV strategies for VIP activity 
modulation, that has far more interesting implications, if the treatment does actually rescue the 
phenotype. It would imply that at least some aspects of genetic psychiatric disorders could be 
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permanently altered through temporary administration of pharmacological agents during critical 
developmental periods. 
 
Figure 4-12 PV/SST ratio is reduced in α-KO V1 
A-PV/(PV+SST) density in WT, α-KO, and β-KO V1. (1-way ANOVA with DMCT; WT v -KO: p=0.0216, WT v 
β-KO: p=0.5867) 
B-PV/(PV+SST) density in WT and αc2-KO V1. (Welch’s T test; p=0.0815) 





Cortical interneurons function by establishing a distributed network of locally-projecting 
neurons throughout the cortex. Within subtypes, these networks are non-randomly distributed 
and independent of one another. Our study indicates that while cPcdhs do not subtype specific 
non-random spatial independence, they play an important role in regulating how cINs spatially 
distribute among cortical layers. The findings also demonstrate that cPcdh loss-of-function 
differentially affects interneuron subtypes. Indeed, specific genetic ablation of c2 largely 
phenocopies the mutant SST phenotype of the whole cluster a-KO, while PV cells are 
unaffected. This suggests that non-stochastic cPcdh expression helps establish subtype-specific 
spatial distribution patterns, possibly through subtype-specific expression, or cell-extrinsic 
mechanisms. Finally, when we profiled cIN spatial arrangement during perinatal timepoints, we 
found that the -KO phenotype only emerged later at P13, well after radial migration, and 
coinciding with cIN morphological elaboration and synaptogenesis. Thus, our work raises the 
intriguing possibility that cPcdh isoforms, expressed with subtype specificity, govern early 
circuit integration and thereby differential cIN cell survival. It remains to be determined whether 
this is the result of cell-autonomous or non-autonomous mechanisms. Previous findings suggest 
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ImageJ Analysis Pipeline 
A series of ImageJ scripts were used to process image data into XY coordinate data. 
These were mostly written by me, besides the randomization script. The number corresponds to 
the order they should be run in. They can be recreated in ImageJ by copying the text into a new 
macro script, or by downloading the .ijm files from my Github page 
(https://github.com/ngallerani/cPcdh-Manuscript) and opening them in ImageJ. Anyone is 
welcome to use these and modify them as they seem fit. 
 
1-TIFF Conversion Tool 
This script is used to batch covert images using proprietary image formats such as .czi, 
the format used by Zeiss microscopes, to .tiff format for easier downstream analysis. The file 
format can also be .nd2, which is the format used by Nikon microscopes. 
//Select the directory that contains the images 
in = getDirectory("Select input directory");  
out  = in + "/TIFF/"; 
File.makeDirectory(out); 
setBatchMode(true); 
list  = getFileList(in); 
 
 
for (j=0; j<list.length; j++) { 
 //change ".nd2" to ".czi" for CZI files 
    if (endsWith(list[j], ".czi")){ 
    file = in + list[j]; 
    print(j + ": " + in+list[j]);  
  run("Bio-Formats Importer", "open=file color_mode=Default 
view=Hyperstack stack_order=XYCZT use_virtual_stack"); 
 
    run("16-bit"); 
    imgname = getTitle(); 
     
    //Change the naming format as you see fit 
    saveAs("Tiff", out+list[j]); 
    run("Close"); 






This script is used for blinding the researcher to information that could bias cell counting 
results, such as genotype. It was written by Tiago Ferreira in 2009 and freely available on the 
NIH ImageJ website. It makes copies of folders of images that are assigned new random 
numbers as filenames. It also automatically creates a spreadsheet for decoding once the analysis 
is complete. Note that the spreadsheet has to be manually saved, so make sure to do so if using 
this script. 
 I will not copy this script here, since it is available online and was not written by me. But 
the exact link is here: https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/macros/Filename_Randomizer.txt, and a copy is 
also found on my GitHub (https://github.com/ngallerani/cPcdh-Manuscript). 
 
3-Image Crop Tool 
This allows the user to crop specific ROIs, such as V1, from larger images, as well as 
assign an “Allen Brain Atlas Number” (ABAN) to images. It automatically saves these cropped 
images with the name of the region and ABAN embedded in the title, for organization purposes. 
//Instructions: Input folder should ONLY contain tif images to be 
processed for ROI 
//If an image is not good, use ABAN=22, which will move that image into 
a rejected folder, and also not crop any ROI images 
//note-if an image is not good, draw in at least one "mock" ROI. 
currently does not function if you have no ROIs 
 
input = getDirectory("Choose Image Directory"); 
 list = getFileList(input); 
 
output = input + "/output/"; 
check_folders = File.exists(output); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(output); 
  print("Output Folder Created");} 
   
measures = output + "/measures/"; 
check_folders = File.exists(measures); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
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  File.makeDirectory(measures);} 
polygons = output+ "/polygons/"; 
check_folders = File.exists(polygons); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(polygons);} 
//after an image is processed it gets moved into this folder. this 
allows you to continue processing from where you left off should the 
program crash 
origfull = output + "/orig_fullimages/"; 
  check_folders = File.exists(origfull); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(origfull);} 
logs = output + "/logs/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(logs); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(logs);} 
 
//the scale function is no longer used in this macro but it can be 
reimplemented with this code  
function scale(img){ 
Nwidth = 0.5*getWidth(); 
Nheight = 0.5*getHeight();     
run("Scale...", "x=0.5 y=0.5 width=&Nwidth height=&Nheight 
interpolation=Bicubic average create"); 
  close("\\Others"); 
} 
  
for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) {  
 run("Close All"); 
 run("Clear Results"); 
 if (isOpen("ROI Manager")) { 
    selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
    run("Close");}  
    print("\\Clear"); 
if (endsWith(list[i], ".tif")){          
open(input+list[i]); 
 origName = getTitle();  
 extIndex = indexOf(origName, ".tif");  





//if ROI set does not exist mouse=ID 
mouse=ID; 
 
FImgROIset = "FROIset_" + mouse + ".zip"; 
checkFROI = File.exists(input + FImgROIset); 
//If ROI set already exists, load ROI set and crop 
if (checkFROI == 1){ 
 if (isOpen("ROI Manager")) { 
       selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
       run("Close");} 
 roiManager("open", input + FImgROIset);  
 CropImage = 1; 




 numROIs = nResults; 
 run("Clear Results"); 
 
Dialog.create("Enter Info"); 
  Dialog.addMessage("Image Name"); 
  Dialog.addString("", ID, 30); 
  Dialog.addMessage("Allen Brain Atlas Number (1-21) 22 for reject"); 
  Dialog.addNumber("ABAN: ", 14); 
 Dialog.show(); 
imgD = Dialog.getString();  
ABAN = Dialog.getNumber(); 
img =  imgD + "_" + "AB" + ABAN; 







run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 





Null = "Select Region"; 
  ROI1 = "VisCtx"; ROI2 = "HPC"; 
  ROI3 = "SSCtx"; ROI4 = "MotCtx"; 
  ROI5 = "Str"; ROI6 = "GlP"; 
  ROI7 = "Thal"; ROI8 = "ACom"; 
  ROI9 = ""; ROI10=""; 
  choices = ROI1 + "," + ROI2 + "," + ROI3 + "," + ROI4 + "," + ROI5 + 
"," + ROI6 + "," + ROI7 + "," + ROI8 + "," + Null; 
  choice = split(choices, ","); 
  Dialog.create("Create ROIs"); 
  Dialog.addMessage("Image Name"); 
  Dialog.addString("", ID, 30); 
  Dialog.addMessage("Name ROIs (in order added to manager)"); 
   
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 1", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[0]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 2", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[1]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 3", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[2]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 4", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[3]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 5", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[4]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 6", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[8]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 7", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[8]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 8", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[8]); 
 
  Dialog.addMessage("Allen Brain Atlas Number (1-21)"); 
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  Dialog.addNumber("ABAN: ", 14); 
 
  Dialog.addMessage("Check to crop images"); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("Crop Images", true); 
  Dialog.addMessage("Check to make manual measurements"); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("Full Image", false); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("Cropped Image", false); 
   
  Dialog.show(); 
 
  imgD = Dialog.getString(); 
  ROI1 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI2 = Dialog.getChoice();  
  ROI3 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI4 = Dialog.getChoice(); 
  ROI5 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI6 = Dialog.getChoice();  
  ROI7 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI8 = Dialog.getChoice(); 
  ABAN = Dialog.getNumber(); 
  makeROI1 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI2 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  makeROI3 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI4 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  makeROI5 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI6 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  makeROI7 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI8 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  CropImage = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  FullMeasure = Dialog.getCheckbox(); CropMeasure = 
Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
print("ABAN: " + ABAN); 
if (ABAN == 22) { 
   output = input + "/rejects/"; 
    check_folders = File.exists(output); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(output); 







img =  imgD + "_" + "AB" + ABAN; 
rename(img);  
  
  ROIs = newArray(ROI1, ROI2, ROI3, ROI4, ROI5, ROI6, ROI7, ROI8); 
  numROIs = (makeROI1 + makeROI2 + makeROI3 + makeROI4 + makeROI5 + 
makeROI6 +makeROI7 + makeROI8); 
 Names = Array.trim(ROIs, numROIs); 
    print("Region Names: ");  
    Array.print(Names); 
    print("Number of Regions: " + numROIs); 
 
for (b = 0; b<numROIs; b++) { 
 roiManager("Select", b); 
   roiManager("Rename", Names[b]); 
   poly= "PolyF_" + Names[b] + "_" + mouse + ".csv"; 
   run("Properties... ", "list"); 
    
    
   saveAs("Results", input + poly); 
    selectWindow(poly); 




roiManager("save", input + FImgROIset); 
} 
print(numROIs); 
if (CropImage == 1){ 
for (a = 0; a<numROIs; a++){ 
 roiManager("Select", a); 
  Name=getInfo("roi.name"); 
 run("Duplicate...", "duplicate"); 
  
 cropname = Name + "_" + img; 
 rename(cropname); 
 run("Properties... ", "list"); 
  poly= "PolyC_" +  Name + "_" + mouse; 
   saveAs("Results", polygons + poly + ".csv"); 
    selectWindow(poly + ".csv"); 
    run("Close"); 
 run("Select None"); 
 croppath = output + "/" + Name + "/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(croppath); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(croppath);} 
 saveAs("tif", croppath + cropname); 
 if (isOpen("ROI Manager")==1) { 
  selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
  run("Close");  
   } 
 run("Restore Selection"); 
 roiManager("add"); 
 roiManager("select", 0); 
 roiManager("Rename", Name); 
 roiManager("save", croppath + poly + ".zip") 
 selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
 run("Close");  
 roiManager("open", input + FImgROIset);  
     if (CropMeasure == 1) { 
     askMeasure = getBoolean("Does this image 
need measuring?"); 
      if(askMeasure==1){ 
     run("Clear Results"); 
     run("Select None"); 
     run("Set Measurements...", "  
redirect=None decimal=3"); 
     setTool("line"); 
     waitForUser("Measure Length of ROI"); 
      
     numMeasures = getResult("Length", 0)/200; 
//make a measurement every 200 microns 
     run("Clear Results"); 
     waitForUser("Make " + numMeasures + " 
Measurements"); 
      for (r=0; r<nResults; r++){ 
     setResult("Region", r, Name); 
      }  
     saveAs("Results", measures + "Lengths_" + 
cropname + ".csv"); 
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     print(nResults + " measurements from " + 
cropname + "made"); 
     run("Clear Results"); 
      }} 
 







 File.rename(input+list[i], output+list[i]);  
 File.rename(input+FImgROIset, output+FImgROIset); 
 File.rename(input + poly, output+poly); 
}else{ 
File.rename(input+list[i], origfull+list[i]);  
} 
run("Close All"); 
 run("Clear Results"); 
 if (isOpen("ROI Manager")) { 
    selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
    run("Close");}  
 selectWindow("Log"); 
 logfile= logs + "Log_" + img + ".csv"; 
 saveAs("Text", logfile); 




4-Split Channels Tool 
This splits multi-channel images into single channel images and automatically saves the 
images. The single channel image filenames are “tagged” with an identifier, such as “-PV”, 
which is used in downstream steps. This step is done because processing steps for segmentation 
often require different parameters for different channels. Additionally, less computational power 
is required to process single channel images. The information from the multi-channel image is 
retained, so data from single channel images can be combined later. 
//This prompts you to pick the folder with your multi-channel images 
input = getDirectory("Choose Input Directory "); 
 
Split = input + "/singlechannelimages/" 
 
check_folders = File.exists(Split); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(Split); 
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  print("Split Folder Created");} 
 




for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) {  
 //the conditional "if" statement tells it to only open ".tif" 
images and ignore all others 
     if (endsWith(list[i], ".tif")){  
         print(i + ": " + input+list[i]);  
         open(input+list[i]);  
          //note-stack to hyperstack should be commented out if the 
image is already a hyperstack 
        // run("Stack to Hyperstack...", "order=xyczt(default) 
channels=3 slices=1 frames=1 display=Grayscale"); 
         getDimensions(width, height, channels, slices, frames); 
         nchan = channels; 
          
         imgName=getTitle();  
         baseNameEnd=indexOf(imgName, ".tif");  
         baseName=substring(imgName, 0, baseNameEnd);  
        
         run("Split Channels"); 
         if (nchan == 4){  
         selectWindow("C4-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-DAPI");  
         close(); 
         selectWindow("C3-" + imgName);  
         //this enhances contrast and turns it into a B&W image 
         //block out the next two lines of code if you do not want 
these edits 
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         //this next line saves the image with the original filename 
plus "-DAPI" at the end 
         //change "-DAPI" as necessary for your specific image 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-Cas3");  
         close();  
         selectWindow("C2-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-tdT");  
         close();  
         selectWindow("C1-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-SST");  
 
         close();  
         } 
         if (nchan == 3){ 
          selectWindow("C3-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
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         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-DAPI");  
         close();  
         selectWindow("C2-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-Cas3");  
         close();  
         selectWindow("C1-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-tdT");  
 
         close();  
         } 
 
               if (nchan == 2){ 
 
         selectWindow("C2-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-DAPI");  
         close();  
         selectWindow("C1-" + imgName);  
          run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
          run("Grays"); 
         saveAs("Tiff", Split +baseName + "-tdT");  
 
         close();  
         } 
         } 
         } 
 
5-Manual Annotation Tool 
This enables the user to manually annotate images with ImageJ selection tools to create 
“observation windows” for Spatstat, as well as draw lines onto the images to mark cortical layer 
boundaries. This automatically checks for the “-DAPI” tag but can be easily modified if that is 
not desired. It works through the ImageJ ROI Manager tool, and saves all ROI’s in formats that 
can be reloaded into ImageJ to enable the user to check ROI’s or change them later. It also saves 
ROI’s in a CSV format to be loaded into Spatstat. 
input = getDirectory("Choose Image Directory"); 
 list = getFileList(input); 
Rinput = input + "/Rinput/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(Rinput); 
if (check_folders !=1) { 
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  File.makeDirectory(Rinput);    
} 
 
polygonROIfiles = input + "/polygonROIfiles/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(polygonROIfiles); 
if (check_folders !=1) { 
   





for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) {  
 run("Close All"); 
 run("Clear Results"); 
 if (isOpen("ROI Manager")) { 
    selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
    run("Close");}  
    print("\\Clear"); 
if (endsWith(list[i], "DAPI.tif")){          
open(input+list[i]); 
 origName = getTitle();  
 extIndex = indexOf(origName, "-DAPI.tif");  






run("Enhance Contrast", "saturated=0.35"); 
waitForUser("Add VisCtx polygon to ROI manager"); 
 
setTool("polyline"); 
waitForUser("Add lines at each laminar border to ROI manager starting 
from L6 bottom to L2/3 top"); 
 
waitForUser("Double check that lines are in correct order (should have 





Null = "Select Region"; 
  ROI1 = "VisCtx"; ROI2 = "L6"; 
  ROI3 = "L6-L5"; ROI4 = "L5-L4"; 
  ROI5 = "L4-L2"; ROI6 = "L2"; 
  ROI7 = "SLM"; ROI8 = "CA3"; 
  ROI9 = "CA2"; ROI10="DG"; 
  choices = ROI1 + "," + ROI2 + "," + ROI3 + "," + ROI4 + "," + ROI5 + 
"," + ROI6 + "," + ROI7 + "," + ROI8 + ","  + ROI9 + "," + ROI10 + ","+ 
Null; 
  choice = split(choices, ","); 
  Dialog.create("Create ROIs"); 
  Dialog.addMessage("Image Name"); 
  Dialog.addString("", ID, 30); 
  Dialog.addMessage("Name ROIs (in order added to manager)"); 
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  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 1", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[0]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 2", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[1]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 3", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[2]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 4", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[3]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 5", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[4]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 6", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[5]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 7", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[6]); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 8", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[7]); 
 Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 9", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[8]); 
Dialog.addCheckbox("ROI 10", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("", choice, choice[9]); 
 
  Dialog.addMessage("Check this box if layers cannot be drawn"); 
  Dialog.addCheckbox("Remove From Dataset?", false); 
   
   
  Dialog.show(); 
 
  imgD = Dialog.getString(); 
  ROI1 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI2 = Dialog.getChoice();  
  ROI3 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI4 = Dialog.getChoice(); 
  ROI5 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI6 = Dialog.getChoice();  
  ROI7 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI8 = Dialog.getChoice(); 
  ROI9 = Dialog.getChoice(); ROI10 = Dialog.getChoice(); 
   
  makeROI1 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI2 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  makeROI3 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI4 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  makeROI5 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI6 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  makeROI7 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI8 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  makeROI9 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); makeROI10 = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
  Discard = Dialog.getCheckbox(); 
   
remove=0; 
if(Discard == 1){ 
discard = input + "/discard/"; 
    check_folders = File.exists(discard); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(discard);} 
   
File.rename(input+list[i], discard+list[i]);  
remove = 1; 
}; 
if (remove ==0){ 
img =  imgD; 
rename(img); 
  
output = input; 
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  ROIs = newArray(ROI1, ROI2, ROI3, ROI4, ROI5, ROI6, ROI7, ROI8, 
ROI9,ROI10); 
  numROIs = (makeROI1 + makeROI2 + makeROI3 + makeROI4 + makeROI5 + 
makeROI6 +makeROI7 + makeROI8 + makeROI9 + makeROI10); 
 Names = Array.trim(ROIs, numROIs); 
    print("Region Names: ");  
    Array.print(Names); 
    print("Number of Regions: " + numROIs); 
 
nROIs = roiManager("count"); 
 
 
     
if(nROIs==numROIs){ 
for (b = 0; b<numROIs; b++) { 
 roiManager("Select", b); 
   roiManager("Rename", Names[b]); 
   poly= "ROI_" + Names[b] + "_" + img + ".csv"; 
   run("Properties... ", "list"); 
   saveAs("Results", Rinput + poly); 
    selectWindow(poly); 
    run("Close");     
} 
polyset = "ROI-SET_" + img + ".zip"; 
roiManager("save", polygonROIfiles + polyset); 
counted = input + "/analyzed_images/"; 
    check_folders = File.exists(counted); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(counted);} 
   
File.rename(input+list[i], counted+list[i]); 
}else{ 
 error = input + "/errors/"; 
    check_folders = File.exists(error); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(error);} 







6-Particle Analysis Tool 
This tool implements the image processing and segmentation pipeline detailed in Figure 
2-1. It creates a graphical user interface which allows the user to specify parameters for each 
step, as well as enable or disable steps. Sizes of particles to be counted should be manually 
measured first. I found that an effective σ1 for Difference of Gaussians is roughly equal to the 
radius of the objects to be counted, while σ2 should be 2*σ1. The user should test new parameters 
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for each type of image. Single image mode is useful for testing parameters. Once parameters are 
established, batch mode can be run. Note that particle counts are only saved if batch mode is run 
and “Watershed and count” option is checked. Particles are saved as ImageJ ROIs and XY 
coordinates in a CSV file.  
function DoG(img, sigma1, sigma2){ 
 imgName = getTitle(); 
 run("Duplicate...", " "); 
 run("Gaussian Blur...", "sigma=&sigma2"); 
 rename("sigma2"); 
 selectWindow(imgName); 
 run("Gaussian Blur...", "sigma=&sigma1"); 
 imageCalculator("Subtract", imgName,"sigma2"); 
  selectWindow("sigma2"); 
  run("Close"); 
 selectWindow(imgName); 
 rename("DoG_s1_" + sigma1 + "_s2_" + sigma2 + "_" + imgName); 
} 
 
function threshold(img, method){ 
setAutoThreshold(method); 
setOption("BlackBackground", false); 




  default1 = "Default"; 
  otsu = "Otsu"; 
    choices = default1 + "," + otsu; 
    choice = split(choices, ","); 
 
Dialog.create("Preprocessing and Thresholding"); 
Dialog.addMessage("Enter Parameters for Preprocessing and 
Thresholding"); 
 
Dialog.addCheckbox("Difference of Gaussians", true); 
Dialog.addToSameRow(); Dialog.addNumber("sigma1: ", 4); 
Dialog.addToSameRow(); Dialog.addNumber("sigma2: ", 8); 
Dialog.addCheckbox("Local Contrast Adjustment", true); 
Dialog.addToSameRow(); Dialog.addNumber("Block Size: ", 500); 
Dialog.addToSameRow(); Dialog.addNumber("Slope: ", 2); 
Dialog.addCheckbox("Gamma Adjustment", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addNumber("Gamma: ", 0.7);  
Dialog.addCheckbox("Threshold", true); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addChoice("_", choice, choice[0]); 
Dialog.addCheckbox("Watershed and Count", true) ; 
Dialog.addNumber("Min Size = ", 40); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addNumber("Max Size = ",500); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addNumber("Min Circularity = ", 0.5); 
Dialog.addCheckbox("Batch Mode", false); Dialog.addToSameRow(); 
Dialog.addString("Extension: ", "tdT.tif"); 
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Dialog.addMessage("For batch mode enter the proper extension, ie 
'tdT.tif' if you are trying to process tdTomato tif images"); 
Dialog.show(); 
 
applyDoG = Dialog.getCheckbox(); sig1 = Dialog.getNumber(); sig2 = 
Dialog.getNumber(); 
applyCLAHE = Dialog.getCheckbox(); CLAHE1 = Dialog.getNumber(); CLAHE2 
= Dialog.getNumber(); 
applyGamma = Dialog.getCheckbox(); GammaValue = Dialog.getNumber(); 
applyThreshold = Dialog.getCheckbox(); methodchoice = 
Dialog.getChoice(); 
applyShed = Dialog.getCheckbox(); mincell = Dialog.getNumber(); maxcell 
= Dialog.getNumber(); mincirc = Dialog.getNumber(); 







DoG(currImg, sig1, sig2);} 
rename(currImg); 
if(applyCLAHE == 1){ 
run("Enhance Local Contrast (CLAHE)", "blocksize=&CLAHE1 histogram=256 
maximum=&CLAHE2 mask=*None* fast_(less_accurate)");} 
if(applyGamma ==1){ 
 run("Gamma...", "value=&GammaValue"); 
} 




 subtract(currImg, 500, 5000, 0, 1); 
 subtract(currImg, 0, 50, 0, 0.25); 
 run("Watershed"); 
 run("Analyze Particles...", "size=&mincell-&maxcell 






input = getDirectory("Choose Image Directory"); 
list = getFileList(input); 
 
for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) {  
 if (endsWith(list[i], filetypes)) //this only opens images that 
have the correct channel tag 
  { 
   //this next block closes any open images, the ROI 
manager if it is open, and clears results 
   if (isOpen("ROI Manager")) { 
       selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
       run("Close"); 
      } 
       
   run("Close All"); 
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baseNameEnd = indexOf(currImg, ".tif");  
baseName = substring(currImg, 0, baseNameEnd); 
 
if(applyDoG==1){ 
DoG(currImg, sig1, sig2);} 
rename(currImg); 
if(applyCLAHE == 1){ 
run("Enhance Local Contrast (CLAHE)", "blocksize=&CLAHE1 histogram=256 
maximum=&CLAHE2 mask=*None* fast_(less_accurate)");} 
if(applyGamma ==1){ 
 run("Gamma...", "value=&GammaValue"); 
} 
 
if(applyThreshold == 1){ 
threshold(currImg, methodchoice); 
run("Invert"); 
binaryimages = input + "/binaryimages/"; 
check_folders = File.exists(binaryimages); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(binaryimages);} 




 subtract(currImg, 500, 5000, 0, 1); 
 subtract(currImg, 0, 50, 0, 0.25); 
 run("Watershed"); 
 run("Analyze Particles...", "size=&mincell-&maxcell 
circularity=&mincirc-1.00 show=Nothing display add"); 
} 
 
//SAVE PARTICLES AS CSV AND ROI 
polygonROIfiles = input + "/polygonROIfiles/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(polygonROIfiles); 
if (check_folders !=1) { 
   
  File.makeDirectory(polygonROIfiles);    
} 
roiManager("Save", polygonROIfiles + "AutoCt_" + baseName + ".zip"); 
 
Rinput = input + "/Rinput/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(Rinput); 
if (check_folders !=1) { 
   





run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard modal min centroid 




saveAs("Measurements", Rinput + "AutoCt_" + baseName +".csv"); 
/* 
counted = input + "/analyzed_images/"; 
    check_folders = File.exists(counted); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(counted);} 
   
File.rename(input+list[i], counted+list[i]); 




if (isOpen("ROI Manager")) { 
       selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
       run("Close"); 
      } 
       
   run("Close All"); 
   run("Clear Results"); 
 
} 
  } 
} 
 
7-Quality Control Tool 
This tool allows the user to perform a manual “quality control” check of the automated 
counts. It is recommended that this is always done. It should be run on the same folder used by 
the Particle Analysis Tool, after that tool has been run in batch mode. The tool checks for 
existing ROI files, which the user can then edit through deleting or adding from the ROI 
manager. ROI files don’t need to exist though, this tool can be used to entirely hand count 
images. Once the user has edited the ROIs as necessary, the new ROI set is saved as a separate 
file, in ROI and XY coordinate CSV form. 
run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard modal min centroid 
center shape median redirect=None decimal=3"); 
 
//input folder should contain single channel tif images 
input = getDirectory("Choose Image Directory"); 
list = getFileList(input); 
 
//Rinput folder contains CSV files which are read by R 
Rinput = input + "/Rinput/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(Rinput); 
if (check_folders !=1) { 
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  File.makeDirectory(Rinput);    
} 
 
//polygonROIfiles contains any ZIP files of ROI sets, which can be read 
into imageJ by ROI manager 
polygonROIfiles = input + "/polygonROIfiles/"; 
 check_folders = File.exists(polygonROIfiles); 
if (check_folders !=1) { 
   
  File.makeDirectory(polygonROIfiles);    
} 
//THE FILE EXTENSION MUST BE MANUALLY CHANGED TO THE PROPER CHANNEL TAG 
//ie tdT.tif if counting tdTomato cells 
for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) {  
 if (endsWith(list[i], "-tdT.tif")) //this only opens images that 
have the correct channel tag 
  { 
   //this next block closes any open images, the ROI 
manager if it is open, and clears results 
   if (isOpen("ROI Manager")) { 
       selectWindow("ROI Manager"); 
       run("Close"); 
      } 
       
   run("Close All"); 




imgName = getTitle(); 
baseNameEnd = indexOf(imgName, ".tif");  
baseName = substring(imgName, 0, baseNameEnd); 
//this has to manually be changed, need to update so that it is not 
hard coded 
notag = indexOf(imgName, "-tdT.tif"); 
notagName = substring(imgName, 0, notag); 
checkROIs = File.exists(polygonROIfiles + "ROI-SET_" + notagName + 
".zip"); 
if (checkROIs !=1) { 




 roiManager("Open", polygonROIfiles + "ROI-SET_" + notagName + 
".zip"); 
 roiManager("measure"); 
 Z1 = getValue("results.count"); 
 print(Z1); 
 run("Clear Results"); 
 } 
 
check_autoct = File.exists(polygonROIfiles + "AutoCt_" +baseName + 
".zip"); 
if (check_autoct !=1) { 
  waitForUser("No auto count file found-manually load file or 










roiManager("Show All without labels"); 
proceed = getBoolean("Proceed with counting?"); 
 





 Z2 = getValue("results.count"); 
 print(Z2); 
 run("Clear Results"); 
waitForUser("Add cells to ROI manager within analysis ROI, then hit 
ok"); 
 
//delete the analysis regions now that cell addition is complete 
//this array is created manually so is inflexible, figure out later how 
to specify an array of length 0:Z1 




Z3 = getValue("results.count"); 
 for (m=(Z2-Z1); m < Z3; m++){ 
   roiManager("Select", m);  
   X0 = getResult("X", m); 
   Y0 = getResult("Y", m); 
   run("Specify...", "width=15 height=15 x=&X0 y=&Y0 
oval constrain centered scaled"); 
   roiManager("update"); 
   } 
   run("Select None"); 
    
waitForUser("Confirm that all cells have been added properly"); 
run("Clear Results"); 
roiManager("measure"); 
saveAs("Measurements", Rinput + "HandCt_" + baseName +".csv"); 
  run("Clear Results"); 
roiManager("Save", polygonROIfiles + "HandCt_" + baseName + ".zip"); 
 
counted = input + "/analyzed_images/"; 
    check_folders = File.exists(counted); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(counted);} 




 discard = input + "/discard/"; 
    check_folders = File.exists(discard); 
  if(check_folders==0){ 
  File.makeDirectory(discard);} 
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File.rename(input+list[i], discard+list[i]);  
if(checkROIs==1){ 
 //the assumption is that if the zip files exist, the ROI csvs are 
already in Rinput folder-this code moves them to discard 
File.rename(Rinput + "ROI_Ctx_" + notagName + ".csv", discard + 
"ROI_Ctx_" + notagName + ".csv");  
File.rename(Rinput + "ROI_L2_" + notagName + ".csv", discard + 
"ROI_L2_" + notagName + ".csv"); 
File.rename(Rinput + "ROI_L5-L2_" + notagName + ".csv", discard + 
"ROI_L5-L2_" + notagName + ".csv");  
File.rename(Rinput + "ROI_L6-L5_" + notagName + ".csv", discard + 
"ROI_L6-L5_" + notagName + ".csv");  
File.rename(Rinput + "ROI_L6_" + notagName + ".csv", discard + 





  } 
}  






This section contains various pieces of code written in R that I wrote to carry out my 
analysis. I am not going to include full scripts because there are many repetitive elements, and 
my code itself was often inefficiently written. I will not be including aspects of the code that 
were simple implementations of Spatstat functions, for example using nndist() to compute 
nearest neighbor distance. I suggest looking into the robust Spatstat documentation for help with 
that. Full scripts will be uploaded to my GitHub, but these snippets should enable someone to 
reasonably implement the same analyses in their work. 
 
Creation of Spatial Objects 
 The first step in my analysis was to load CSV data created by the ImageJ pipeline. 
CoordinateFiles = list.files(pattern='Coordinates*') 
CoordinateList = lapply(CoordinateFiles, read.csv, header=T, sep=',') 
LAfiles = list.files(pattern='Layers_LA_*') 
LAList = lapply(LAfiles, read.csv, header=T, sep=',') 
 This is the basic data loading step. CoordinateFiles contain XY coordinates of objects, 
while “LAFiles” contains polygonal XY vertices which constitute the observation window. “LA” 
stands for “Layer All”. In some versions of analysis code I changed this to “ROIFiles” because 
“LA” was a bit confusing. The list of CSV files would be run through an iterative loop so that 
each image could be processed separately. Something like this: 
numfiles = length(CoordinateList) 
A <- 1:numfiles 
A <- A[seq(1, length(A), 2)]  
for (i in A){ 
  CoordinatesPV = as.data.frame(CoordinateList[i]) 
  CoordinatesSST = as.data.frame(CoordinateList[i+1]) 
  CoordinatesPV$CellType='PV' 
  CoordinatesSST$CellType='SST' 
  Coordinates <- rbind(CoordinatesPV, CoordinatesSST) 
  Coordinates$CellType <- as.factor(Coordinates$CellType) 
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 The reason this sequence was written like that was because there were two coordinate 
CSVs for every ROI CSV. I actually would just manually duplicate the ROI’s to get an equal 
length list. CellType becomes a factor so that it can be used to create a “marked point pattern”, 
which is basically just a point pattern with multiple types of objects, which can then be compared 
directly. 
Creating point pattern objects: 
  PPP.All = ppp(Coordinates$X, Coordinates$Y, poly=ROI.XY, 
marks=Coordinates$CellType) 
 
 Creating spatial line objects (such as the bottom of the cortex): 
  PSP.L6B = 
psp(L6line$x,L6line$y,L6line$x1,L6line$y1,window=obs_window) 
 
Measuring Cortical Thickness 
 This approach has already been described in 2.2-6 and 2.3-6. But this is the basic code: 
  GenPts.L6B = pointsOnLines(PSP.L6B, eps=1) 
  GenPts.L2T = pointsOnLines(PSP.L2T, np=GenPts.L6B$n) 
  Distance.All = crossdist(GenPts.L6B,GenPts.L2T) 
  #The crossdist function compares every possible pair of points but we 
only want the diagonal comparisons, since the pointsonline function 
generates points L to R along the length of the segment 
  Distance.All = diag(Distance.All) 
  Median.Distance.All = median(Distance.All) 
 
Correcting Angle of Orientation 
 Images are usually not oriented in the same direction. Certain parts of the code relied on 
the sorting of points along the X axis, which proved to be problematic if the image was oriented 
in certain ways. I fixed this by calculating a correction angle, based on the angle of the line from 




orientation = psp(GenPts.L6B$x, GenPts.L6B$y, 
GenPts.L2T$x[1:length(GenPts.L6B$x)], 
GenPts.L2T$y[1:length(GenPts.L6B$y)], window=frame)  
  orientation = angles.psp(orientation) 
  orientation = median(orientation) 
  correctionangle = (90*pi/180)-orientation 
  PPP.All = rotate.ppp(PPP.All, angle=correctionangle) 
 
Point Normalization for Relative Radial Distribution 
 This code works by finding the nearest point on the bottom cortex line from any given 
point, and then drawing a line between the two points. This distance is calculated and then 
normalized to the nearest line segment from the set of line segments used to calculate cortical 
thickness. 
#project points onto line segment 
  PVprojpoints <- project2segment(PPP.PV,PSP.L6B) 
  #PVprojpoints <- PVprojpoints$Xproj 
  SSTprojpoints <- project2segment(PPP.SST,PSP.L6B) 
  #SSTprojpoints <- SSTprojpoints$Xproj 
  #get a PSP of every NND connection between L6 and L6-L2 lines 
  #L62L2lines = 
psp(L6points$x,L6points$y,L6.L2points$x,L6.L2points$y,window=frame) 
  L62L2lines = 
psp(GenPts.L6B$x,GenPts.L6B$y,GenPts.L2T$x,GenPts.L2T$y,window=frame) 
  #plot(L62L2lines) 
  indnormindexPV = data.frame(nearestsegment(PPP.PV, L62L2lines)) 
#indnormindex is the index number of the line segment within L62L2 
(layer 6 to layer 2) PSP 
  indnormindexPV$localdistance.All = NA #this is the localized 
thickness of the cortex 
  indnormindexPV$localdistance.L6 = NA #localized thickness of each 
layer 
  indnormindexPV$localdistance.L5 = NA 
  indnormindexPV$localdistance.L4 = NA 
  indnormindexPV$localdistance.L2 = NA 
  for (q in 1:length(indnormindexPV$localdistance.All)){ 
    index = indnormindexPV$nearestsegment.PPP.PV..L62L2lines.[q] 
    indnormindexPV$localdistance.All[q] = Distance.All[index] 
    indnormindexPV$localdistance.L6[q] = Distance.L6[index] 
    indnormindexPV$localdistance.L5[q] = 
Distance.L6[index]+Distance.L5[index] 
    indnormindexPV$localdistance.L4[q] = 
Distance.L6[index]+Distance.L5[index]+Distance.L4[index] 
    indnormindexPV$localdistance.L2[q] = 
Distance.L6[index]+Distance.L5[index]+Distance.L4[index]+Distance.L2[in
dex] 
  } 
  #divide each distance from bottom by the ind-norm distance 
  indnormindexPV$dist = PVprojpoints$d 
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  # plot(PPP.PV) 
  # plot(PPP.PV[137], col='green', add=T) 
  # plot(L62L2lines[19], add=T) 
  indnormindexPV$normalized = 
PVprojpoints$d/indnormindexPV$localdistance.All 
 
 This figure illustrates the general concept and workflow of relative radial distribution 
analysis: 
 
Figure AB-1 Workflow of relative radial distribution analysis 
LtoR: 1-Raw PV immunofluorescent image; 2-XY coordinate transformation of image; 3-Point projections from PV 
cells to bottom of cortex; 4-lines drawn from PV cell to bottom of cortex 
 
Random Spatial Distribution Simulations 
 In order to simulate data from an existing image, the data has to be loaded as a spatial 
object first, such as PPP.C1 in this case: 
PPP.C1 = ppp(Coordinates$Xrot, Coordinates$Yrot, window=obs_window, 
marks=as.factor(Coordinates$CellType)) 
probdens = density(PPP.C1,sigma = bw.scott(PPP.C1), edge=T) 
 The probdens is a kernel smoothed estimate of the intensity function of the point 
process. This allows us to simulate inhomogenous point processes that are similar in their 
inhomogeneity as the real data, thus simulating lamination of cINs. 
 Set the seed so that random patterns can be recreated if the code is run again. 
set.seed(1111) 
 Use rSSI function to simulate cells that are randomly placed, but with a minimal 
inhibition distance to account for the cell body: 
PVrand = rSSI(r=7, n=PPP.C1$n, f=probdens, win=obs_window)   
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 This object is a point pattern and thus all calculations that can be performed on point 
patterns can be performed on this object. 
 
Simulated Cell Death 
 I refined my simulation by simulating cell death, and by using the actual observed points 
as a starting point to add more points to. The logic for this was that the observed points were the 
cells that survived cell death. So if I am simulating it, they should be there. 
 First, I calculated the expected “starting points” prior to cell death based on the 
estimation that 40% of cINs die during the developmental cell death period. 
startingpoints = PPP.C1$n/0.6 #the cells prior to cell death 
PVstartingpattern = rSSI(r=7, n=startingpoints, f=probdens, 
win=obs_window)   
 Then, a second pattern was created using the rthin function, which randomly “thins” a 
point pattern by setting a probability for each point to be retained, which I set as 0.6. 
PVfinalpattern = rthin(PVstartingpattern, 0.6) 
  
Finding Unique Combinations of cPcdh in Tasic 2018 Dataset 
In an effort to understand how many cPcdh isoforms are expressed in any given single 
cIN, I looked at data from the Allen Brain Atlas’ recent scRNA sequencing publication (Tasic B 
et al. 2018). At the time I was hoping to use this information to inform parameters for other types 
of simulations which were not included in this document, but ultimately I decided that the data 
was uninterpretable. 
cPcdh expression data in the form of log10 CPM values were downloaded from the Allen 
Brain Atlas, and were binarized so that any log10 CPM > 0 was “expressed” and any value at 0 
was “not expressed”. Then, I counted the number of completely distinct combinations for PV and 
SST cells. When considering all three clusters, ~97% of PV cells (1292 distinct/1337 total) 
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expressed distinct cPcdh combinations, while ~96% of SST cells (1676/1741) were distinct. If α-
cPcdhs are not considered, this number drops to ~91% for PV (1213/1337) and ~92% for SST 
(1597/1741). If β-cPcdhs are not considered, this number drops even more to ~64% for PV 
(858/1337) and ~61% for SST (1076/1741).  
Code Usage: 
library(dplyr) #the package dplyr is required 
data = read.csv("Tasic GABAergic cPcdh ABG Expression Data CSV.csv", 
sep=',', header=T) #change to whatever your data is called 
PV = subset(data, data$Class=='PV') #you don’t have to create a new 
variable 
SST = subset(data, data$Class =='SST') 
 
#binarize the pcdh expression data 
PV[-1] = as.integer(PV[-1] != 0) 
SST[-1] = as.integer(SST[-1] !=0) 
 
PV %>% distinct(Pcdha1_log10_cpm,Pcdha2_log10_cpm, Pcdha3_log10_cpm, 
Pcdha4_log10_cpm, Pcdha5_log10_cpm, Pcdha6_log10_cpm, Pcdha7_log10_cpm, 
Pcdha8_log10_cpm, Pcdha9_log10_cpm, 
Pcdha10_log10_cpm,Pcdha11_log10_cpm,Pcdha12_log10_cpm,Pcdhac1_log10_cpm













#1292 distinct combinations out of 1337 = 96.7%  
SST %>% distinct(Pcdha1_log10_cpm,Pcdha2_log10_cpm, Pcdha3_log10_cpm, 
Pcdha4_log10_cpm, Pcdha5_log10_cpm, Pcdha6_log10_cpm, Pcdha7_log10_cpm, 
Pcdha8_log10_cpm, Pcdha9_log10_cpm, 
Pcdha10_log10_cpm,Pcdha11_log10_cpm,Pcdha12_log10_cpm,Pcdhac1_log10_cpm

















This calculates the number of unique cPcdh sets within PV and SST groups. I had to 
hard-code each cPcdh so it is lengthy, but it works well. To calculate unique combinations 
without considering α-cPcdhs (representing an α-KO), just copy and paste the same code but 
delete the α-cPcdhs. 
